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Preface

In May 2004 Castle Vale Housing Action Trust commissioned the

author to write an account of Castle Vale’s revival since the

formation of the Trust in 1993. The research and writing was carried

out over the following six months. 

During that period Adam Mornement interviewed a wide range of

individuals, all with different perspectives on the transformation of

Castle Vale. Interviewees included residents, doctors, midwives,

policemen, teachers, politicians, and councillors. 

The author was supported by Housing Action Trust staff past and present.

The Trust’s records and archives were also placed at his disposal. 

He was encouraged to write an independent record of events. 

Published March 2005 © Castle Vale Housing Action Trust
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to Non Departmental Public Bodies. These quangos would work in

tandem with residents and partner organisations to establish

democratic and accountable systems of sustainable self-

governance. To varying degrees, physical redevelopment was also a

feature of each Housing Action Trust. In context they were a radical

response to a chronic problem. 

Riots in Brixton, Toxteth, Handsworth, and Haringey during the early

1980s confirmed that action in the ‘inner cities’ was a matter of

urgency. Large volumes of poor quality housing and sustained under-

investment in services had contributed to the evolution of a

disenfranchised urban underclass. 

The Conservative administration needed to stem the tide of

disaffection. But what was the most effective way to address the deep-

rooted and multi-faceted problems? And why was it that however much

money was invested, the same areas always seemed to be listed

among Britain’s most deprived? Innovative thinking was required. 

The Housing Action Trust model required that power and

responsibility be devolved to local people. In the late 1980s this was

not common practice. The Trusts were also among the first

regeneration programmes to treat social, economic and physical

decay as related problems. But arguably the greatest legacy of the

Housing Action Trust experiment is the hardest to measure, their

long term viability.

During their relatively brief life-span the Trusts tried to create a robust

infrastructure for sustainable self-sufficiency, to make sure that

benefits didn’t evaporate once they had run their course. Instead of

relying on the local authority or Housing Action Trust as their landlord,

the vision was for these communities to manage themselves. 

The logic is clear. Who is better placed to judge what changes are

required, and where funds should be invested? But a genuine

assessment of the Housing Action Trusts’ effectiveness as catalysts

for lasting change will not be possible until around 2015, a

generation after work began. 

For Castle Vale the signs are good, as Beatrice Lunn and countless

other residents are happy to testify. What follows is a record of how

far the estate has already come.
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Aerial view of Castle Vale in 1993.

“I left my husband in 1991 and moved to Castle Vale soon

afterwards. Until then I’d always worked. But I lost my house,

furniture, clothes, and my motivation. I suppose we were classed as

a problem family. Whatever Birmingham City Council tells you, this

was a dumping ground full of single parents, alcoholics, and the

mentally ill. It took me a good six years to get back on my feet,” says

Beatrice Lunn. 

In 1997 Lunn was employed by Castle Vale Housing Action Trust to

assist with its clearance programme. Within a few years she was

appointed manager of Phoenix Court, sheltered accommodation 

for the estate’s elderly and infirm. “The HAT changed everything, 

for everyone.” 

There were only ever six Housing Action Trusts, one each in Hull,

Liverpool, and Birmingham, and three in London. All were set up

between 1991 and 1993; the last will expire in 2007. They were

ambitious, controversial, and well-funded experiments in reviving

urban areas afflicted by severe levels of deprivation. 

The idea, which provoked public and political outrage when first

proposed, was to transfer the management of social housing stock

Tenants move into a new bungalow built in 2003.



influenced so much economic and physical development in post-war

Birmingham. It is easily accessible from Kingsbury Road to the north,

Chester Road to the west, and the M6 to the south. Two railway lines

and the River Tame also border the estate. The combined effect

turned Castle Vale into a well-connected island. 

Another unusual characteristic was the mixture of tenure. From the

outset approximately 30% of the estate was built for private sale,

principally the Park Lane area in the north-east of the estate. In the

1960s it was unusual to find any significant mix of tenure in a large

area of municipal housing. 

In scale and composition Castle Vale bears many hallmarks of a new

town, albeit with distinctive features. It sits on top of Castle Bromwich

Airfield. During the Second World War, Spitfires and Lancaster Bombers

were manufactured at Castle Bromwich and tested at the airfield,

now the site of a Jaguar factory. The three main roads that run east-

west through the estate were once runways. 

In its original form the estate comprised nearly 5,000 homes,

including 2,000 high-rise flats, two shopping centres, five schools,

two churches, a swimming pool, as well as other social and

community facilities. There were 34 tower blocks. The largest

groupings were the 14 along the Farnborough Road, and a central

group of eight. Nobody could have predicted that within a decade

‘Centre 8’ would be a regional synonym for crime and urban squalor.  

In the early years Castle Vale was populated by families displaced by

large-scale clearance programmes in Birmingham. The majority

came from Nechells and Aston, predominantly white, working class

areas, with large Irish minorities. 

Some people loved it. Sue Spicer’s family moved to a flat in the

Centre 8 in 1969. “It was a huge improvement on our house in

Aston. We had an indoor toilet, and there was so much green space.

Mobile butchers and grocers came to our door. It seemed 

like Utopia.”

Others weren’t so sure. Pat Smith, a health worker on the estate

between 1968 and 1988 recalls that: “People felt unsettled, on

edge. Many had come from the old back-to-backs, places with

strong social ties. Castle Vale was a shock to the system. The 

lack of safe play space and the cost of under-floor heating were

major bones of contention. People were used to coal fires, which

were much cheaper to run. But housing was the focal point 

of discontent.”
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Castle Vale wasn’t always a sink estate. In the 1960s it was a

modern, well-equipped, and apparently popular place to live. It was

also much needed. At the beginning of the 1960s over 50,000

people were waiting for housing in Birmingham. 

The built version of the estate was not the original. An earlier

masterplan, described by a contemporary account as a ‘miniature

garden city’
1
, had been devised in 1961. But it fell by the wayside.

One of the critical factors in its demise was an internal dispute at

Birmingham City Council
2
. It would be a further three years before

work actually began, by which time the vision looked very different. 

The second masterplan, the work of Birmingham city architect J R

Sheridan-Shedden, was arranged in a Radburn Layout, which places

‘superblocks’ of housing, shops, offices, and schools around

communal green spaces. The modernist idea, pioneered by Clarence

Stein in Radburn, New Jersey in 1929, was to separate pedestrians

and vehicles. Stein also believed that a high quality of life was

derived from having all day-to-day activities within walking distance.

At no stage were prospective tenants invited to comment on either

of the masterplans. 

The estate was also touched by the enthusiasm for automobiles that

Chapter 1
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1
Architect’s Journal, 29 July, 1964. 

2
In the 1960s responsibility for planning at Birmingham City Council was divided between the Public Works Committee and the House Building Committee. Both considered themselves

responsible for zoning. The crossover provoked heated exchanges, and a breakdown in communication – the placement of Castle Vale’s shopping centre was a particular bone of contention. The garden city concept was lost
in the crossfire of recrimination. Ibid. 

The Rise and Fall of 
Castle Vale, 1964 - 1993

A 1960s view of Castle Vale from a tower block on Farnborough Road showing the newly built Castle Vale Comprehensive School in the distance.

Castle Vale at night - a photograph of the Centre 8 tower blocks taken
by resident Steve Wilkie in about 1993.
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The fall

“The problems began when people were moved here who didn’t want

to be here,” says Carole Rafferty, long-term community

representative and chair of the Tenants and Residents Alliance (see

chapter 2)
3
. 

The large-scale relocation of communities may have been traumatic,

but residents of Castle Vale were at least united by shared

experience. Reluctant newcomers began to corrode those bonds. 

“By the late 1970s it became evident that drug dealers were working

on the estate. And violent incidents began to accumulate, there had

never previously been a problem with violence,” says Rafferty. 

Pat Smith recalls the demise of the ‘rent man’. “It must have been

the mid-to-late 1970s when the rent man stopped going from door

to door. There had been one mugging too many.” From then on rent

was collected by post or at the neighbourhood office. Another thread

of community cohesion had snapped. 

The seeds of discontent blossomed throughout the 1980s. The

banks, solicitors and weekly markets all disappeared. The schools

were failing. People were increasingly ashamed of the estate. More

than one resident remembers that people would shuffle their feet and

mumble ‘Erdington’ or ‘Minworth’ when asked where they came from.

Lord Corbett of Castle Vale, Labour peer and loyal supporter of the

Housing Action Trust, first witnessed the depths to which Castle Vale

had sunk in 1983. “I was Member of Parliament for Erdington at the

time, and went to the estate to canvass as part of that miserable

election campaign. I was absolutely appalled by what I saw, an

estate of tower blocks like giant battery cages. It was a civic pigsty.

It was clear that Birmingham City Council didn’t have the funds to

make the necessary improvements.” 

Another resident, who prefers to remain anonymous, remembers

that car theft was a big problem: “At least twice I walked out of the

front door to watch my car being driven away.”

Teenagers growing up on the estate would spend evenings at the top

of Concorde Tower, the tallest high-rise on the estate, watching the

cars racing below. The long straight roads were popular with joy riders. 

Paul Hill, an artist, who has lived in Castle Vale since the early

1970s, recalls the departure of the last bank as the time the rot set

in. “I think it must have been around 1987. Then the estate was

6
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In 2000 Carole Rafferty was awarded an MBE for services to the regeneration of Castle Vale.  

Farnborough Road 14 tower blocks, 1994. View of Castle Vale in the 1960’s showing Chivenor House/School in
the distance.

really in trouble.” After that, loan sharks were the only option

available to people in need of financial support.

Every Thursday morning money lenders would congregate outside

the Post Office armed with their clients’ books. They would take their

share of the money, and return the following week. The bleak wind-

blown shopping centre was a suitably dismal setting for the ritual. 

As the years went by the quality of life continued to deteriorate.

Tenants no longer expected the council to respond to their

complaints. “I lived at Cranwell [one of the ‘Centre 8’ tower blocks].

I don’t think it received any investment for 18 years. The lift kept

breaking down. But things really began to go down hill when the

police station in the ground floor was closed down,” says Sue Spicer.

Winters on Castle Vale were particularly grim. “Because the

maisonette blocks were so badly built they were almost impossible

to heat. We had quarterly electricity bills of between £300-500, and

still the flat was freezing, with ice on the inside of the windows,”

recalls Wendy Walsh, who was bringing up two young children in the

early 1990s
4
. “It seems amazing to think of it now, but we spent

entire winters in the living room, to keep warm. I used to bath the

children in a paddling pool.” 

Another young mother in the early 1990s, who lived in a first floor

flat of a maisonette block, recalls: “The flat was above the rubbish

shute. There were so many fires in the shute, some set off

deliberately, others caused by garden waste. The fire services took

ages to respond, if they responded at all. I remember once, eight

months pregnant with my second child, standing in the smoke-filled

hallway with a fire extinguisher trying to put out a fire.” 

Animals were another feature of life in Castle Vale. “We knew they

were a problem, particularly in the tower blocks,” says Richard

Temple Cox, chairman of the Housing Action Trust. “So we advertised

for unwanted pets, and worked with schools to use them as an

educational tool. The first donation was a donkey, which had been

living on the balcony of a ninth floor flat.” 

Unsurprisingly, the quality of life had a terrible impact on the health of

the local population. A Health Needs Assessment published in 1992

revealed that life expectancy was only 68.3 years (the national average

was closer to 76
5
), and the estate had among the highest rates of infant

mortality in the West Midlands. “From the mid-1970s there were

growing numbers of children with upper respiratory problems, particularly

those living in the flat-roofed maisonette blocks,” recalls Pat Smith. The

report also showed that 1,517 heavy drinkers and over 650 substance

4
In 2004 Wendy Walsh was appointed chair of Castle Vale Community Housing Association (see chapters 3 and 9). 

5
In 1991 the expectation of life at birth across the United Kingdom was: 73.2 years (male), and 78.7 years

(female). Source: Office of National Statistics. 
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View of Concorde tower and the Sopwith Croft area in about 1993.

Castle Vale shopping centre precinct, c1994.Typical 1960s built walk-up block of flats.

View of Farnborough Road tower blocks from southern perimeter, c1994.

abusers lived in Castle Vale
6
. Unemployment was another problem. In

1993 it was running at 26%, with limited potential for improvement. By

then Castle Vale was notorious throughout the West Midlands. Job

applications marked with a B35 postcode went to the bottom of the pile.  

Standards of educational attainment were poor. There are four junior

schools and one secondary school in Castle Vale. All had

unsustainably small student populations. “Some of the parents

treated us as a free child-minding service,” says Steve Holloway,

head teacher of Chivenor Junior School. “Aspirations were very low.”

The estate’s reputation also made it difficult to attract teachers. “I

remember interviewing for Birmingham Education Authority and

asking Non-Qualified Teachers where they’d like to work. Invariably

the answer was, ‘anywhere but Castle Vale’. And there was the time

we had an Ofsted. I took the advisor to the shopping centre to get

some lunch. He was genuinely scared,” says Holloway. 

Newcomers to Castle Vale couldn’t fail to pick up on the

atmosphere. “When I arrived in 1991 they gave me a flat on the

14th floor of Concorde Tower. There was no front door, no back door.

The wind whistled right through. There was no community spirit

whatsoever. You just kept your mouth shut. The only people you

knew were the people on your own floor. I hated it,” says Beatrice

Lunn (see introduction). 

Jez Lilley moved to Castle Vale after leaving the army in 1986. “I

lived like a hermit for the first two years. The army cares about you.

Here nobody talked to me. I was terrified to be honest.”

For years Birmingham City Council had been aware of the gravity of

Castle Vale’s problems. Final confirmation came in 1991 when a

chunk of concrete fell from one of the tower blocks. There was

nobody underneath, but Castle Vale was falling apart. 

The revival

In July 1991 Derek Waddington, then director of housing at

Birmingham City Council, heard about the Housing Action Trust in

North Hull. He wondered whether a similar approach could work in

Castle Vale. After a fact-finding visit to Hull, Waddington

recommended the model to Dick Knowles, then leader of the council.

The prospect of a large Labour-controlled local council cutting a deal

with a Conservative government known for its antipathy to local

authorities seemed unlikely. But Waddington persevered.

He was assisted by Stan Austin, a local resident and chair of housing

6
At the time the estate had a population of around 10,000.
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One of the unpopular maisonette blocks, c1994.

at the Council. Their alliance was instrumental in lobbying the Labour

Group at Birmingham City Council for Castle Vale’s Housing Action

Trust status. 

One night in the autumn of 1991 Waddington was summoned to a

meeting of the Labour Group. “I was asked to make a presentation

on the possibilities offered by the HAT model. I told them that in my

opinion it represented Castle Vale’s last and best chance.”

After discussions late into the night Waddington’s recommendation

was carried. The next day Birmingham City Council opened

negotiations with the Department of the Environment on how to

approach the establishment of a Housing Action Trust in Castle Vale. 

The news was made public in December 1991 when Michael

Heseltine announced to Parliament that Castle Vale was the latest

candidate for Housing Action Trust status. 

By then the people of Castle Vale already knew. The morning of the

announcement everyone had been sent a letter explaining what was

happening. “We knew that the tenant ballot, which would decide whether

or not the Housing Action Trust happened, might be a way off, but it was

essential to get the tenants on board from day one,” says Waddington.

This determination to consult the public was in part a reflection of

negative responses to the Housing Action Trust model, which had

struggled for support since 1988. In their original incarnation,

tenants did not have a vote on Housing Action Trusts. They were 

to be imposed by a central government increasingly synonymous 

with privatisation. 

This and other bullish Tory tactics meant that early attempts to establish

Trusts in Lambeth, Tower Hamlets, Southwark, Leeds, Sandwell, and

Sunderland were met with extreme scepticism. Ultimately a Labour

amendment in the House of Lords was required to ensure that tenants

would have a vote in future Housing Action Trust proposals. 

The furore meant that the policy went quiet for a while. When it re-

emerged it was in a much more palatable format. Second time

round there was also increased pressure for Housing Action Trusts to

be a success.

Richard Temple Cox
7
, a prominent Birmingham architect, was appointed

shadow chairman of the Housing Action Trust in the autumn of

1992. “I was charged with persuading the estate to vote for the HAT.

I was given one government minder from London to work with,” 

he recalls. 

7
In 2002, Richard Temple Cox was awarded the CBE for services to regeneration in Birmingham. 

View of Centre 8 in the early 1990s.

View of Farnborough Road low-rise homes in the 1960’s.

View of Farnborough Road from Vulcan House c1979.
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Patrick Allen, of the Department of the Environment, was seconded

to Birmingham City Council in November 1992. He had a rude

awakening. “The first day I was there, working from a converted pram

shed at the bottom of Concorde Tower, there was an armed robbery

at the Post Office,” says Allen
8
. 

Public meetings were held to introduce the idea of the Housing

Action Trust. Temple Cox recalls: “The residents looked malnourished

and tired. In some faces there was barely a vestige of hope.”

It was after one of these meetings that residents interested in

playing a role in exploring the Housing Action Trust proposal further

were asked to make themselves known. Twenty-five stayed behind.

They became the Community Action Team. 

It was agreed by all members that they would not come to any

decisions until they were in possession of all the facts.

“We visited some of the other Housing Action Trusts, where we saw

for ourselves the difference they could make,” says Bev McQuoid,

one of the original members, who moved to Castle Vale in 1978.

“We wanted everyone to know as much as possible. We were

battling against apathy.” But that wasn’t the only problem. 

Carole Rafferty, leader of the Community Action Team, remembers:

“The council offered security. People knew what they were going to

get. The idea of transferring to an unknown organisation, which at

the time didn’t even exist, did worry a lot of people. But we weren’t

blind to the problems on the estate.”

After 18 months working on the Housing Action Trust proposal, the

Community Action Team agreed to give it their backing, although

they did have some reservations.

One of the Community Action Team’s main concerns was to ensure

that, in the event of a yes vote, the voice of the people would be

heard. “That’s why we dug our heels in about the number of

residents on the Board,” says McQuoid. 

The original proposal of a ten-strong Board, composed of three

residents, three local authority nominees, three independent

members, and a chairman, was deemed unacceptable. The

Community Action Team wanted five resident representatives, which

the Department of the Environment balked at. In the end a

compromise saw the Board increased to 12, with four resident reps,

three local authority councillors, and five independents.

8
Patrick Allen subsequently stood as acting chief executive of the Trust until Angus Kennedy took up his post in November 1993. 

A number of pubs were demolished to make way for new developments.

Campaigning went on throughout the autumn of 1992. A Portakabin

was set up in Reed Square, where Department of the Environment,

Birmingham City Council, Community Action Team, and members of

the shadow Housing Action Trust Board would answer questions and

sooth concerns. Meetings and road-shows became regular features of

life on the estate. There was even a free video delivered to every

household. This was pretty fancy stuff in the early 1990s, an indication

of the government’s commitment to securing a positive vote. 

In December 1992, one year after the Housing Action Trust had

been proposed for Castle Vale, Tony Baldry, Minister for Housing

announced the ballot date – 18 March 1993. What followed was

three months of lobbying, with local councillors, government

officials, and the shadow board all trying to make their case 

to residents.

From the Housing Action Trust’s perspective the work of John

Thompson would be vital to a successful campaign. “He was an

architect with a high reputation for community involvement,” says

Temple Cox. Between January and March 1993 Thompson and his

team ran a series of neighbourhood meetings, where residents were

invited to express their concerns and aspirations about a range of

issues, including crime, housing, and education. 

The idea was to get residents to imagine what life could be like. “It

was quite tough to get people to dream, to envisage a different

world. We found that a lot of people had never left Castle Vale,” 

says Thompson.

But the events served a purpose. “They helped to galvanise people,

changing attitudes from, ‘we’ve had people like you here before’ to

something much more positive,” says Temple Cox. 

Not everybody was happy. “There was a well-organised left-wing

faction, who rallied behind a local Labour councillor [see chapter 2].

Their view was that if the HAT was really about community

empowerment they should be handling the budget. It took a couple

of years to get through their opposition. It was a disruptive and

painful experience. It took time, but we knew we had time,” says

Temple Cox. 

Another Labour Councillor, Marje Bridle, led a council group to

prevent similar organisations being set up elsewhere in Birmingham.

“I was angry that Castle Vale was getting so much money. I felt that

it should have been shared around. Looking back I’m not very proud

of that,” says Bridle, who became deputy chair of the Housing Action

Trust in 2002.

Evidence of graffitti and grime in the early 1990’s.
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Opposition and public disinterest meant that there were no

guarantees of success. “It was an uncertain time. The vote was

always in the balance,” says Patrick Allen. It is a recollection that

makes the results seem remarkable. The ballot produced a turnout

of 74%, of whom 92% voted in favour of the Housing Action Trust.

Baldry announced the good news on 15 April 1993. 

The residents of a 1960s experiment in social housing had voted to

be part of a social engineering experiment in the 1990s. It was a

leap of faith. 

Castle Vale

Where is it?

The roughly rectangular 481-acre island

site is five miles north-east of Birmingham

city centre. It is bordered by Chester Road

to the west, Kingsbury Road to the north,

and a railway line to the east. The River

Tame runs through the south of the estate.

The M6 is visible, and audible, on the other

side of the river valley. The estate occupies

the site of the former Castle Bromwich

Airfield. During the Second World War,

Spitfires and Lancasters produced at Castle

Bromwich (now a Jaguar plant) were tested

there. This heroic legacy has imbued an

otherwise rootless and isolated estate with

a much-needed sense of identity. Even the

name ‘Castle Vale’ is new. It was selected

in a public competition during the early

1960s, soon after the airfield was proposed

for development.

What’s the population?

Castle Vale is Birmingham’s largest post-

war housing estate. It has a population of

approximately 9,000, with 4,000 households. 

Who lives there?

There is increasing ethnic diversity in Castle

Vale but the vast majority of the population

has always been white – the 2001 census

revealed that only 8% of residents were

from black or minority ethnic backgrounds,

up from 5% in 1991. In the early days the

majority of residents were families

displaced by Birmingham’s clearance

programme. Many came from Nechells and

Aston, traditionally working class areas with

large Irish populations.

When was it built? 

The estate was built between 1964 and

1969. Birmingham city architect J R

Sheridan-Shedden devised the masterplan

based on the Radburn Layout, a system

that orientates large blocks of housing,

shops, and schools around open green

space. Castle Vale was a post-war new

town in all but name. As well as 34 tower

blocks the estate included 3,400 low-rise

homes (a mixture of detached, semi-

detached, and maisonette dwellings), two

shopping centres, five schools, two churches,

a swimming pool, and other social and

community facilities. Unusually, around

30% of the estate was built for private sale.

The majority of private properties were built

in the Park Lane area, to the north-east of

the estate.
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Housing Action Trusts
What is a Housing Action Trust? 
Housing Action Trusts were Non
Departmental Public Bodies set up by
central government to address problems
of poor housing, economic deprivation,
and social decay in urban areas. They
were first proposed in a Department of the
Environment Consultation Document in
1987. The intention behind the Trusts was
listed in Clause 60 (5) of the 1988
Housing Bill. The role of each Housing
Action Trust was to: “Carry out a major
programme of renovation in consultation
with the residents, bring empty council
properties back into use, improve the way
estates are looked after and generally help
improve the economic, environmental and
social condition of the area”. 

Why did the early attempts to establish
Housing Action Trusts fail?
The original Housing Action Trust
legislation was substantially different from
the model that we know today. The key
difference is resident involvement.
Originally Margaret Thatcher’s government
proposed that areas in desperate need of
assistance would be removed from the
control of local authorities and transferred
to Housing Action Trusts. That prospect
angered residents and local authorities in
the six areas proposed for Housing Action
Trusts – three in London, and one each in
Leeds, Sandwell, and Sunderland. Many
resented the imposition, and suspected
back-door privatisation. The hostile
reaction led to a Labour amendment in
the House of Lords, stating that tenants

must have the opportunity to vote on
whether their estate would transfer to a
Housing Action Trust (6 November 1988).
For the next three years Housing Action
Trusts slipped off the political radar. They
re-emerged in a more acceptable format.
This time tenants had the right to vote.
They also had the right to return to the
council at the end of the Housing Action
Trust, and rents would be frozen.

What was new about Housing Action
Trusts?
Housing Action Trusts were an innovative
experiment in addressing symptoms of
multiple deprivation. Several of the
methodologies that underpinned the
Housing Action Trust approach have
subsequently become mainstays of urban
regeneration policy. These include: 
1) Approaching estate-based regeneration
from an holistic perspective. That is to say,
issues of poor housing, low educational
attainment, and high crime rates were
treated as related problems, requiring
head teachers, the police force and
housing managers to work in partnership
to find solutions. 
2) Insisting that residents take a lead role
in formulating regeneration strategy. 
3) Ensuring that the benefits of
regeneration were sustainable beyond the
Housing Action Trust’s life-time. 
4) Housing Action Trusts also made the
idea of Stock Transfer acceptable. Today
the transfer of authority for public housing
is common practice, but in the late 1980s
and early 1990s it was considered to be
radical action. 

How many were there?
There were only ever six Housing Action
Trusts. In chronological order: North Hull,
Waltham Forest (East London), Liverpool,
Tower Hamlets (East London), Castle Vale,
and Stonebridge (North London). All were
set up between 1991 and 1994, and
lasted for 8-12 years. Stonebridge will be
the last to wind up in 2007. 

If Housing Action Trusts have been so
successful, why were there only six?
Their detractors claim that Housing Action
Trusts were an expensive means of
housing management. Their supporters
say that this misses the point. Housing
Action Trusts delivered much more than
housing. The cost incorporated a range of
community development services –
including health, education, and
community safety – alongside traditional
housing management. However, it is true
that compared to previous regeneration
programmes they were expensive. As a
consequence only a certain level of
investment could be justified (£200
million was originally allocated for all six;
the final amount was around four times
that amount). In order to learn as much as
possible from the Housing Action Trust
experiment it was decided to pilot them in
six very different areas. In Liverpool 48
tower blocks ‘pepper potted’ across the
city were transferred to the Trust. North
Hull is a 1930s cottage estate. Castle
Vale was the only island estate.

In the early 1990s Castle Vale had a very poor environment. Fly
tipping and rubbish dumping were common occurences.

The dumping and burning of cars was a frequent occurrence in the
early to mid 1990s.

Castle Vale
Where is it?

The roughly rectangular 481-acre island

site is five miles north-east of

Birmingham city centre. It is bordered by

Chester Road to the west, Kingsbury

Road to the north, and a railway line to

the east. The River Tame runs through

the south of the estate. The M6 is

visible, and audible, on the other side of

the river valley. The estate occupies the

site of the former Castle Bromwich

Airfield. During the Second World War,

Spitfires and Lancasters produced at

Castle Bromwich (now a Jaguar plant)

were tested there. This heroic legacy

has imbued an otherwise rootless and

isolated estate with a much-needed

sense of identity. Even the name ‘Castle

Vale’ is new. It was selected in a public

competition during the early 1960s,

soon after the airfield was proposed for

development.

What’s the population?

Castle Vale is Birmingham’s largest

post-war housing estate. It has a

population of approximately 9,000, with

4,000 households. 

Who lives there?

There is increasing ethnic diversity in

Castle Vale but the vast majority of the

population has always been white – the

2001 census revealed that only 8% of

residents were from black or minority

ethnic backgrounds, up from 5% in

1991. In the early days the majority of

residents were families displaced by

Birmingham’s clearance programme.

Many came from Nechells and Aston,

traditionally working class areas with

large Irish populations.

When was it built? 

The estate was built between 1964 and

1969. Birmingham city architect J R

Sheridan-Shedden devised the masterplan

based on the Radburn Layout, a system

that orientates large blocks of housing,

shops, and schools around open green

space. Castle Vale was a post-war new

town in all but name. As well as 34

tower blocks the estate included 3,400

low-rise homes (a mixture of detached,

semi-detached, and maisonette dwellings),

two shopping centres, five schools, two

churches, a swimming pool, and other

social and community facilities. Unusually,

around 30% of the estate was built for

private sale. The majority of private

properties were built in the Park Lane

area, to the north-east of the estate.



To people unaccustomed with mechanisms of government it often

comes as a surprise to find that all publicly-funded organisations are

obliged to spend their annual budget allocations by the end of each

financial year (31 March). If there is a surplus the government

judges that it has given too much and will reduce accordingly for the

following year. “I worked out that if we continued spending at the

current rate we would under-spend by 95%. I had to find a way to

spend the money in four months and one week,” says Kennedy.

The bulk of the £2 million was spent on securing planning approvals

and a start on site for two housing developments of 60 units at the

eastern end of Farnborough Road, one of Castle Vale’s three former

runways. “The contracts were signed on 31 March 1994. We did it

by the skin of our teeth,” says Kennedy.  

The experience provided further evidence of the need for a long-

term spending structure that would address the needs of Castle

Vale, and comply with the Trust’s statutory objectives. But that

wasn’t all. Other challenges included recruiting over 100 staff to

deliver a diverse programme of improvements, establishing a

democratic forum for communication between residents and the

Trust, and securing some ‘quick wins’ to build the confidence of 

local people. 

With hindsight it is no surprise that the first few years were fraught

with tensions and mistakes. The Housing Action Trust was learning

on its feet.

Securing funds and establishing a time-frame 

“At the outset we had no idea of our lifetime costs, nor how long we

would be around,” says Kennedy. “It had been suggested that the

government would be prepared to contribute £78 million towards a

total cost of £130 million. But there was nothing in writing, no

guarantees. We needed clarity.”

Between April 1994 and the end of the following year Kennedy and

his growing team of directors set out to establish exactly what Castle

Vale Housing Action Trust was expected to achieve. Their starting

point was the list of statutory objectives in the 1988 Housing Act.

1) To secure the repair or improvement of housing accommodation

for the time being held by the Trust

2) To secure the proper and effective management and use of that

housing accommodation

3) To encourage diversity in the interests by virtue of which housing

accommodation in the area is occupied and, in the case of

accommodation which is occupied under tenancies, diversity in the
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Housing Action Trusts were an experiment. The transfer of social

housing stock to Non Departmental Public Bodies was a radical and

unproven idea in 1993. So when it came to setting them up, there

were few precedents to learn from. The only comparable

organisations were the other Housing Action Trusts, all of which were

finding their feet and had distinct local conditions to contend with.

Castle Vale Housing Action Trust was formally designated on 30 June

1993. It was the penultimate of the six Trusts set up between 1991 and

1993. Only the chairman, Richard Temple Cox, who worked for two days

a week in Castle Vale, and a 12-strong Board consisting of three local

authority councillors, four elected resident representatives, and five

independent members with relevant skills and experience, had been

appointed. It wasn’t until 23 November 1993 that the first permanent

member of staff was in place, Angus Kennedy as chief executive
1
. 

“I had two immediate challenges. First, dampen people’s

expectations. There had been a long period of build-up to the HAT.

Now that it had been announced everybody wanted their share of the

pot of gold. I had to explain that we needed to work up a feasibility

study to spend the funds appropriately over a period of several years.

Decisions could not be made quickly,” says Kennedy. Perversely, his

second challenge was to spend £2 million in five months.

Chapter 2
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Angus Kennedy remained chief executive for the duration of the Housing Action Trust. In 2004 he was awarded an OBE for services to social housing in Birmingham. 

Public meetings were held in the run up to the HAT being established.

(left to right) Carole Rafferty MBE, member of the former Community
Action Team (CAT), views plans in 1993 for a new Castle Vale with Patrick
Allen (centre) and Richard Temple Cox CBE, Chairman of the HAT Board.
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identity of landlords, and 

4) Generally to secure or facilitate the improvement of living

conditions in the area and the social conditions and general

environment of the area
2
.

The Housing Action Trust also devised a detailed masterplan, to

define development priorities, and commissioned research, to

establish the true extent of investment required in health,

employment, crime reduction, education, and other issues relevant

to the delivery of its holistic agenda. “Out of that came a costed

programme and business plan,” says Kennedy. The next stage was

to secure funding.

“At the beginning some had an aspiration that the work could be

done in six or seven years. But in 1993 we had a budget profile of

£2 million one year, £3 million the next year, £5 million the following

year …,” says Kennedy. “That wasn’t going to get us anywhere. We

needed to achieve a genuine transformation in Castle Vale, and our

research told us that would cost £225 million, and take about ten

years,” says Kennedy.

At the end of 1995 the Department of the Environment, the

government department that funded the Housing Action Trusts,

offered Castle Vale lifetime costs of between £140-160 million.

“Even at the top end we knew it wasn’t enough. It seemed crazy for

a government to set up a programme and then refuse to pay for it.

So we asked them which part of the estate they would like back,”

says Kennedy. The tactic worked. 

In December 1996, following another round of negotiations, Castle

Vale was offered £205 million. At last the Trust knew how much

money it would have, and how that money would be spent. 

Building the team

During the four years of behind-the-scenes haggling, the Trust hadn’t

been standing still. It had found premises at Castle Vale

Comprehensive School, space left vacant by declining attendance –

in 1993 the school had only 362 students. It was built to

accommodate at least twice that number. 

More significantly, the Housing Action Trust had also established

eight ‘sub-groups’, to guide the various aspects of the Housing

Action Trust’s work, including housing, health, leisure, finance,

employment, and education. They were led by Board members, and

composed of community representatives, Housing Action Trust, and

other interested parties
3
. They reported directly to the Board.
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2
The HAT Board subsequently added economic develoment to its internal objectives. “Our Board wanted the additional scope that it would give us,” says Angus Kennedy. 

3
Each sub-group had up to six places. The groups were

chaired by a Board member with relevant skills and experience.  

During 1994/95 public meetings and planning for real events were
held to help determine a master plan for the regeneration of Castle
Vale (also shown opposite right top and bottom).

From the outset residents were involved in reshaping Castle Vale.



The sub-groups played a vital role in ensuring that key stakeholders and

service providers became engaged in the regeneration programme. They

also ensured that local people were integrated into the decision-making

process, enabling them to influence the Trust’s actions
4
. In addition,

meetings of the Housing Action Trust Board were open to the public,

creating a platform for residents to air their views. “During the 12 years

the HAT was around, there were 84 Board meetings. Residents attended

on every occasion,” says Richard Temple Cox. 

On the ground a good deal of work had already been started by a

workforce that had demonstrated great skill and commitment

despite the uncertainties surrounding the longevity of the Trust, and

their own short-term contracts. 

“Staffing-up was just another challenge that had to be met. It was

the subject of numerous arguments with the Department of the

Environment. We had to get them to agree 117 different job

descriptions, and there were disagreements about salary levels,”

recalls Kennedy. The most serious disputes concerned two posts

that Kennedy regarded as vital, but the DoE considered peripheral. 

“The biggest debate was about Economic and Community

Development [ECD]. The Department couldn’t understand why a

Housing Action Trust would have anything to do with economic

development. HATs were seen principally as physical programmes.

So yes, we’d need a finance director, a development director, and a

housing director. But an economic development director on a

comparable salary was another matter,” says Kennedy.

The complexity of staffing the directorate was one of the problems in

ensuring that Economic and Community Development was

accepted. An unusual range of people with a diverse set of skills was

required to deliver the aspects of the Housing Action Trust’s remit

that other regeneration organisations didn’t cover. It required

specialists in business development, jobs and training, public arts,

and health. “I also had to explain that, given the diversity of the role

we were unlikely to find a director with all the relevant skills,” says

Kennedy. In late 1994 Rod Griffin, formerly in the economic

development department of Birmingham City Council, was appointed

as the inaugural director of Economic and Community Development. 

Kennedy’s other argument with the Department of the Environment

concerned the appointment of a Planning and Policy Manager. The

Board had decided early on that one of its priorities was to help local

people realise their potential. It had also been decided that a

dedicated member of the staff would be needed to achieve this. 
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“We wanted this person as deputy to the Director of Housing, with

responsibility for the resident empowerment programme and the

succession strategy. To us that combination of responsibilities 

just made sense, but the government couldn’t understand it,” 

says Kennedy. 

In the mid-1990s resident empowerment and succession were 

seen as optional extras, not issues at the core of regeneration 

policy. But the Board got its way. Carole Wildman was appointed in 

December 1994. 

Empowering residents 

“It was my job to set up a forum for tenants and residents to

communicate with the Trust,” says Wildman, who subsequently

became Director of Housing. “It was vital for the community to 

have a point of consultation, and to be part of the process 

of transformation.” 

Until the beginning of 1995 the Community Action Team (see

chapter 1) had acted as the principal conduit for communication

between residents and the Housing Action Trust. The trouble was

that the Community Action Team members were all self-appointed.

Things had to be moved on to a more democratic footing. 

Initially the various resident associations and community activists in

Castle Vale tried to establish a democratic system of self-

representation among themselves. “They formed an association of

interested parties called the Unity Discussion Group. I think they only

met twice. They were constantly at each other’s throats. It was like

trying to hold the former Yugoslavia together,” recalls Wildman. 

By the middle of 1995, with formal lines of communication between

residents and the Housing Action Trust still largely dysfunctional, it

was agreed that an independent consultant should be appointed to

work with the Vale’s key opinion formers, to establish a way forward.

Enter Birmingham Cooperative Housing Services.

“We arrived in July 1995, two years after the Housing Action Trust had

been set up” says John Stevens, director of BCHS. “It was clear that

there was serious conflict across the estate. There was a lot of anxiety

and confusion around. Some people didn’t want the HAT, some didn’t

trust the HAT, some didn’t know what the HAT was, and some just

wanted to get on with it. One group, the Tenants Forum, was particularly

hostile. They were actually campaigning for the HAT to be wound up.” 

The Tenants Forum, a small group loyal to traditional Labour values

and the local council, was unconvinced about the quango, particularly

20
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Over the lifetime of the Housing Action Trust more than 70 working groups and committees were convened, which together engaged over 800 residents in the process of strategy formulation and decision-making. 

Sir George Young, then Minister for Housing, formally launched
Castle Vale HAT in Spring 1993. During his visit he met pupils and
teachers of Castle Vale School.

Public meetings were held in 1995 to mark the publication of the
masterplan.
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its commitment to working with residents. “And some staff members

were very arrogant,” says Mike Olley, a local councillor then highly

sceptical about the Trust
5
. 

The perception that the Housing Action Trust was ploughing ahead

regardless of resident’s wishes resulted in a number of displays of

dissent, including the ‘Frolicking on the Greens’ incident, in which

the Tenants Forum and their anti-Trust allies exploited primary

legislation which states that if members of the public can prove that

an open space has a tangible value to the community - including

frolicking - it cannot be used for development; Forum members

produced ‘You’ve Been Quangoed’ t-shirts especially for the

occasion. From the Trust’s perspective the event was a reminder of

the urgent need to establish a democratically-elected group of

residents to represent the interests of the whole community. 

One of the problems was that by the middle of 1995 the Housing

Action Trust had been around for two years, but it was still not clear

how the programme would be rolled out, or who would be first in the

queue. “There was a growing sense by a minority that perhaps the

HAT wasn’t all it was cracked up to be,” says Stevens. 

And while all this was going on, the Housing Action Trust was under

pressure to start delivering on the ground, which created additional

tensions. It was clearly important to start knocking down tower

blocks and tackling unemployment, but if the improvements were

going to last, a great deal of thought was required, and that took

time. Mutual understanding was required. 

The role of Birmingham Cooperative Housing Services was to

establish a process for the democratic election of a group of

residents to communicate with the Trust. “We dedicated one of our

workers to spend several months meeting all the interest groups on

the estate, to find out how solid they all were, what their

understanding of the situation was, and on what basis they might be

prepared to work with other people. We were looking for common

ground,” says Stevens. 

It was clear that there were all sorts of splits within the community,

but one split appeared unbridgeable, the divide between the tenants

and owners-occupiers.

In the eyes of the tenants the Trust was first and foremost a landlord.

So they regarded housing management issues as paramount –

repairs, rents … But the Housing Action Trust’s role was much

broader than that, extending across the entire estate. 
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“We had hoped to create a unified Estate Forum, but quickly realised

that a two-tier structure might be our only option,” says Stevens. By

the beginning of 1996 a steering group, composed of

representatives from the various resident and interest groups on the

estate, had agreed that the forum would be composed of the Tenant

Representative Board, Housing Action Trust tenants concerned with

matters of tenant interest, and the Community Council, residents

representing the entire estate, regardless of tenure. “It was

convoluted, but it was the only way we were going to make

progress,” says Stevens.

The next stage was to divide the estate into constituencies, formalise

the Estate Forum constitution, and run the inaugural elections. Each

of the constituencies elected representatives of the Community

Council and Tenants Representative Board. “To get the community

together and maximise the turnout the inaugural election was called

Democracy Day. It was quite a carnival, and it’s been held every year

since,” says Stevens.  

The Housing Action Trust had reservations about the Estate Forum.

“We weren’t thrilled. It was such a complex solution, but it did mean

that people had to become part of it, or remain outside. It was time

to put up or shut up,” says Carole Wildman. 

The division between tenants and residents meant that problems

were almost inevitable. In April 1998, after two years of stuttering

progress, the Tenants Representative Board and Community Council

merged to form the Tenants and Residents Alliance, and that stuck.

Overcoming opposition

Despite the establishment of a democratic body to represent the

interests of the community, some people were still not happy. The

period between 1993 and 1997 saw a range of opponents express

their frustration at the Trust, well-founded or otherwise. Some

opponents were within, others external.

Outside the estate was Birmingham City Council, a powerful Labour-

led organisation which had only accepted the Housing Action Trust

reluctantly. “The council was indifferent to us,” says Wildman. “Our

quickest planning permission was 29 weeks [the national standard

is closer to ten].” Kennedy, a former council employee, agrees: “I

think it’s fair to say that we could have done things quicker if the

council had been more cooperative.” 

Within the estate there were those who perceived the Trust as anti-

democratic and yearned for the day when they could return to

Birmingham City Council, notably the Tenants Forum. Others were

5
In 2001 Mike Olley was selected as a member of the Housing Action Trust’s Board. 

Regular consultative meetings were held between HAT staff and
members of the Tenants and Residents Alliance. 

HAT Board meeting in 1995 with members of the public in the
background.
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politically opposed to the Housing Action Trust, seeing it as a

Conservative ploy to ensure back door privatisation of social housing

stock. And then there were the owner-occupiers, some of whom felt

disconnected from the entire process. It was also taking time for the

Estate Forum to bed down. 

“In retrospect it would have been better if the Forum had got their

office space sooner,” says Carole Wildman. That didn’t happen until

early 1996. By then, with tensions still running high, BCHS had been

invited back to help the Forum develop. 

Some of the tensions were purely practical. “The Forum still had to

work out who the resource workers were going to be, how they were

going to be funded, and how they were going to communicate with

the HAT,” says John Stevens. 

There were also tensions related to the nature of the Housing Action

Trust model. 

Because it was a quango, the Trust’s Board members were paid 

for their work. Three of those Board members were tenants, 

another was a private homeowner. It was a situation that provoked 

heated debate.

“The Estate Forum, generally quite politicised people, thought that

resident Board members shouldn’t accept the money [then £5,000

per year]. They also wanted to rubber-stamp the Board members.”

But the Trust refused to bend. The sting was eventually taken 

out of the problem because some tenant Board members were 

also elected to the Estate Forum, notably Carole Rafferty and 

John Newton. 

The length of time that it took to get the Estate Forum set up and

running smoothly certainly created problems for the Housing Action

Trust. By 1996 it was already moving ahead with development and

housing work, and making some fairly crucial strategic decisions. 

“In the eyes of the Forum it was a case of shutting the barn 

door after the horse had bolted,” says Stevens. It also intensified 

the pressure on the Trust to deliver solutions that were popular 

and well-managed. 

“While we were building up the programme there was a tension

between the speed of delivery and quality,” says Angus Kennedy.

“We were trying to go too fast. As a result we went through a period

of purgatory with the community for about 12-18 months. But we

came out stronger.”
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HAT Development manager Richard Millward (back, right) visited local
schools in 1995 to inform children of developments happening in
their neighbourhood.

Chairperson of the Centre 8 Liaison Group Harry Poyner and HAT
Chairman Richard Temple Cox, launch the start of demolition of the
Centre 8 tower blocks in May 1995.

The formal launch of the HAT on the estate was marked by a
community ‘fun day’. 

One of the problems concerned the early refurbishment schemes,

notably the project on Brabazon Grove, near the main shopping

centre. George and Margaret Hadley were among the first to go

through the process. “The contractors moved in on 7 August 1995.

We were told it would take eight weeks. But it took closer to five

months. During that time we lived like squatters. All our furniture was

in storage, our front-room was a shed. At one time we had eight

teams of contractors in the house. We had a terrible time.” 

It was an unhappy episode for all involved. The Housing Action Trust

sued the contractors, and the residents of Brabazon Grove initiated

legal action against the Housing Action Trust – which was settled out

of court. To some extent the early refurbs undermined the Trust and

fuelled the fire of its opponents. 

Things reached a head in 1997, when the Estate Forum sent

Birmingham City Council a dossier cataloguing all the Housing Action

Trust’s perceived mistakes. “We were sent a copy,” recalls Wildman.

“But instead of responding to all the issues in turn, and getting into

a game of tennis, we said, ‘OK, you’re obviously not happy, we’re

getting things wrong, so what do you want us to do?’”

This conciliatory approach resulted in the creation of the TRA

Consultative Committee, a monthly forum for tenants to air their

grievances. “It was supposed to address strategy issues. But we’d

talk about tap washers if we had to,” says Wildman. It also led to the

Tenants’ Expenses Package. 

The package, a suggestion of the Tenants and Residents Alliance,

was designed for and with tenants, to give them compensation in

advance for the turmoil and upheaval of refurbishment. “We also

arranged a deal which penalised contractors for over-running, 

so that further compensation would be paid to residents,” 

explains Kennedy
6
. 

Despite the difficulties, by 1997 the Housing Action Trust was an

established organisation. “It took us that long to reach a reasonable

level of dialogue with the community,” says Wildman. Significantly,

the housing development programme was also beginning to produce

results. Even its most committed opponents had to acknowledge

that the Housing Action Trust could deliver as well as make

promises. At last it had reached calmer waters.

6
The Tenants Expenses Package is now recognised as good practice by the Institute of Housing.



include allocating and maintaining properties, collecting rents,

managing the relationship with tenants and, where necessary,

enforcing tenancy conditions. The imminent redevelopment of Castle

Vale made little difference to rents collection (they had been frozen

as a condition of the 1993 ballot), but it did impact on allocations

and maintenance. It also meant that the Trust had to communicate

effectively on a wide range of issues, notably the schedule for

demolition and re-housing. The years ahead would be fraught with

upheaval. Patience and a good relationship with the community

would be vital to success. 

The Trust also had a number of advantages over Birmingham City

Council, its predecessor landlord. Unlike local authorities, the Housing

Action Trusts were not required to keep a housing revenue account, a

means of ensuring that all expenditure on housing management can

be funded from rents. The imperative to balance the books places

severe limitations on the capacity of local authorities to invest large

sums of money quickly, even in areas of severe deprivation. As a

quango the Trust didn’t have this problem. “This put it in a position to

provide a pretty Rolls Royce management service in terms of repairs,

target times, and peripheral housing management support,” says Pat

Niner, Senior Lecturer at the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies

(University of Birmingham), and long-term HAT board member. 

The relatively low quality of services provided by the local authority was

another advantage. It was not difficult for the Housing Action Trust to

look good in comparison. Some residents had all but given up hope of

investment in the estate. There was a backlog of routine repairs going

back at least 12 months, including gates, fencing, and plastering.

From the Trust’s perspective this created the perfect conditions for a

rapid and cost-effective means of gaining tenants’ trust. 

Alison Hadden, the Housing Action Trust’s director of housing from

1994-1998 recalls that: “It actually increased our workload. As

people began to realise that work was being done, more and more

came forward.” 

It was not only the repairs backlog that was tackled
2
. Grounds

maintenance was prioritised. “We also began the process of

changing tenancy conditions to be tougher on neighbour nuisance,”

says Angus Kennedy. These actions were a direct response to

requests from the community, and designed to provide early

evidence that the Trust was responsive to its tenants.

Members of the Green Box Gang, a small but notorious group of

teenage troublemakers, were the first to be evicted from the estate,

in 1998. Some residents – overestimating the extent of the Trust’s
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In March 1994 responsibility for the management of 3,479 homes

in Castle Vale passed from Birmingham City Council to Castle Vale

Housing Action Trust. It was the first transfer of public housing 

stock in Birmingham’s history. It also meant that nearly three years 

after the idea was first raised the tenants of Castle Vale had a 

new landlord.

For obvious reasons, managing housing in the context of a large-scale

clearance and rebuilding programme will always be a challenge. At

Castle Vale the complexity of the task was exacerbated because the

Housing Action Trust had no track record, and very few members of

staff. Financial constraints were another problem. Until the end of

1995, with no guarantees about funding, housing had to pitch

against other departments for the available money. This contributed

to internal tensions. “It was a hectic period, and it did take a while to

establish lines of communication between departments,” says one

member of staff from the era. On top of this, as a new organisation

the Trust needed to write policies that both shaped its own identity

and reflected the wishes of residents. It also had to start preparing

the ground for its successors. These and other factors conspired to

make the Trust’s experience as landlord a little different
1
.

The role of landlord entails certain universal responsibilities. These
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1
Castle Vale was also the only one of the six Housing Action Trusts to retain its housing management function. All the others outsourced it under Compulsory Competitive Tendering, a government policy intended to achieve
‘best value’ in public services by inviting private organisations to bid for the various functions of local authorities and Registered Social Landlords. Sharon Gilligan, Castle Vale Housing Action Trust’s housing manager, recalls:
“We fought hard [with the Department of the Environment] to keep housing management, because we wanted all our services to be as integrated as possible. It was important for our holistic approach.” 

2
As a demonstration of commitment the Trust revised completion times for repairs. From 1994 the targets were: 24 hours for emergencies (reduced to two hours in 2000), three days for ‘urgent’, and ten days for ‘standard’.
With one exception (2002), the Trust was up to speed. 

A team of caretakers looked after Castle Vale’s 34 tower blocks. They are pictured here with HAT Housing Manager Sharon Gilligan (centre) at an event held in 1995.

Over 60 new homes replaced the former Trees Public House in 1996.
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powers – had hoped for more immediate action. In truth, evictions

only became possible following the 1997 establishment of

ValeWatch, an operation that allowed the police and Housing Action

Trust to identify trouble spots and suspects (see chapter 6). 

But while tackling the repairs backlog was important, particularly in

building relationships with residents, the benefits were temporary.

That’s why the Housing Action Trust’s first decisions on housing were

to stop letting in the Centre 8, and to start clearing properties for

demolition. It was the clearance and rebuilding programme that

would make the lasting difference.

Clearance

In 1994 it was anticipated that the clearance and demolition

programme would be much less extensive than turned out to be the

case. The masterplan – which outlined a development framework

across the estate (see chapter 4) – proposed the demolition of 17

of the estate’s 34 tower blocks, and 24 four-storey maisonette

blocks. By 2002 an additional 15 tower blocks, three maisonettes,

and 114 bungalows had also been cleared, almost doubling the

extent of clearance, demolition, and rebuilding. Castle Vale was

barely recognisable. The forgotten wasteland pockmarked by towers

had become a dignified low-rise housing estate. 

Over its lifetime, the Housing Action Trust and its housing association

partners built 1,486 new homes
3
. In the eight years to 2002 it also

rehoused the equivalent of one household per working day. Over that

period, the vast majority of the 2,262 displaced households were

installed in new-build homes or one of the Housing Action Trust’s

refurbished properties. It was a mammoth challenge. A firm

organisational hand and forward planning were essential.

“A substantial redevelopment programme had been anticipated well

before the first clearance site was announced. So instead of re-letting

empty properties we began stockpiling them. This gave us a kick start

when clearance began in earnest,” says Bernadette Nolan, then

housing officer with the Trust, later performance manager for housing. 

The Trust’s allocations strategy was similarly enlightened, partly because

it could be: with a relative wealth of stock the Trust did its best to match

homes to occupants’ needs and aspirations, not a luxury commonly

available to property-strapped local councils. And partly to build

foundations for the future: it is standard practice for a social landlord to

re-house tenants on a like-for-like basis, but the Housing Action Trust gave

tenants a choice of properties. The hope was that increased domestic

contentment would create a stable community. “We also tried to build

what people wanted,” says Sharon Gilligan, the Trust’s housing manager.
4

3
When complete the majority of these properties were managed by Castle Vale Community Housing Association (founded in 1997, see side panel), which would eventually become the dominant landlord in Castle Vale. By the
end of the programme only 1,327 of the original 3,479 properties remained under the management of Castle Vale Housing Action Trust. 

4
The homogenous two-bed high-rise apartments were replaced with a range of two,

three, four, and five-bedroom homes, increasing the chances of residents finding properties that met their current and future needs. 
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The Eskimo Life pack scheme was introduced in 1996. This enables
vulnerable people to keep medical information in a container that is
kept in the fridge and is therefore easy to find in case of emergencies.

Chivenor House was completely refurbished and launched in 1999
to house elderly residents. It is one of only two tower blocks out of
the original 34 that remain in Castle Vale.

In 1995, 24 homes were built on the site of the former Albatross Pub.
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The clearance programme also influenced the relationship between

the Housing Action Trust and Birmingham City Council, which hadn’t

always been strong – in some corners of the council a whiff of

resentment at the imposition and relative wealth of the Trust still

lingered. But the Trust needed the council to find homes for the large

numbers of residents who took the opportunity to leave in the initial

phase of the clearance programme
5
. The council didn’t disappoint. 

Until 2001, Birmingham City Council also agreed to release the

Housing Action Trust from its nominations obligation
6
. This assisted

the Trust in two ways. First, there was no need to accommodate new

tenants, which would have been an additional distraction during 

the clearance and rebuilding programme. It also allowed the Trust

full control over all the properties on the estate, which enabled it to

mould communities with a desirable balance of ages and 

racial backgrounds. 

Clearance got off to a good start. By early 1997, 1,016 properties

were ready for demolition, including the estate’s symbolic heart, the

Centre 8. Each of the 16-storey towers – Abingdon, Bovingdon,

Cosford, Cranwell, Kemble, Lyneham, Northholt, and Shawbury –

contained 92 apartments. During the clearance process the Trust

found it necessary to employ security companies to patrol the Centre

8, 24 hours a day. The principal reason was to protect remaining

tenants. They also guarded against looting. 

By 1999 the majority of the unloved maisonettes had also been

cleared, as had Albert Shaw House, a 15-storey sheltered housing

scheme that sat on top of the old shopping centre
7
. Over the next

two years the 14 towers along Farnborough Road and Concorde

Tower – at 20 storeys the tallest on the estate – all came down.

The main reason for the growth of the clearance programme was

that option appraisals indicated that refurbishment would be

financially unviable for a large number of tower blocks, maisonettes

and bungalows. In Castle Vale all developments were the subject of

an option appraisal, which meant that the Housing Action Trust could

assess the cost-effectiveness of the various routes available to

achieving its ambition of improving living standards
8
. High-rise towers

were particularly expensive to refurbish. Only two survived
9
.

The appraisals also enabled the Housing Action Trust to stagger the

dissemination of information that might have worried or antagonised

tenants. “Demolition can be quite an emotive subject, particularly for

the elderly,” says Bernadette Nolan. 

5
Figures were not kept, but Castle Vale Housing Action Trust records indicate that between 1994 and 1997, 20% of tenants returned to Birmingham City Council. 

6
Every Registered Social Landlord is obliged to hand over at

least 50% of its lettings to the local authority, to allow it to nominate new tenants from its housing list. 
7
Albert Shaw House was replaced on a nearby site by Phoenix Court, extra care sheltered accommodation for the elderly.

8
All developments over £3 million were the subject of government defined appraisals. 

9
Chivenor House and Topcliffe House, the only two high-rise towers still standing, survived because they are built on top of schools. The

integrated construction meant that the schools would have been demolished as part of the process.
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Decants & refurbs

A key feature of the clearance and demolition programme was

‘decanting’, the process of placing residents in temporary

accommodation until their new home is ready. For instance, the 800

residents of the Centre 8 towers were moved out before any new-

build properties were complete. Some left Castle Vale, some were

prepared to move to other parts of the estate, and a small minority

were decanted
10
. 

For all decants the Trust organised removals, arranged utilities

connections and disconnections, and forwarded mail. Help was

offered on the day of the move, and a disturbance payment of £800

was made to households being re-housed permanently. Unusually,

these cash payments were made upfront, to reduce administrative

work, and cover the tenants’ costs. A little cash in hand may also

have helped cushion the inconvenience. 

The Housing Action Trust’s handling of decants was adopted by the

refurbishment programme, which had been ticking along in the

background since 1994. There were two types of refurb’. Some

properties were temporarily tarted up and used as ‘decant

accommodation’ until new homes became ready. Others were

refurbished for the long-term
11
.

The refurbs started poorly, with contractors paying insufficient attention

to the needs and wishes of tenants (see chapter 2). The Housing Action

Trust learned lessons from these problems which had a significant

bearing on its future approach. From 1995 contractors were obliged to

meet conditions relating to behaviour and performance. It also led to

the Tenants Expenses Package (see chapter 2).

As the development programme gathered pace, the Housing Action

Trust also created a five-strong ‘decant team’, to assess tenants’

needs and offer assistance where possible. Beatrice Lunn, manager

of Phoenix Court, joined in 1997. “It meant that I got to know the

people on my patch, Watton Green, and how to talk to them. I

worked with the contractor and found out when people would need

to move out, arranged all the repairs, made sure it was clean. I hit

the ground running, I loved it.”

2000 and beyond

In terms of housing management the Millennium was a turning point

for the Trust. It was the year that the number of empty properties

began to fall and waiting lists started to grow
12
. Also in 2000

‘collectable debit’ (rent) was recorded at 100%. It was all undeniable

evidence of the Trust’s effectiveness as a landlord. Now it was time

to fine-tune the service, and prepare for succession.

Social events and coffee mornings are held regularly at Chivenor
House and (bottom) Phoenix Court extra care scheme.

Housing staff regularly visited tenants to help them settle into
refurbished homes.  

10
Some households were decanted more than once before reaching their final destination, an unfortunate feature of housing management in the context of a large-scale development programme. 

11
A total of 1,333 properties

were refurbished over the Trust’s lifetime.
12
During the early years of the clearance programme many tenants took the opportunity to leave the estate. There was no waiting list for Castle Vale. By 2000 the haemorrhaging had

stopped, and by 2004 there were 1,157 new requests for housing in Castle Vale. 

A tenant moves into a newly built home on Farnborough Road.
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To keep an eye on the basics and compare its standards against

similar-sized social landlords the Housing Action Trust introduced

benchmarking. Measuring itself against similar-sized organisations was

a means of keeping the Trust on its toes. It also influenced policy.

“Benchmarking illustrated that lowest cost did not necessarily

represent best value. One year our housing management service was

commended as good value for money even though the cost was

much higher than our peers. The reason was high legal costs, a

result of responding to the tenants’ requests to be tough on

neighbour nuisance,” says Angus Kennedy (see chapter 6). 

The Trust also tried to find ways to reach out to home owners, some

of whom still felt that the regeneration of Castle Vale had not

benefited them. One of its vehicles was ‘VIP Gold’, a rent collection

tool that rewarded residents for prompt payment of rent and service

charges. Tenants were awarded financial incentives and preferential

services for paying their rent on time; lease holders were rewarded

for paying service charges. “The idea was to encourage people of all

tenures to make a commitment to the estate,” says Gilligan. 

Encouraging a greater diversity of tenure was one of the Housing

Action Trust’s four statutory objectives (see chapter 2). In the early

1990s, 1,407 of Castle Vale’s 4,886 households lived in leasehold

or freehold properties, 29% of the total. The Trust was obliged to

increase that percentage. 

There were strong arguments in favour of tenure diversification,

including breaking down the distinction between ‘us’, homeowners 

in the Park Lane area, and ‘them’, everyone else. But there was 

also a suspicion that the statutory obligation was a legacy of the

Housing Action Trust’s Thatcher-era origins. Was it there to

encourage private ownership and erode the influence of local

councils? “There’s not much doubt that the HAT was less concerned

with tenure diversification than its other obligations,” says one

former board member.

Increasing the diversity of tenure was achieved in a number of ways.

Tenants had retained the right to buy their homes; a total of 86 took

the opportunity. Leaseholders were also encouraged to buy the

freehold of their properties; increasing the numbers by a further 97
13
.

The self-build initiative (see chapter 4), and building homes for sale

also helped
14
. And in 1997 the Tenants Incentive Scheme was

launched, which offered tenants a £10,000 grant towards the

purchase of a property
15
. By 2004, 39% of households in Castle Vale

were either leasehold or freehold. 
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Housing needs surveys were held prior to refurbishments taking place. 

Self-builders take a rest from the construction of 14 new mock-Tudor style homes.View of traditionally built homes on Farnborough Road, by Castle Vale
swimming bath.

Sir Paul Beresford, the then DOE minister overseeing HATs, hands over a
Tenants Incentive Scheme cheque to a family who bought a new home in
Castle Vale. Pictured left is Alison Hadden, the HAT’s first Housing Director.

13
The Housing Action Trust generated revenue of £3 million from Right to Buy and leaseholders acquiring freeholds. 

14
The Farnborough Road development (see chapter 4) included 26 homes for private sale; the self-build

scheme produced 14 homes. 
15
A total of 331 tenants took up Tenants Incentive Scheme, of whom 41% stayed in Castle Vale.  

52 homes were built for sale by Barratt.
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100% government-funded regeneration programme, and that there

should be no need for housing associations to be involved. 

Peter Richmond, chief executive of CVCHA recalls his early

exchanges with the Tenants Representative Board (see chapter 2),

through which the bulk of resident opposition to housing

associations was channelled. “The TRB was operated by some very

effective community activists, including Bill Cosgrove, Diane Carter

and Ian Bingham. Most had political or trade union connections. And

they hated CVCHA. They believed the estate was being handed over

to faceless, profit-making, Jag-driving organisations. They felt bad

enough that they’d been cheated, but to badge a housing

association as ‘community led’, that was too much.”

Attitudes gradually softened. The main drivers were the quality of the

housing associations’ products and services, and the effectiveness

of its management team – during the research for this book it was

clear that CVCHA commanded a very high level of respect across 

the estate. 

“When we were told that Concorde Tower would be demolished we

all refused to move,” says Beatrice Lunn. “But as soon as they

started building the new houses we were over there every night

seeing how they were coming on. We were like, ‘bloody hell, six

months ago we weren’t going to move, now we can’t wait.’ We 

were impressed.”

Ian Bingham, a former opponent, now employed as resident

involvement and marketing co-ordinator for CVCHA, remembers:

“The housing associations were imposed on us. Like many on the

estate I thought that they were private landlords who charged high

rents and had the right to evict you. But once I realised that the

community really would be in control I did start to change my mind.”

This was all encouraging, but the ultimate endorsement for CVCHA

was the Landlord Choice Ballot in October 2003. 

John Stevens, director of Birmingham Cooperative Housing Services,

was invited to work as an independent tenant’s advisor, to oversee

the ballot. “In the six years since we’d worked at Castle Vale [see

chapter 1], CVCHA had overcome opposition, and built a great track

record. When it came to the ballot they held all the aces. They were

locally-based, and clearly the more attractive option.”

The 1,327 households still managed by the Housing Action Trust

were given the choice of returning to the council, or transferring to

Succession

Regardless of improvements in services and quality of life achieved

between 1993 and 2005, the Trust’s housing strategy seems certain

to be judged against the performance of its successor landlord. 

At the outset it had been widely assumed that the tenants would

return to the council when the Housing Action Trust expired – the

‘right to return’ was one of the key changes to the original 1988

legislation, driven by tenant opposition
16
. But by the time of the

Landlord Choice Ballot in autumn of 2003, Birmingham City Council

was a distant second. Castle Vale Community Housing Association

(CVCHA) was the preferred option of the large majority of remaining

Housing Action Trust tenants. 

The Trust had been cultivating CVCHA, a new community-led housing

association, since 1995. That was when the idea of working in

partnership with housing associations was first mooted. 

The concept is explained in detail on page 36, but in essence the

nature of the funding relationship between the public (Castle Vale

HAT) and public/private organisations (housing associations) allowed

the Trust to build two new homes for the price of one. It was both

good business, and inevitable. From early 1996 the Housing Action

Trust knew that it was not going to receive sufficient government

funding to cover the programme. The £205 million committed by the

Department of the Environment was at least £20 million below its

own estimate. The Trust was always going to have to find funds from

private sources. 

The difference at Castle Vale, the seed that grew into CVCHA, was

that the two housing associations selected as key partners offered

to set up a community association to manage the new homes. The

idea, endorsed enthusiastically by the Trust, has become one of the

great success stories of Castle Vale. Its success is even more

remarkable in the context of early opposition. 

There were two large bones of contention. First, tenants displaced by

the clearance programme expected to be re-housed in Housing Action

Trust accommodation. The fact that they might now be re-housed in a

property run by a housing association meant that they would forfeit

their right to return to the council. That’s not what they had voted for

in 1993. Second, some residents suspected backdoor privatisation. 

Stan Austin, a Trust board member and ex-chair of the council’s

housing committee, was among the more vocal opponents. His view

was that the Department of the Environment had committed to a

16
In 1994 the Housing Action Trust hoped to offer tenants five possible landlords. Options included Tenant Management Organisations and a Parish Council. Housing associations were also invited to express an interest. None did. 
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A HAT staff member demonstrates the use of the video-controlled access
to a new flat.

HAT Staff and residents visit a new block of flats off Farnborough Road. 

The annual Democracy Day organised by the Tenants & Residents
Alliance is a chance for residents to vote for resident representatives.
It is also a family fun day (bottom).



CVCHA. This resulted in 98% of stock going to CVCHA, and only 18

tenants returning to the council.

The transfer took place the following autumn. When that happened

the Trust had delivered on its ambition of establishing a local

organisation to manage housing on the estate after March 2005. Its

handling of housing management could be deemed a success. 

3736 17
Mercian later joined Focus and Sanctuary, in recognition of the expanded construction programme.

18
Carole Wildman was appointed Director of Housing in 1998. 
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Landlord Ballot campaign information drop-in.

Launch of CVCHA in 1997 by local radio celebrity Ed Doolan. Also
pictured left to right are Sue Spicer, Wendy Walsh and Karen Mahon.

In 1995, before it was known how much
money there would be to spend, it was
recommended to the HAT’s Board that
housing association partners should be
brought in to support the development
programme.

Housing associations are funded partly
publicly and partly through rents.
Working in partnership meant that a
£100,000 house could be funded by 
a £50,000 mortgage managed by the
housing association, and a £50,000
social housing grant given by the
Housing Action Trust. The housing
association would manage the property
and cover its mortgage through rental
streams. The system meant the Trust
was able to build high quality homes
quickly and efficiently. 

In September 1995 the Housing Action
Trust invited consortia of housing
associations to bid for majority of the
new build programme outlined in the
masterplan. Focus and Sanctuary won

17
.

The deciding factor in their selection was
an offer to set up a community
association to manage the new homes. 

Carole Wildman, then Planning Policy
Manager

18
, was responsible for the

Trust’s succession strategy. “In
discussion with the two housing
associations, we decided that the HAT
would sponsor a tenant-led housing
association. To do this we had to secure
support from the Housing Corporation
and the Department of the Environment,
and get an agreement to register a new
housing association.” This was unusual,

and still is - government policy states that
new housing associations can only be
registered in the context of stock transfers. 

In addition the Housing Action Trust,
together with Focus and Sanctuary,
sought to influence the Registrar of
Friendly Societies to maximise the
number of tenants and residents on the
16-strong board. Rules state that
tenants should constitute no more than
a third, but by allocating two spaces for
other residents – in effect this meant
private home owners – the level of local
influence was increased. 

The new association was tied into the
clearance programme by writing to all
the tenants in the soon-to-be-
demolished blocks and asking them if
they’d like to help shape the new
landlord. Many did. At the time of
writing, several of the original residents
remained in positions of influence within
CVCHA. 

In 1996 Peter Richmond was the area
manager for Sanctuary. The following
year he was appointed as the first
employee of the new organisation. He
became chief executive in 2003. “The
funding relationship with the partner
associations is one of the most
interesting things about CVCHA. They
built the properties for us, leased them
to us, and waited until we were on a
sound financial footing before selling
them to us. Now we’re completely
independent, but without them and the
support of the Housing Action Trust, we
couldn’t have got established.”

Castle Vale Community Housing Association



John Thompson was lead architect. “It was clear that the building

forms didn’t support the local population. It was a nowhere place,

bad urbanism. To make improvements we had to persuade people to

imagine something very different. It was essential to engage

residents in the process”.

As well as residents, Hunt Thompson Associates sought input from

local businesses, voluntary and statutory agencies, and

representatives of Birmingham City Council. The result was published

in the autumn of 1995; shortly before the Trust’s lifetime funding

was agreed. 

The vision was to re-create Castle Vale as: “A self-sustaining

community living in high quality homes in a pleasant and safe

environment. [At the end of the process] Castle Vale residents would

enjoy an improved quality of life and economic opportunity. They

would also have been empowered to make choices regarding

ownership and management of their homes
3
.” This was to be

achieved within a decade
4
. 

Alongside details of demolition, the masterplan included information

about buildings to be refurbished. But it did not include details of the

schedule, the first question on many people’s lips. 

Pat Riley was development manager with Sanctuary Housing

Association at the time
5
. “It took a couple of years to work up a

timetable. There was great concern that the money would run out.

Those at the end of the list were particularly worried.” The pay-off

was the rent freeze, which meant that those dealt with last benefited

from 1993-level rents for longer than anyone else. 

The 15-month consultation process had revealed that residents

wanted fewer alleyways between buildings, ‘rat runs’ that allowed

criminals to hide in seconds. Improved road safety was another priority. 

Action was required to make the straight roads less appealing to joy

riders and speeding motorists. There was also support for well-

maintained open green spaces, and improved transport links in and

around the estate. 

As covered in the preceding chapter, the masterplan recommended

the demolition of 17 of the 34 high rise towers, including the five Bison

Wall frame blocks, which were deemed unsuitable for refurbishment or

retention
6
, and 24 maisonette blocks. As events unfolded, all but two

of the towers came down. These included the ‘Farnborough 14’, two

rows of high-rise tenement blocks along the southern fringe of the

estate, and Concorde Tower, Castle Vale’s tallest building. Over 100
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The redevelopment of Castle Vale wasn’t just about housing.

Commercial and industrial premises, healthcare centres, venues for

community activities, retail and leisure facilities, transport routes,

and open green spaces were all improved or replaced. Between

1996 and 2003 the process turned Castle Vale into one of the

largest building sites in the West Midlands. It also consumed by far

the largest share of the Housing Action Trust’s budget
1
.  

This chapter explains the mechanics of the development programme,

emphasising what the Housing Action Trust did differently, and why.

It also describes the diversity of architectural outcomes; homes 

and amenities that have completely changed Castle Vale’s physical

appearance, and created a post-war municipal housing estate 

unlike any other. 

The masterplan 

Castle Vale’s masterplan was devised by Hunt Thompson Associates,

a firm of architects already familiar with Castle Vale following its work

in the build up to the 1993 ballot (see chapter 1)
2
. Over a period of

15 months, from June 1994 every corner of the estate was

assessed. Which areas were intimidating? What was lacking? Why

were some features more popular than others? … 

Chapter 4
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1
Development consumed £206 million of a lifetime cost of £312 million. The breakdown of public and private investment in Castle Vale was: £205 million (public), £107 million (private). 

2
The masterplan also built on previous research into

Castle Vale, principally Birmingham’s Unitary Development Plan, and a 1992 study into the feasibility of establishing a Housing Action Trust in Castle Vale, undertaken by Birmingham City Council. 

3
Source: Castle Vale Master Plan, Written Statement (September 1995). 

4
The average annual cost of construction work over the decade was £30 million. 

5
In 1998 Pat Riley was became the Housing Action Trust’s head of

development. 
6
On 16 May 1968 part of Ronan Point – an East London high rise composed of similar pre-cast re-enforced blocks – collapsed, fundamentally discrediting the Bison Wall model. 

High standards of design have been incorporated in new homes, as exemplified by the reinventing the home scheme in Cadbury Drive. 

Public consultation was a consistent feature of the HAT’s work.
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bungalows and the shopping (see page 48) centre were also razed. 

Another alteration with implications for Castle Vale was the decision

to scrap the West Midlands Metro, a light rail system that would have

linked Castle Vale to Birmingham city centre. 

“The Metro didn’t happen because central government changed its

mind, but by that time the masterplan was approved,” says Riley.  

It had been planned to run along Tangmere Drive, terminating at Reed

Square. So space for two light rail lines was allocated either side of the

road, but because the masterplan had already been approved and

work was under way, it meant that even in the absence of the Metro

the land could not be reassigned. This impacted on the arrangement

of homes replacing the Centre 8, and Tangmere Drive itself. That is

why today the road is lined by such generous pavements.

As for the residents, they were still stuck with the number 67 bus

route to the city centre. “It did leave a gap in our transportation

plan,” says Riley. The gap was partially plugged by the addition of

new bus services. A decision to make the run to the city centre one

of Birmingham’s showcase routes, with dedicated lanes and

enhanced levels of service, also helped to cushion the blow. 

Demolition

Pubs were the first buildings to be demolished. All five in the estate

had long been dominated by drug dealers and criminals. In 1993 there

were five pubs in Castle Vale. Their removal demonstrated the Trust’s

intention to tackle crime, but it was the demolition of the Centre 8

towers that really got the ball rolling. 

The towers were demolished two-by-two, starting from the west and

moving east, towards Reed Square. The process required careful

planning to minimise disruption to displaced residents, and secure

empty properties. To achieve this the Trust employed Allocations and

Decant Liaison Officers
7
, to report to the housing department. Their

counterparts from the development department – known as

Resident Liaison Officers – were later brought in to create another

link between contractors and residents. 

In the early days contractors were selected in the traditional way, on the

basis of competitive bids followed by interviews. The final decision was

based predominantly on price. It was an approach that created problems.

“One of our aims was to have contractors ready to take possession

of the empty blocks as soon as the last tenant moved out,” says

Riley. But the reality proved different. 

7
In 1995, following problems with the first phase of refurbishments on Brabazon Grove (see chapter 2), the number of Allocations and Decant Liaison Officers was increased from two to four. 
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Drop-in consultation in progress.

Demolition of the first four Centre 8 tower blocks.

View of demolition of the last four of the Centre 8 tower blocks from Albert Shaw House, c1996. The area in the foreground was replaced by Eden Court Doctor’s surgery and the Sanctuary healthy living centre. Resident consultation led to plans to improve neighbourhoods across
Castle Vale.
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If there was a delay in re-housing tenants, demolition contracts were

postponed or cancelled, increasing the Trust’s costs. And blocks that

were vacated sooner than expected became magnets for vandalism

and youth crime. Arson and vandalism were not uncommon. On one

occasion an entire tower block had to be emptied overnight because

vandals had tampered with a water tank, flooding it from the top. 

As a result, the Trust was forced to invest in expensive security

measures until the demolition contractors were able to begin work

(see also chapter 3). The security guards were also targeted by local

gangs. It was during this period that the Trust’s offices were broken

into, leaving a security guard with a fractured skull, and the staff

short of computers. 

A more productive approach to selecting and working with

contractors was required. 

Partnering

Partnering is an approach to contract management based on mutual

understanding. Although widely applied today it was a novel concept

in the mid-1990s. The idea is that the client, contractor, and end

users (residents) work as a team to achieve agreed objectives by

sharing risk and optimising each other’s effectiveness. 

The approach was adopted in Castle Vale from early 1997. From

that point, sympathy with the ideals and ambitions of Castle Vale,

and a willingness to work with tenants were critical criteria in the

selection of contractors. 

“Instead of working up the brief before inviting tenders we wanted

contractors to be involved from the outset. This was important in

terms of building relationships between the HAT and contractors,

and for residents to have an input. Above all we wanted contractors

who would buy into the Castle Vale ethos,” says Pat Riley.

In 1997 Bullock Construction was working on an internal refurbishment

scheme on Cadbury Drive. Steve Daniels was construction manager: “It

took us about six months to understand how the HAT viewed customer

care. They demanded very high levels of health and safety, and were

determined that we respect tenants’ possessions.”

Bullock also got involved with the monthly Project Advisory Group

meetings, attended by the architects, tenants, Trust staff, and anyone

else involved in the scheme. Daniels remembers the meetings as: “An

opportunity to share information and communicate.” Bullock was

retained to work on refurb’ and environmental projects in Castle Vale

for seven years, almost without a break.
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Demolition contractors talk pupils of Chivenor Junior School through
the demolition of a tower block on Farnborough Road.

Residents of the Sopwith Croft area, HAT staff and contractors celebrate the completion of new homes on Tangmere Drive.Tenants discuss refurbishment plans with a consultant.

A walk-up block of flats after refurbishment and (below) what it looked
like in 1993.
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Ron Hull Demolition was selected to partner with the Trust for the

remainder of the demolition programme in 2001. At the time this included

18 high-rise blocks, over 100 bungalows, and a handful of maisonettes.

The certainty of workload encouraged the company to keep its

equipment on site, which meant that it was ready to begin work as

soon as blocks became empty, reducing the security costs, and

minimising aggravation to those living next to an empty property.

“We also asked residents to tell us their concerns. It emerged that

they wanted assurances about the removal of hazardous materials,

like asbestos. I think they also appreciated having a point of contact

with the organisation,” says Stuart Smith of Ron Hull Demolition. 

During its lifetime, partnering permeated to the core of the Housing

Action Trust’s development programme. The impact was particularly

evident in the Trust’s handling of refurbs, which became an

opportunity to empower tenants, making them feel instrumental to

the process, not pawns to be pushed around (see chapter 3). 

Completing development 

Unlike health, housing, crime, and education, it was not necessary to

prepare a succession strategy for development. The programme had a

defined beginning and end. If the construction and refurbishment of

homes and amenities had not been achieved by March 2005, the

Housing Action Trust would have failed in one of its key objectives. 

The only exceptions were Reed Square, Castle Vale’s second

shopping centre in the heart of the estate (see page 46), and a

nursing home that was not part of the original proposal. In every

other respect the development programme described in the

masterplan – and subsequently enhanced (see chapter 3) – was

delivered on time and within budget. 

Pat Riley was particularly anxious to get all the housing completed

on schedule. “We had to allow time to check for defects. It would

not have been fair on our successor landlord if we hadn’t. It might

also have damaged the reputation of the Housing Action Trust.” The

last large new-build housing scheme, on Farnborough Road (see

page 49) was completed in 2004.

During the lifetime of the Housing Action Trust, Castle Vale changed

beyond recognition. It is still strictly delineated, betraying the site’s previous

incarnation as an airfield, but it is no longer dominated by decay and grey

high-rise tower blocks. Today, with its mixture of styles and materials, it

resembles a conventional garden suburb-style residential estate. 
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Nearly 30 homes on the Farnborough Road scheme were developed
for sale. All sold off plan. 

Typical 1960s low-rise home before improvement.Over 1,300 homes were refurbished to high a specification, bringing them up to modern standards.

Resident liaison officers worked closely with tenants whose homes
were being improved.
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The Trust’s ambitions had already been delayed by
abortive attempts to work in partnership with the existing
long leaseholder. In 1998, having secured the long
leasehold, it then faced another barrier to progress,
namely a group of tenants with high expectations about
the level of compensation that they were entitled to. It
was not possible to reach a voluntary agreement, so the
Trust was forced to embark on a compulsory purchase
order to gain complete control of the site. It was a
decision that did not make the Trust popular, with some
accusing it of Big Brother tactics. 

The £35 million redevelopment programme finally began
in August 1999. Two years later it included a large
supermarket, a number of smaller units, open air car
parking and a petrol station. Several other large shops
and local service providers followed soon afterwards. The
shopping centre is unrecognisable from its partially-let
and threatening predecessor, and attracts over 30,000
visitors per week. 

Reed Square was the Housing Action Trust’s last major
physical development, begun in 2003. In its original
format the estate’s subsidiary shopping and amenity
centre included poor quality retail outlets, a community
hall, and library. All were unattractive and under-used. 

“It was a different development challenge to the main
shopping centre, which occupied a frontage site. The
problem was that Reed Square had no value, and no
likelihood of attracting passing trade from outside Castle
Vale,” says Pat Riley, the Housing Action Trust’s director
of development. The Trust had to find ways of making it
attractive to the market. 

The first step was for the Housing Action Trust to commit
money to the site, showing that it meant business. “Stage
two was to approach service providers and say, ‘we’ll give
you the site free if you agree to move there’,” says Riley. 

The police force was the first to take up the offer, a
decision that soothed concerns about safety and paved
the way for others to follow suit – Somerfields supermarket
is the anchor store for the new Reed Square. 

The masterplan for the site also includes office space,
housing for sale, a new vicarage for nearby St Cuthberts,
and a range of small neighbourhood shops. The flagship
building for the regenerated Reed Square is C3, the
Castle Vale Community Campus. C3 includes adult
learning facilities, a library, office space, and meeting
rooms for community groups. For the first time in 20
years young people in Castle Vale have access to sixth
form education within their neighbourhood. 
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The urgent need to redevelop Castle Vale’s shopping
centre had been identified by Housing Minister Sir
George Young in 1992. It was a ‘window on the Vale’,
and a potentially major economic asset. Accordingly it
was prioritised in the 1995 masterplan, and became a
landmark in the estate’s revival. The shopping centre
was also among the more protracted and contentious
developments undertaken by the Housing Action Trust. 

Castle Vale has two shopping centres, one at either end
of Tangmere Drive. To the east, in the heart of the
estate, is Reed Square. It provides a range of local
amenities including shops, a library, St Cuthberts
church, and the bus terminus. At the western end is the
main shopping centre. 

In the late-1960s it was envisaged as a retail draw for
a wide area, attracting visitors and revenue to Castle
Vale. For a short while that looked like becoming a
reality. “There was a market every week. It was a
meeting point. Everybody knew everybody else,” recall
local residents Margaret and George Hadley. But the
good times didn’t last. 

High rents meant that even at its peak the shopping

centre was never fully-occupied. In 1994, 30% of the
42 units were vacant. By then it had been a wind-
blown, rubbish-strewn haven for criminal activity for as
long as anyone could remember. The arrangement of
interconnected squares created ominous alleys, and an
earthwork barrier cut it off from Chester Road, meaning
that the potential for passing trade was limited, and
there was only one point of access. The flagship
Kwiksave and Iceland stores were another problem –
they didn’t have the broad demographic appeal  to
attract customers from the wider area. The enclosed
car park was another matter. By the mid-1980s it was
the preserve of drug dealers and thieves. 

The local authority had been trying to refurbish or
redevelop the shopping centre for many years, but had
not been able to secure the necessary agreements.
From its inception that challenge was taken up by the
Housing Action Trust. A dedicated group, including
residents and Trust staff, was set up to facilitate a
redevelopment opportunity, but ultimately the Trust, like
the council, was unsuccessful. 

Because the shopping centre was a priority, the Trust
decided to use all the powers available to it to move

things forward. It served a dilapidation notice on the
owner, who eventually went into liquidation. The
Government Office supported the Trust’s request to
purchase the head lease, placing it in a far more
influential position to coordinate a redevelopment
scheme.  

In 1996 the Housing Action Trust entered negotiations
with prospective development partners. “We wanted to
attract an anchor store that would transform the place,
so we were really pleased when Sainsbury’s tendered
and was selected as the preferred bidder. They would
attract a really broad range of customers. Getting people
here was important both to generate revenue and break
down negative perceptions,” says Angus Kennedy. It was
also agreed that Sainsbury’s would employ local
residents – at least 15% of its 420 staff would be 
from Castle Vale (in 2004 that figure was over 30%). 

But progress was slower than anticipated. 

The original idea was for demolition to begin in 1996,
with the new superstore opening about a year later. But
it would be July 2000 before Sainsbury’s opened 
for business.

Retail in Castle Vale
Castle Vale Shopping Centre

The old shopping centre seen from Concorde Tower. View of the old shopping precinct. The new Tangmere Square and main retail area (right). Reed Square (from left) the old row of shops were demolished and redeveloped to make way for a modern retail, residential and community centre at the heart of Castle Vale.

Reed Square
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Homes – Centre 8 replacement
The Centre 8 towers were replaced by 350 low-rise housing
units and Phoenix Court, sheltered accommodation with
space for 60 residents. The homes, arranged over four
plots with space for Centre Park in the middle, were
designed by Hunt Thompson Associates, who also devised
the masterplan for Castle Vale. They were built by
Sanctuary and Focus Housing Associations between 1996
and 1998. In recognition of their high levels of safety and
security they have been awarded Secured by Design status
by the police. The development was also one of the first in
the UK to incorporate Home Zone principles, where
pedestrians have priority in shared surface roadways.

Concorde Tower replacement
Prior to demolition Concorde Tower was the tallest building
in Castle Vale, occupying a gateway site near the main
Chester Road entrance to the estate. It was demolished in
2000 and replaced by a total of 44, two, three, and four-
bedroom homes in traditional suburban styles. The
development, designed by Axis Design Collective, also
included a three-storey low-rise unit comprising two-
bedroom flats built to Lifetime Homes standards - homes
that respond to occupants changing needs. Residents of
Concorde Tower were closely involved in the design,
selecting doors, handles and light fittings for their new
homes. 

Eco Homes

In June 2000 construction began on 11 Eco-homes,

energy-efficient houses built to demonstrate efficiency

in the construction process. The scheme, which

incorporates off-site manufacturing techniques, has

been used as a national showcase of good practice. It

was designed by PCKO Architects on behalf of Focus

Housing Association.

Self-build

Tucked away behind Farnborough Road is a cul-de-sac

of 14 mock-Tudor style homes. These are the product

of a self-build scheme, facilitated by Birmingham Co-

operative Housing Services, and managed by the

Accord Housing Association. At the outset in May

1998 eight of the self-builders were unemployed. By

completion the majority were in full-time jobs. 

Farnborough Road new build 

The colourful new build development along

Farnborough Road comprises 237 homes on the site

of six former tower blocks. The properties, designed

by Walker Troup Architects and built by the Lovell

Partnership, are a mixture of two-bedroom flats,

bungalows, and a variety of family homes. When

construction began in October 2002 all of the homes

were designed for rent, but due to demand it was

decided to sell 26 privately. All sold before completion. 

Re-building Castle Vale
The following developments
were built in Castle Vale
between 1994 and 2005. 
They give a sense of the
diversity of architecture on 
the estate. It is not an
exhaustive inventory, focussing
principally on the largest new
build schemes. 

Farnborough Road children’s home

The construction of a new eight-bed children’s home,

the first in Birmingham for at least 20 years, was part

of the new housing scheme on Farnborough Road. It

was developed on a partnering basis between

Birmingham’s Social Services Department, the Housing

Action Trust, Walker Troup Architects, and design and

build contractor Lovell Partnerships.
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Reinventing the Home

In 2002 Mercian Housing Association began

construction of 28 ‘Reinventing the Home’ family

houses along Cadbury Drive, one of three areas

specified for new-build development in the 1995

masterplan. The innovative scheme sought to identify

design characteristics which would adapt to their

occupant’s changing domestic requirements. As a

consequence the houses and flats incorporate a

range of features more typically found in speculative

housing for sale. 

Environmental improvements
Centre Park

Centre Park occupies an area of 2.36 acres in the

centre of the former Centre 8 site. The open green

space, designed by Birmingham City Council’s

Landscape Practice Group, includes play and sports

facilities for children of all ages, and a small formal

garden. It was completed in February 2003. 

Health and social care
The Sanctuary

The Sanctuary – originally known as the Voluntary

Sector Project – is located near the main shopping

centre on Tangmere Drive. It is a facility for use by

organisations without dedicated premises, principally

charitable and community groups. The building,

designed by TSP Architects and built by Chase Norton

Construction, took nine months to complete. It

opened in August 1999. The Housing Action Trust

covered approximately half of the cost, which came to

a little under £1 million. The remainder came from a

combination of private and public sources including a

contribution from Allied Dunbar (see also chapter 5). 

Economic development 
Enterprise Park

Situated on the far east of the estate, the Enterprise

Park is a new-build commercial development with 44

units for use by small and medium-sized enterprises.

The development, completed in March 2000, cost

£3.58 million. Funds came from the Housing Action

Trust, the European Regional Development Fund,

Advantage West Midlands, and the private sector. 

It was designed by architect David Rowbotham Ltd. 
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one roof seemed like a progressive idea, like the estate itself. I thought

it was important that we were all aware of each other’s activities.”

Unusually for the 1960s, doctors, midwives, social workers, and health

visitors in Castle Vale were all based in the same building
3
.

“The 1960s baby boom meant that there were quite a lot of single

mums around. The estate also had a very young population. At one

stage I think that 36% of residents were under the age of 12. It is

also true that plenty of girls got pregnant to get council

accommodation. To some it was the only means of leaving home

and being independent,” says Dr Sadler.

From the mid-1970s there was a noticeable dissatisfaction with

high-rise living. Dr Sadler remembers the flats as noisy and damp,

and unsuitable for families with young children. Elderly people felt

particularly isolated. “But although the stairwells and public areas

were often poorly maintained, people generally took great pride in

their own flats.”

Pat Smith, a health worker in Castle Vale from 1968 to 1988,

remembers a higher than average number of children with upper

respiratory problems: “Particularly those living in the flat-roofed

maisonette blocks.”

Dr Sadler enjoyed most of his career in Castle Vale. “The last few

years were tarnished because, I’m afraid that the city council did use

it as a dumping ground.” 

From the mid-1980s the arrival of large numbers of single men led

to a significant increase in instances of anti-social behaviour. Noise

pollution, intimidation, and drug abuse all rose. The rot was 

setting in. 

As soon as the Housing Action Trust was up and running, residents

wasted little time in voicing their concerns about anti-social

behaviour. It was prioritised very early. The problem was that the

Trust had multiple priorities in the early years. Education, the repairs

backlog, the estate’s negative image, and so much more all required

attention. Improving the health of residents was just one aspect of

the process, albeit a vital one. 

Assessment

The 1992 Health Needs Assessment revealed that life expectancy

was low (68.3 years against a national average of 75.9
4
), and rates

of perinatal mortality
5
were among the highest in the West Midlands.

Rates of mental illness and domestic violence were also

disproportionately high.
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Between 1992 and 2005 life expectancy in Castle Vale rose by an

average of more than seven years
1
. The achievement was

underpinned by two factors above all others: improved housing and

environment, and a strategy for health improvements tailored to

problems prevalent on the estate. 

The strategy was based on a 1992 survey of the estate which

provided evidence of the social and economic conditions in Castle

Vale. It also documented the ailments, afflictions, and barriers – real

and imagined – that contributed to a reduction in residents’ quality

of life.  

The report was commissioned by Jay Hill, then deputy director for

health at Birmingham City Council
2
. “It was well known that Castle

Vale was deprived, but it wasn’t clear what people were dying of,

whether cancers, heart attacks, or strokes, or at what age.” It was

equally unclear what could be done to improve the situation, and

why the problems were so deep-rooted. 

The early years

Dr Paul Sadler was one of the first GPs in Castle Vale. “I started work

on 13 November 1967, and stayed until 1995. I wanted to go to

Castle Vale because the integration of all health practitioners under

Chapter 5
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1
Sources: Health Needs Assessment for Castle Vale commissioned from MEL Research, Birmingham, published in autumn 1992; Castle Vale Final Health, Social and Economic Baseline, published in autumn 2004. 

2
Jay Hill

took up her post as the Housing Action Trust’s full-time health consultant in 1994. 

3
Until the completion of a purpose-built health centre on Tangmere Drive, there was a temporary clinic at 44-48 Brookepiece Walk. 

4
Source: Office of National Statistics. In 1991 the expectation of life at birth across the

United Kingdom was: 73.2 years (male), and 78.7 years (female). The mean life expectancy was 75.95 years. 
5
Perinatal mortality refers to still births or deaths at less than one week. 

Volunteers run clubs such as Castle Vale Junior Kick Start (above).

(Above) Castle Vale school pupils’ dance performance and (below)
cycling is one of a range of holiday activities. 
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Domestic violence was captured vividly by local artist Paul Hill.

“‘Getting His Bottle In’ is a portrait of a lady I’ve known for many

years. I came across her, bruised and shaken, on the way home [in

the early 1990s]. She told me that she’d forgotten to get her

husband’s bottle in.”  

In truth the survey confirmed what many already suspected. Life in

Castle Vale was tarnished by poverty, fatalism, and a sense of

dislocation from mainstream society. 

Many visitors talked of their fear of crime. “We found out that social

workers felt threatened in Castle Vale. Some would only come in

pairs, if they came at all,” says Jay Hill.

It was clear that the existing health provision was over-stretched, and

under-used. It was also hampered by poor transport links. Opportunities

for people to seek some basic services were few and far between

(see ‘Infant mortality’ and ‘Mental illness’ below). 

Over the years the Trust established or supported all sorts of working

groups and partnerships, under the umbrella of the health sub-group
6
.

It funded drug workers to reduce waiting lists, and set up a club for

pre-school-age children, to help single mums get out to work. It also

supported the Golden Years group
7
, which offered holidays to elderly

residents, and contributed to the cost of the Sanctuary. Only the

unwilling were overlooked. 

Examples of Castle Vale HAT’s approach to the delivery of healthcare

improvements are documented over the following six pages.

Alcohol & substance abuse

Drug and alcohol misuse were severe problems. A 1996 survey by

Sheffield University revealed that there were 1,517 very heavy drinkers

in Castle Vale, and over 650 substance abusers. The extent of the

problems demanded commitment and a long-term plan. The Trust’s

strategy, introduced in October 1996, was subscribed to by 11 agencies. 

Phase 1 focused on breaking the cycle of drug and alcohol misuse.

An outreach team was employed to identify and support crack

cocaine addicts. The Trust also provided office space for the full

drugs team at the Sanctuary (see Side panel 2). This placed it under

the same roof as other charities and support agencies, optimising

the potential for collaboration. 

The strategy subsequently shifted, to focus on the promotion of

awareness and prevention. Education providers, including Birmingham

6
The health sub-group was led by resident Board member Joyce Curtis. 

7
The Golden Years group was led by resident Board member Joan Lawrie. 
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As part of the Drugs and Substance misuse strategy teachers’
awareness of drugs was raised to enable them to deal better with
pupils who had become dependant.

A support service has helped victims of crime.

Baby massage sessions are held at the local Doctors’ surgeries for
new mums. 

The Sanctuary houses a range of voluntary and charitable organisations such as Aquarius (top right) which supports people who are alcohol dependant.
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City Council Education Department, the head teachers of schools in

Castle Vale, Parents for Prevention, and Midlands Life Education Trust,

worked with drug and alcohol agencies to provide information, training

and treatment. Over a three-year period more than 2,000 children aged

three and above and 100 teachers benefited from the programme. 

Domestic violence

The 1992 assessment of Castle Vale’s health needs revealed that

domestic violence was a major problem. Jay Hill recalls one three-

month period during which 53 cases were reported.

Research began in 1996, followed in October 1999 by a year-long

Zero Tolerance campaign. The idea was to raise awareness of

domestic violence, and to demonstrate that cruelty against women

and children was both unacceptable and under surveillance. The

campaign was led by Birmingham’s Women’s Aid, with support from

the Housing Action Trust, West Midlands Police, and local faith groups. 

As part of the campaign the Housing Action Trust lobbied

successfully for greater justice for victims of violence. “One of the

local vicars told me how appalled he was that in cases of domestic

violence the perpetrator, often the man, would almost always stay in

the house. The wife and children would be forced out. We changed

the policy to ensure that perpetrators would be evicted,” says Jay

Hill. In February 2002 the scheme was extended to support survivors

of domestic violence. 

Infant mortality

From the outset the Housing Action Trust was concerned about the

instances of low birth weight, and the high rates of infant mortality. 

Part of the problem was the distance to the nearest scanner. Good

Hope Hospital is two bus trips away. “It’s quite a trek, particularly if

you’re feeling sick and you’re short of money,” says Rachel James,

a midwife in Castle Vale since 1990.

The solution was to ask the National Health Service to invest in a

scanner for Castle Vale. With access to proper facilities the infant

mortality rate gradually began to drop. But there was still the

problem of getting women to go to the health clinic. 

“Defaulters were a big concern to us. We had to make the clinic

more accessible, and dangle carrots in front of them. We’d say, ‘if

you come to the clinic you’ll get a free sample of whatever we had

that week’. It was very important to establish relationships,” say Liz

Pritty, a midwife in Castle Vale between 1990 and 2001. 
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Residents from the former Avro House (a warden scheme within one
of the now demolished 14 tower blocks on Farnborough Road)
regularly organised trips away.

Acclaimed local painter Paul Hill has depicted his perspective of life in Castle Vale since the 1970s. Getting the bottle in shows the changed life of a woman who had endured abuse only to emerge as a survivor (right).

Exercise on prescription is provided for elderly people. This includes
Tai Chi lessons.

Phoenix Court extra care scheme replaced the warden scheme in
Albert Shaw House, a 15 storey tower block demolished to make
way for the redevelopment of the old Castle Vale shopping centre.
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Despite everyone’s best efforts, the final health baseline study
8
revealed

bad news. It showed that the rate of stillborn babies per 1,000 births

was 6:63% in Castle Vale, 1% above the West Midlands average
9
. More

worryingly, the low birth-weight indicator showed that between 1997 and

2001 the numbers almost doubled, from 7.3% to 15.2%
10
.

The figures serve as a reminder that while enormous improvements

have been made in Castle Vale, problems do remain. 

Mental illness

There is a high rate of mental illness in Castle Vale, a phenomenon

partially explained by the closure of two psychiatric institutions in

Birmingham in the early 1990s, Highcroft and All Saints. Because

there was almost always accommodation available in Castle Vale,

even at short notice, large numbers of people with mental health

problems ended up there. But the level of demand overwhelmed the

existing services and facilities. 

In the early 1990s there was a community psychiatric nurse on the Vale,

but the service was not popular. One of the problems was that clinics

were held in the health centre, where patients’ anonymity was not

protected. The nearest alternative required a bus trip with three changes. 

Completion of the Sanctuary, a building that provided space for 12

multi-agency voluntary and charitable sector organisations, in August

1999 made a positive difference to the provision of mental health

care in Castle Vale. One of the key benefits was its centralised

reception, meaning that health care could be administered discreetly

(see chapter 4, and Side panel on page 61).

Every Tuesday since July 1999, the Friendship Club, a group of

around 20 people with a mental health problem, has met at the

Sanctuary. The Friendship Club, a partnership between the Housing

Action Trust and Birmingham Mental Health Trust, became the focus

of Castle Vale’s approach to the provision of care for the mentally

unwell. The Mental Health Trust provided clinical support, including

two psychiatric nurses and an art therapist; the Housing Action Trust

provided training programmes and leisure opportunities. 

The outcomes of this relatively inexpensive intervention (around

£20,000 per annum) were impressive, with reductions in hospital

admissions, individuals coming off medication, and some even being

able to return to work. 

Poverty

The 1992 assessment of Castle Vale’s health needs revealed that

protection rackets and loan sharks had a grip on the estate. Ever

8
The final baseline study (published in 2004), was commissioned from MEL Research, Birmingham. 

9
Source: Castle Vale Final Health, Social and Economic Baseline, published autumn 2004. 

10
Source: Ibid. It should be noted

that these figures were based on a relatively small sample. 
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Drop in consultation sessions were held in 2004 to seek views on
the design of an additional nursing home.

The Friendship Club meets regularly and undertakes a range of
activities, including art therapy.

A multi-agency Zero Tolerance campaign against all forms of domestic
violence was launched in c1997. 

Junior Savers clubs were set up in schools to encourage children
to start to save from an early age.

since the last bank had closed during the late 1980s loan sharks had

been the only option available to people in need of financial support. 

Every Thursday loan sharks would congregate at the shopping

centre, with their client’s Post Office books. They’d give the books to

their clients, and wait outside to take their share. The same thing

would happen week after week. Partly because of this the true extent

of indebtedness was not known. But it was clear that very few

residents had a history of saving.

In 1996 the Birmingham Credit Union Development Agency was

invited to develop a credit union for people who lived or worked in

Castle Vale. Following negotiations with the Housing Action Trust,

Tenants and Residents Alliance, and the estate’s two churches,

Castle Vale Credit Union was approved by the Registrar of Friendly

Societies in September 1998. 

As well as offering a savings service, members can apply for cheap

loans after three months of consecutive saving. Castle Vale Credit

Union also provides Financial MOT, general advice on financial

management, and runs the Junior Savers Club. The idea is to instil an

understanding of money in children from a young age. In June 2004

the Credit Union had 640 members, senior and junior
11
. “I think it’s fair

to say that this was a really disappointing rate of penetration,” says

Councillor Olley, a Board member from 2002 to 2005.  

There are still high levels of poverty in Castle Vale. In 2004, 39% of the

750 respondents to questions about income revealed that they earn

between £5,000-10,000, with nearly a third earning less than £5,000
12
. 

Lessons learned

As the figures indicate, there is little doubt that the Housing Action

Trust’s approach to raising awareness of health issues was largely

successful, but it should be acknowledged that this was in part due

to the unusually low base from which Castle Vale was starting.

Almost any intervention would have been an improvement. 

It should also be recognised that the Trust’s comparatively high

levels of funding enabled it to act quickly and take a far more

comprehensive approach than many publicly funded organisations

could justify. 

Regardless of those provisos there are multiple lessons to be learned

from the Housing Action Trust’s approach to raising health standards

in Castle Vale. These include being prepared to act quickly and

innovation – it is not standard practice to raise awareness of drugs

11
In July 2004 the Credit Union had 378 adult members and 270 junior savers. 

12
Source: Castle Vale Final Health, Social and Economic Baseline, published autumn 2004. 
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with three-year-olds. The Trust’s approach to working closely with

partner agencies and service providers also bore dividends (see

‘Alcohol & substance abuse,’ ‘Domestic violence,’ ‘Mental illness,’

and ‘Poverty’ above).

This approach has been carried into the post-Housing Action Trust

era by a Health Improvement Forum, which brings together the

National Health Service, Castle Vale residents, and local service

providers
13
. The Forum, chaired by Dr Mendelsohn, director of

Eastern Birmingham Primary Care Trust, feeds directly into the

Neighbourhood Partnership (see chapter 9)
14
. Assuming all goes to

plan, recent health gain will be maintained long into the future
15
. 

13
The Health Improvement Forum includes representation from Eden Court Medical Practice, the Primary Health Centre, West Midlands Police, CAMHS, Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health Trust, Lloyds Pharmacy, Berwood

Court, Birmingham City Council Social Services, and CVCHA. 
14
The Health Improvement Forum is not an officially constituted successor organisation, unlike those described in chapter 9.  

15
At the time of writing the Primary

Care Trust intended to roll the Health Improvement model out across the area. 

A Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Club set up in 1998 aimed to encourage
residents to increase their intake of healthy foods.

Berwood Court is a 68 bed nursing home built in 1999/2000 by the private sector. 

For years the midwives of Castle Vale
have compiled a problem page, a daily
record of events. A selection of excerpts
from the period 1995-1998 includes:
‘Partner sexually harasses other women
on Castle Vale’; ‘Unsure paternity, both
partners claim the baby is theirs’;
‘Violent crack addict partner’; ‘Abused by
uncle’; ‘Had baby killed aged two by
partner’; ‘Family drink a lot’; ‘Odd manic
paranoid partner’; ‘VD’, ‘Homeless’;
‘Doesn’t read or write’... The catalogue
of misery goes on. 

Liz Pritty, Rachel James and Mary Allen
were all posted to Castle Vale in 1990.
The nature of their work gives them
privileged access to people’s homes,
and to changing lifestyles.

“In the early 1990s we didn’t feel
comfortable on the estate. I was
attacked twice. And we dreaded being
called down here at night,” says Pritty.
“My car was broken into twice, once
while I was inside a house on a call,”
adds James. 

“There were serious problems with
drugs. We regularly saw syringes in the
tower blocks. And the shopping centre
was terrible,” says Pritty. But it was the
quality of housing that caused the
biggest problems. 

“The tower blocks were really threatening
places, as well as being cold and damp.
Many flats were dependent on one
radiator. Some were so cold that we had
to tell young mums to over-wrap babies,
to stop them getting chest infections.

This went against recommended practice,
but what option did we have?” says James.

From the midwives’ perspective the
impact of the Housing Action Trust
became noticeable through improved
living conditions. “The houses were
warm and dry, and people weren’t
getting chest infections every five
minutes,” says James. 

“You can’t overestimate how important
housing is to a good quality of life,” says
Pritty. “A filthy, damp home undermines
everything. You have to improve housing
before doing anything else. As
conditions improved, people began to
feel better about their lives, and once
that happened there was more of a
reason to get out of bed in the morning
and start looking for a job.”

Today people are more house-proud,
and homes are generally cleaner. There
are also fewer animals. “In the early
1990s there were packs of dogs
roaming round. For a while everybody
had Rotweilers, partly because it was
fashionable and macho, and partly to
protect themselves. They’d be left to
take themselves for a walk. But now
people have gardens,” says James. 

There is little doubt that the work of the
Trust has made a difference to the life of
a midwife in Castle Vale, but the
problem page provides the ultimate
confirmation. Today the problems are
likely to be, ‘Stressed’, ‘Tearful’, or
‘Marital discord’. It’s a far cry from the
horrors of the mid-1990s. 

The changing life of a midwife on Castle Vale
The Sanctuary is the type of invaluable
community asset that very few estates can
afford but all would benefit from. Located on a
prominent site near the main shopping centre,
it is a purpose-built one-stop base for 12
multi-agency voluntary and charitable sector
organisations. These include Community Care
Services, which supplement services provided by
Castle Vale’s Primary Healthcare Team, the
Jaffray Care Society, Victim Support, and
Castle Vale Mental Health Friendship Club. As
well as providing dedicated premises for some
of the more alienated and vulnerable
members of society, the Sanctuary has the
benefit of offering anonymous treatment.

The Sanctuary, which opened in August 1999,
cost just under £1 million to build. Of this,
£449,000 came directly from the Housing
Action Trust. The remainder was made up by
Birmingham Health Authority (£300,000),
Allied Dunbar (£167,000), and Social
Services (£60,000). It is owned by Castle Vale
Community Care Partnership, a registered
charity, and is managed by CVCHA. 

Throughout its lifetime the Trust used its funds
and influence to support the construction of
numerous health care facilities in Castle Vale.
The first in 1996 was Phoenix Court, sheltered
accommodation with 60 beds, on the site of
the Centre 8.

The Trust also facilitated the construction of
Berwood Court, a 68-bed nursing home on
Cadbury Drive. But the future of healthcare in
Castle Vale is the Health Village, next to the

shopping centre on Tangmere Drive, which
opened in December 2004.

The two-storey structure is almost a mini-
hospital. It includes GP services, a pharmacy,
and dental facilities. It also incorporates space
for social workers, chiropodists, midwives, and
several other services. The £4.9 million
scheme was funded by the Housing Action
Trust (£1 million, plus land sale), the
Birmingham and Black Country Strategic
Health Authority (£2.9 million), and Eastern
Birmingham Primary Care Trust (£400,000). 

The Housing Action Trust worked closely with
Eastern Birmingham Primary Care Trust on the
development of the Health Village. Part of the
plan was to free up hospital beds, and take
services out of hospitals to be accessed locally
in Castle Vale. 

New medical facilities in Castle Vale

Elevations showing the new Health Village.

Eden Court Doctor’s surgery.

The new Health Village completed in December 2004.



rates of crime and anti-social behaviour, although the situation was

certainly not helped by the competing demands for the Trust’s

attention. In the early days the Development Department was

focussed on finalising the masterplan, Economic and Community

Development was trying to find its role within the organisation, and

the Housing Department was battling to meet its responsibilities as

landlord, notably tackling the repairs backlog (see chapter 2). 

Part of the problem may also have been that separate departments

were using different techniques to tackle similar issues. The

Economic and Community Development department took a

preventative and diversionary approach, introducing a drug arrest

referral officer, victim support, a truancy officer, a zero tolerance

campaign against domestic violence, and other measures to tackle

crime at its source. Meanwhile, the Housing Department focussed on

enforcement, targeting nuisance neighbours and anti-social tenants. 

This all meant that the Trust’s approach to tackling crime was at 

best fragmented to start with. 

The situation began to improve in 1997, with the creation of 

ValeWatch (see below). Sharon Gilligan, the Trust’s housing manager
2
,

describes the collaborative operation between the police, the school,

and the Housing Action Trust as: “The catalyst, the partnership that

got the different departments and service providers sitting around

the same table.” 

In 2001 this co-operative approach was crystallised into a

Community Safety Strategy that would take the Trust to the end of

its life and beyond
3
. The strategy outlined a two-pronged approach

to crime reduction: law enforcement to tackle short-term problems;

and crime prevention, to ensure that improvements would last. The

strategy bore immediate dividends – in 2001 crimes committed in

Castle Vale began to fall
4
. By then the misery of the 1980s seemed

a distant memory. 

Crisis management – the 1980s

In 2003 ‘after 18 years away’ David Wallbank returned to Castle

Vale as Sector Inspector. He’d previously worked on the estate

between 1983 and 1985, during his probation period. “I remember

being called out to a domestic incident on Valencia Croft. I’d been

told not to go on the Vale alone, particularly not in a new Panda car,

but I was naïve. When I got to the top of the road a crowd of about

20 kids came out and started throwing bricks at the car. All the

windows were broken. I retreated as fast as I could. It was a false

call. Today I drive down Valencia Croft every day to get to work.”
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For years ‘Castle Vale’ were bywords for crime and the breakdown of

law and order. Local newspapers referred to it as a ‘troubled estate’,

a place where ‘crime is committed as a way of life’. In 1978 one

journalist wrote that the ‘corrosive effect of crime risks reducing

Castle Vale to a slum’. The estate was barely a decade old. 

Fifteen years later when the Housing Action Trust was established, it

came as no surprise to find that crime and the fear of crime were

among the community’s greatest concerns. The poor quality and

layout of the physical environment, the perceived ineffectiveness of

policing, and rampant levels of criminality and nuisance behaviour

had turned Castle Vale into a no-go zone. It may have been car theft

and burglary that made the headlines, but graffiti, abandoned

rubbish, and abusive teenagers all played their part in eroding the

quality of life.  

Until very close to the end of the Housing Action Trust’s life, crime

actually rose in Castle Vale
1
. As late as 2000 vandals caused

£84,000 of damage in two of the remaining tower blocks. Lift

engineers called to repair the damage – caused in just one night –

were set upon and refused to work without a security escort. 

It is impossible to point to any single reason for the enduring high

Chapter 6
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1
Source: West Midlands Police, 2004.

2
Sharon Gilligan worked in Castle Vale from 1991 to 2005. She was one of the original members of staff, transferred from Birmingham City Council. 

3
The Community Safety Strategy was developed by Crime Concern (a national

charity), the Housing Action Trust and Castle Vale Community Housing Association. 
4
Between 2000/2001 and 2003/2004 motor vehicle crime fell by 53%, burglary fell by 48%, and instances of violence against the person

fell by 34%. Source: West Midlands Police, 2004. 

Crime 

New low-rise or refurbished homes all have fencing providing an added sense of security.

Launch of ValeWatch 1997 with Richard Temple Cox and Assistant
Chief Constable Tim Brain.
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The process of preparing the masterplan did not just focus on the

redevelopment of the estate. Residents were also encouraged 

to imagine living in a new Castle Vale. What would it be like if 

the fear of crime were reduced? In an ideal world, how would 

neighbours behave? … 

The picture painted was a place with schools that people aspired 

to attend, where rubbish was not left by the side of the road, 

where loud music did not blare out at all hours, and dogs were not

allowed to roam free. It was an estate with well-maintained public

areas, where children were members of organised clubs not 

street gangs. 

Having encouraged people to imagine what life could be like, the

Housing Action Trust now had to convince people that it could deliver

these improvements. 

“In the early 1990s evictions were almost unheard of in

Birmingham, but it was clear that tenants were not prepared to

tolerate anti-social behaviour,” says Gilligan. As a result, the Tenancy

Agreement was reviewed to incorporate the Housing Act 1996,

which gave landlords new grounds to evict tenants guilty of habitual

nuisance, intimidation, and vandalism. 

In 1997 the ringleaders of the Green Box Gang, became the first to

be targeted (see chapter 3). It was the first in a sequence of high

impact possession orders. The Housing Action Trust was making its

presence felt. The trouble was that each case consumed a

disproportionate amount of time and money. 

To get round the problem the Housing Action Trust’s solicitors, Anthony

Collins Associates convinced the courts that it would gain a greater

understanding of the extent of the anti-social behaviour in Castle Vale

if a number of similar cases were heard together. It would also minimise

witness distress. In 2000 this approach led to a landmark case, which

saw the eviction of five problem families (see page 70). 

Many residents and Housing Action Trust staff regard the group

evictions as a watershed in the regeneration of Castle Vale. Janet

Putman
5

head teacher at Castle Vale Comprehensive says: “Some

problem families with problem children were removed. It was

traumatic, but it made a big difference, and sent a powerful message

that anti-social behaviour would not be tolerated,” (see chapter 7). 

No less significant were the 112 witness statements from 42

residents secured as part of the process. It was evidence that people

were prepared to stand up and be counted.

5
Janet Putman joined Castle Vale Comprehensive in 1986, and retired in 2004. She was head teacher from 1993-2004, and a member of the Housing Action Trust Board from 2001-2004. 

In the 1980s the police force, like other service providers, operated

in isolation. Crime was its responsibility. Day after day officers would

deal with recurring problems, like groups of young people on the

streets. But there was nobody to liaise with teachers to investigate

why they were not at school, or the housing department to find out

where they lived.  

In this environment law enforcement was a question of crisis

management. Action was taken in the almost certain knowledge that

the problems had not been solved, and this bred fatalism. People

thought that this was the way life was always going to be.

The bulk of criminal activity was, and remains, the work of a small

number of individuals and families. Castle Vale is a relatively small

area occupying a well-defined island site, so it does not take long for

criminals to become notorious. Until the mid-1990s it was difficult

to see a way of dealing with them. They operated outside the law,

and they cast a long shadow.

“People felt extremely threatened and intimidated here,” says

Inspector Wallbank. Even when a criminal was caught the police

were unlikely to find witnesses prepared to give statements. There

was no mechanism to give agencies or the community any

confidence that if they did put their heads above the parapet they

would be supported.

During the 1980s, in recognition of the extreme levels of criminality

in Castle Vale, West Midlands Police pioneered Community Policing

on the estate, a policy that increased police numbers and focussed

attention on established trouble-spots. For a while it earned a

national reputation as an innovative way of tackling inner-city

problems. Documentaries were made and politicians came to see

how the police and communities could interact. 

It was a brave attempt, but ultimately Community Policing was 

just another way of responding to crime. It was time for more 

drastic action. 

Making a difference

By around 1997 it was clear that the Housing Action Trust was

beginning to make a positive difference in Castle Vale. The

redevelopment process was under way, and the Community Council

and Tenants Representative Board had reached a reasonable level of

dialogue with the Trust (see chapter 2). For the first time in decades,

Castle Vale had a sense of direction. It was an estate with a future,

as reflected in the 1995 masterplan (see chapters 3 and 4).
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Extra police officers were brought in with financial support from the HAT. Abandoned or burnt out cars are now an infrequent occurrence
(Picture by resident Serena Bailey).
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Two years later the police and Housing Action Trust combined forces

to address drug crime, which had long been a significant problem in

Castle Vale. The plan to break the cycle of drug crime received

substantial support from the community, which allowed the police

force to launch a major intelligence-led operation. 

Operation Gosport was launched in February 2002. Over the next

nine months under-cover teams were put in place to infiltrate drug

gangs and glean as much intelligence as possible. The Housing

Action Trust supported by promising to remove the tenancies of any

individuals found guilty. 

On 4 December 2002 the police staged 13 dawn raids on properties

in Castle Vale, leading to a combined prison term of 27 years for

seven tenants.  

The drug bust, like the evictions, was a high profile statement of

intent. But these ‘big bang’ events comprised only a proportion of

the total investment in law enforcement and crime prevention over

the Housing Action Trust’s lifetime. Behind the scenes there was a

network of resident groups and support services sharing information,

assisting in the identification of criminals, and striving to make

Castle Vale a safer place to live. The first was ValeWatch. 

ValeWatch was set up in June 1997 as a partnership between 

the police and the Housing Action Trust
6
. It has subsequently been

joined by CVCHA, Castle Vale Comprehensive School, and a

representative from the youth offending service. At monthly 

meetings intelligence is shared and offenders identified. It is a well-

established and productive partnership. But ValeWatch does not 

include representatives of the community. They contribute in a 

different way. 

In 1998, as a means of involving residents in policing the estate, the

Housing Action Trust ran a series of Community Safety Forums.

These public events, attended by around 200 people, were an

opportunity for local people to voice their concerns to the police, the

Trust, and staff from the secondary school. The forums led to the

establishment of several ‘working groups’, small teams of residents,

Trust staff, and representatives from other agencies set up to look

into specific issues. One working group concerned closed circuit

television cameras.

The residents wanted the cameras to improve levels of surveillance

in known trouble spots. The Housing Action Trust submitted a bid 

of £450,000 to the government’s Crime Reduction Programme. This

money, with an additional contribution from the Housing Action 

6
Since September 2004, the Housing Action Trust’s role within ValeWatch has been performed by Castle Vale Community Housing Association. 

A cyber cafe was set up in 2000 - a youth-led initiative providing a
service for the community.

During his visit to Castle Vale in 2003, Lord Rooker met with the
neighbourhood warden team.

The Castle Vale residents conference 2003, organised by the 2005 Group, focused on community safety. The Castle Vale residents conference 2003.
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Trust, led to the installation of 29 cameras around the estate, 

monitored round the clock by Merlin Venture (see chapter 7). Every

week police, housing officers, and a member of staff from Castle

Vale Comprehensive School meet to review incidents of anti-

social behaviour. 

Another outcome of the Community Safety Forums was CATCH

(Community Action Tackling Crime and Harassment), an initiative led

by Housing Action Trust resident board member Joan Lawrie which

helped to prevent resident intimidation and reduce crime. It was for

the latter reason that Jean Downey, a resident of Castle Vale since

1970, got involved. 

“It was 1998. I was exhausted with the level of crime. The breaking

point was finding two thieves actually taking the door off our garage.

We chased them away, but it still took two hours for the police to

arrive,” says Downey.

The CATCH scheme uses local people as the eyes and ears of the

community. If members see suspicious or criminal activity they

report it to the police, neighbourhood wardens and the CCTV control

room, via walkie-talkies – funded by the Housing Action Trust. 

Preparing for succession

From 2000 the Housing Action Trust began to reassess its approach.

The partnership approach to policing, allied to growing community

confidence, had helped to change the atmosphere on the estate.

The dramatic physical changes had also been a substantial boon –

notably improved street lighting, the removal of insecure tower

blocks, and the alleyways between them. But with the end of the

Trust’s life on the horizon it was time to ensure that crime actually

fell, and would continue to fall after March 2005.

In November 2001 the Housing Action Trust, Castle Vale Community

Housing Association, and Crime Concern produced a three-year

Community Safety Strategy. “Research had confirmed a lack of co-

ordination between the various service providers on the estate,” says

Richard Mytton, who was subsequently employed to ‘encourage and

co-ordinate’ the process. The strategy brought everyone together,

creating a united and increasingly prominent front
7
.

Youth crime was the new priority. “Outside Castle Vale the estate was

perceived as a crime hotspot, but inside it’s the gangs of kids on the

streets that are regarded as the major problem,” says  Sharon Gilligan. 
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7
In 2001, the Housing Action Trust agreed to support the police force’s Crime Fighting Team by funding two additional police officers until 2005. The Trust also funded motorbikes and bicycles. 

8
The Youth Inclusion Support

Panel included: CVCHA, the Youth Offending Team, Castle Vale’s five schools, social services, the Primary Care Trust, the police and the Housing Action Trust. 
9
Until March 2005 the wardens were co-funded by the Housing

Action Trust and the Crime Reduction Unit of the Home Office. Since then responsibility has passed to Castle Vale Community Housing Association. Funding for the Neighbourhood Wardens has been secured until 2014 through
the Tenant Market Value, the money paid by CVCHA for the Housing Action Trust’s remaining housing stock at the time of the stock transfer in October 2004. 

In 2002 Mytton, in his capacity as Community Safety Coordinator, helped

to coordinate a partnership between youth workers from local faith

groups, Birmingham City Council’s youth service, and CVCHA. The idea

was to pool resources to maximise the effectiveness of all partners.

The following October a ‘multi-agency partnership’
8

combined forces

to set up a Youth Inclusion Support Panel, one of 11 pilot schemes

around the country. The panel targets 8-17-year-olds on the cusp of

criminal lifestyles. “They might be socially excluded or haven’t got

anything else to do, so we put them on support programmes. We’ve

found that most parents are supportive,” says Inspector Wallbank. 

Not all policing measures are preventative. “Part of our approach in

recent years has been based on targeting repeat criminals and

taking them out of circulation. You might only be talking about ten

people on an estate of 9,000, but it makes an amazing difference.

It’s not easy, because most crime is committed by young people,

and they don’t get custodial sentences.”

Since 2002 the police force has been assisted by a team of five

neighbourhood wardens, who act as neutral intermediaries between

the police and the community. They do not have powers of arrest or

enforcement, but they do have a role to play in patrolling the estate
9
.

The future looks promising for continued progress in crime

prevention
10
. A Community Safety Forum – not to be confused with

the Community Safety Forums held in 1998, see above – has been

meeting quarterly since 2003. The Forum reports directly to the

Neighbourhood Partnership Board (see chapter 9)
11
. This should

ensure that residents’ concerns continue to shape crime prevention

priorities in Castle Vale. 

Castle Vale Community Housing Association may also have an

increasingly important role to play, particularly in bidding for funds.

Speaking in late 2004, Richard Mytton suggested that it could

become a ‘commissioning agent’, fulfilling the funding and

coordination role played by the Housing Action Trust.

Although total crime fell by 36% between 2000 and 2004
12
, fear of

crime remains a concern to many
13
. This makes it a fundamental

element of Phase II in the regeneration of Castle Vale (the post-

Housing Action Trust era), when the ‘soft issues’ of health,

education, and crime prevention will no longer be in competition with

the redevelopment programme.

10
In 2002 Birmingham City Council’s Audit of Crime and Safety found that there were only two areas of Birmingham where the fear of crime was falling: Castle Vale and Balsall Heath. Both areas operate systems of

neighbourhood management, and have high rates of active community involvement. 
11
The Community Safety Forum is composed of CVCHA’s housing team, the police, the Community & Environmental Trust, secondary school,

and voluntary agencies. It is chaired by a local resident. housing stock at the time of the stock transfer in October 2004. 
12
Source: West Midland Police, 2004. 

13
A 2004 MORI survey revealed that 55% of Castle Vale residents

felt safe enough to go out alone after dark.

The CATCH scheme is an initiative led by residents. Community Safety co-ordinator Richard Mytton in conversation
with residents.

29 CCTV cameras have been
installed across Castle Vale 
as part of the community
safety strategy.
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HRH Princess Anne visited Castle Vale in January 2004 in her
capacity as patron of Crime Concern.

Group evictions – a landmark case
Over four weeks during the autumn of
2000, cases against five families accused
by Castle Vale Housing Action Trust of
persistent breach of tenancy conditions
were heard by Birmingham County Court.
It was alleged that all defendants were
guilty of nuisance and annoyance to
neighbours. The offences were caused
almost entirely by their children. 

The innovative multi-trial approach was
proposed by the Trust’s solicitors,
Birmingham-based Anthony Collins
Solicitors. As well as saving the Housing
Action Trust substantial time and money,
solicitors at Anthony Collins claimed that
witness distress would be minimised –
several witnesses were common to
more than one case. The court was also
convinced that it would gain a greater
understanding of the extent of the anti-
social behaviour in Castle Vale through a
group trial.

Notices of Seeking Possession were
served to 20 families during 2000. Over
subsequent months proceedings were
drafted and cases built. Over the same
period some families moderated their
behaviour, and others left the estate,
meaning that charges were dropped. 

The evidence put to the court included
112 witness statements, from 42
residents, 12 police officers, contractors,
teachers, and Housing Action Trust staff.
The statements were supported by video
evidence from covert cameras.

During the trial the judge, Recorder Mr
Cleary limited the evidence to
convictions – all the youths had criminal
records – admissions, and 20 contested
cases for the five remaining families.
The outcome saw the Housing Action
Trust gain four outright possession
orders and one two-year suspended
possession order.

A subsequent attempt by the families to
invoke the Human Rights Act to challenge
the eviction orders was dismissed.
Recorder Mr Cleary found that it was
‘perverse’ for families causing anti-social
behaviour to claim the act’s protection. 

The Financial Times reported the case
on 27 December 2000. “Mr Cleary said
the right to the peaceful enjoyment of
possessions was a ‘two-way street’ and
it was the peaceful enjoyment of the
other families on the estate that was
being breached by the tenants in
question.” The judge went on to say that
he found it “shocking” that the families
saw themselves as the victims, rather
than other residents of the estate.

It was a landmark ruling, and persuasive
evidence of the Housing Action Trust’s
commitment to tackling anti-social
behaviour. Perhaps the only frustration
for the Trust was a loop-hole in the law
that allows evicted tenants to return as
private home owners, giving them a
chance to maintain their influence on
the estate. 



Economic and Community Development

It was a battle to establish the Economic and Community

Development department, the arm of the Housing Action Trust

responsible for job creation, education, and business development. 

Rod Griffin, the Housing Action Trust’s inaugural director of Economic

and Community Development, recalls that: “Tackling social issues

was seen as a key function of the Housing Action Trust, but at the

outset economic considerations were not recognised as related

problems.” (See chapter 2). 

Once the department’s funding and structural issues had been

resolved, Griffin’s first job was to commission social and economic

baseline studies. With an understanding of the conditions in Castle

Vale, the Trust hoped to develop tailor-made solutions. 

The studies indicated that the Trust needed to build confidence,

improve access to jobs, encourage all forms of dialogue, and train

local people in skills appropriate to employment opportunities. It also

exposed the paucity of adult education and training provision in

Castle Vale, and described the difficulties faced by local people in

accessing information about jobs and training. “Action was also

required to clarify the expectation about the amount of direct

employment that would be available from the Trust itself for

residents,” says Donald McIntosh, the Trust’s last director of

Economic and Community Development. 

Nearly 40% of residents were not working, of whom 52% were

registered as unemployed, 15.7% had never worked, and 36.6% had

not worked in the previous four years. A high proportion of residents

classified their occupation as ‘looking after the family or home’, and

over 40% of residents aged 16-20 had never worked at all. 

“It was also important for us to understand how people really lived.

Without that we couldn’t expect to make progress economically,”

says Griffin.

“For instance, I offered a work experience opportunity to a local girl.

After a while she stopped coming in. Through counselling we found

out that her father had died when she was three, her mother was an

alcoholic, her brother was a drug addict, and she took her two sisters

to school every morning.” 

Any prospective employer would need to accommodate these

circumstances if she was to have a chance of holding down a full-

time job.
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In 1993, 26% of working age adults in Castle Vale were unemployed
1
.

The West Midlands average was closer to 14%
2
. Low educational

attainment, inadequate skills, postcode discrimination, and a lack of

entrepreneurial spirit were all contributory factors. 

By October 2004 unemployment in Castle Vale had dropped to

5.3%
3
, against a Birmingham average of 7.6%

4
. The Housing Action

Trust was understandably proud of this achievement. The figures

featured prominently in press releases, alongside the equally

startling statistics about increased life expectancy (see chapter 5). 

As well as rates of employment, the Trust’s life-span coincided with

a substantial rise in standards of education and training. The

cumulative effect was a dramatic improvement in economic

conditions. In 1993 who would have believed that Castle Vale might

soon be home to a thriving Enterprise Park? 

Despite the improvements, it should not be forgotten that the estate

has come a long way in a short time. The improvements have

shallow roots. Plenty of work remains to be done – in 2004 Castle

Vale was only just outside the top 10% most deprived areas in

England
5
. The short-term challenge is to maintain the high

standards; the longer-term ambition is to improve them. 

Chapter 7
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Employment and
Education

1
Source: Birmingham City Council Economic Information Centre.

2
Source: Birmingham City Council Economic Information Centre. 

3
Source: Birmingham City Council Economic Information Centre. To compensate for boundary changes (June

2004), the Housing Action Trust created an approximate figure for unemployment in Castle Vale. 
4
Source: Birmingham City Council Economic Information Centre. 

5
Source: Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Index of Deprivation 2004.

Castle Vale School holds Careers Days during which pupils visit local companies.

Wherever possible construction training linked in with 
development schemes.
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Job creation & wealth circulation

The findings of the research also influenced the composition of the

Economic and Community Development department. There was

clearly a need for a training manager, career development staff, and

an officer to act as the liaison between local businesses and the

Trust. “We also employed human resources staff, and people

dedicated to matching jobs to applicants
6
”, says Griffin (see chapter

5). The health division was added in 1996. 

It took a while for Economic and Community Development to find its

place within the Housing Action Trust. Julie Haywood, the Trust’s

Senior Economic Development Manager
7
, remembers some conflict

over jobs in the construction sector. “We worked with Development

(The Development Department) to widen their selection criteria of

contractors, to encourage a commitment to employing local people.

However, this conflicted with their priorities and the need to start the

build programme.” The introduction of the Construction Training and

Employment Programme and the adoption of partnering in 1997
8
,

helped to resolve the problem. 

Over the years Housing Action Trust staff worked with a wide range of

partners and agencies to improve and increase access to employment,

and create an environment in which people could realise their

economic potential. The idea was to create ‘stepping stones’ into

employment. “Typically we would support residents on a confidence

building programme, followed by literacy and numeracy training, and

then a customised training programme with an employer. This would

make them better prepared for work,” says Haywood. 

Residents continued to be supported by Trust staff during the settling

in period of their new jobs. Haywood acknowledges that: “We were

fortunate that the Trust’s programmes could look further than the

typical mainstream government initiatives.” The comparative

availability of funds also allowed the Trust to tailor training to both

individual and community needs. It was even able to fund clothes

and travel expenses for residents going to interviews, an approach

that has subsequently been adopted by other government initiatives.

What follows are examples of the Housing Action Trust’s multi-

agency and multifarious approach to tackling unemployment in

Castle Vale.

The Merlin Venture Ltd

Merlin Venture was set up to create jobs
9
. It was also the successor

body to the economic development function of the Housing Action

Trust. Since its foundation in February 1998 Merlin has also evolved
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6
Alongside the economic and social baseline studies the Trust also compiled a Skills Register, a database of individual resident’s career aims and aspirations. 

7
Julie Haywood joined the Housing Action Trust as training manager

in 1994. 
8
Partnering is an approach to contract management based on mutual benefits between the client, contractor, and end users. See chapter 4. 

9
In July 2004 Merlin had 104 employees.  

Almost 20 pupils from Castle Vale School benefited from a customised
training programme run in 1995 by WH Smith Tools Ltd, resulting
in the majority being employed by the company.

Launch of the Learning Centre in Reed Square in 2000. The event
was organised by course participants.

Vale fm, Castle Vale Community Radio Station, offers broadcast training for unemployed people from Castle Vale and the surrounding areas. The station also works closely with local schools and oversees the production of Vale Mail, the local paper. A 'Regenerating Communities' degree course brought together students
from Birmingham University's Centre for Urban Regeneration Studies
(CURS) and Castle Vale residents.
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as an example of how a not-for-profit organisation can play an active

role in rejuvenating a local economy and its neighbourhood services.

Merlin is a social enterprise that offers training and supports 

local businesses from premises on Castle Vale Enterprise Park (see

below). It also coordinates a variety of subsidiary social enterprises.

These include Fresh Start Decorators; Valescapes, a gardening 

and landscaping business; Tiggy Winkles Day Nurseries; and, 

Valley Travel and Buster Werkenbak, community transport schemes. 

Merlin also employs staff to monitor Castle Vale's network of 29 

CCTV cameras. 

All of the Merlin enterprises provide local employment opportunities

and affordable, accessible services for residents of Castle Vale. A

further common denominator is that all the businesses enhance

existing service provision.

Tiggy Winkles Day Nurseries started life as a private nursery, run by

three local women. It provided 20 places in one classroom for pre

school-age children. Money was tight so Tiggy Winkles approached

the Housing Action Trust to assist with plans for expansion. The

problem was that the Trust could not offer the level of financial

assistance that this private business required for it to be viable. This

was worrying news for the 17 parents who relied on the nursery to

get to work each day. The solution was to disband and regroup as a

social enterprise, allowing the nursery to access public grants and

business support from Merlin. Tiggy Winkles now provides 91 nursery

places and is a viable going concern.

Although Merlin remains a not-for-profit enterprise, in the post-Trust

era it must be financially viable. The same applies to the businesses

that it has incubated. 

Merlin has been striving to be self-sufficient since 2003, when the

Trust granted it a £2 million endowment fund, to assist with business

development and cash-flow. Since then it has been imperative for 

all businesses to turn a profit, or suggest that they might do so 

soon. This will make life very difficult for some of the services,

notably Valley Travel, which provides a bus service around Castle

Vale and out to two nearby shopping centres. "It's very difficult to

make a profit on local transport," says Vince Brennan, Merlin's Social 

Enterprise Manager.

Robert Brown, chief executive of Merlin Venture, is optimistic: “But

we've got to nurture new businesses. We might need to look beyond

the boundaries of Castle Vale for new opportunities."
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Castle Vale Business Group

“When I applied for a job I’d leave ‘Castle Vale’ out of my address

and hope that the employer wouldn’t notice the B35 postcode,”

says one long-term resident of Castle Vale, now employed as a

healthcare professional. 

Her fears were well founded. For years local businesses would not

employ residents of Castle Vale. The extent of the prejudice was

exposed by the Housing Action Trust’s social and economic baseline

studies. Residents of Castle Vale were perceived as unreliable

and undesirable. 

In 1992, before the Trust was founded, Vince Brennan – regional

director of Business in the Community – initiated measures to tackle

the problem. “We set up a Business Group as a means of engaging

with local businesses and promoting the benefits of corporate social

responsibility,” says Brennan, who is now Social Enterprise Manager

with Merlin Venture. One of the Group’s four core aims was to

strengthen ties between businesses and the local community.

On one occasion local businesses were asked how many residents

of Castle Vale they employed. Many employed none at all. This

spurred one member, WH Smith & Sons (Tools) Ltd, to take on 12

young people from the estate without any training. Some years later

the majority were still there, in full employment. But this was a rare

example of success. In truth, with only ten members, it was taking

time for the Business Group to build momentum. 

In 1996, with the support of the Housing Action Trust, the Business

Group was relaunched, this time with 40 member businesses. Today

there are over 150, all within a two-kilometre radius.

Job creation was never the sole objective of the Business Group. It

also raised awareness of the changes in Castle Vale. If the estate

could re-assess itself, should local businesses not do the same? “I

think that just getting in contact helped to reassure businesses that

Castle Vale wasn’t all bad,” says Brennan.

Castle Vale Enterprise Park

With the exception of the shopping centre, the Enterprise Park is

Castle Vale’s principal engine of economic activity. 

The business park occupies a 1.5-hectare brownfield site on the far

east of the estate. The facilities comprise 3,900 square metres of

industrial and commercial space divided between 39 units, ranging

in size from 22.3 square metres to 163 square metres. Since

'Blakey' from the 1970s sitcom 'On the Buses' launched the Hopper
Bus service in early 1995 and (below) the Busterwerkenback service,
operated by Merlin Venture, provides a bus service for local employers.

Launch of the Castle Vale Business Group at Jaguar Cars in 1996.
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opening, occupancy rates have been over 90%. In mid-2004 the

businesses supported over 200 jobs.

Castle Vale Enterprise Park is the product of a joint venture between

the Housing Action Trust and developer Ashtenne Plc. The park cost

£3.364 million to complete. It received support from Advantage

West Midlands, the Housing Action Trust, English Partnerships,

Ashtenne Plc, and the European Regional Development Fund (see

also chapter 4). 

Castle Vale Learning Centre

The 1994 social and economic baseline studies revealed that

residents of Castle Vale found it difficult to access information about

jobs. By extension, they were unaware of training programmes that

would enable them to apply for those jobs. The Learning Centre,

formerly known as the One Stop Centre, was the Housing Action

Trust’s response to the problem.

The Centre provided guidance to people seeking training and

employment. It also offers a jobs match service to local employers.

In 2002 a new facility was developed, managed by a local further

education college, which provides access to a wide range of courses

for all residents at all levels. Services are provided by a range of

partners, including Job Centre Plus, the Connexions careers service,

the local college, and adult education providers. 

One of the Learning Centre’s greatest successes was the retail park.

In 2004, 384 of the 607 full-time jobs at the shopping centre were

taken by residents of Castle Vale. “The Learning Centre was a key

factor in these successes through hand holding residents during the

recruitment and selection process,” says Julie Haywood. 

In the broader context of the Trust’s job creation achievements this

is relatively small fry. By the end of 2004 it had placed 1,461

residents in jobs, and put 3,415 through training programmes. 

Training programmes

The Housing Action Trust developed a range of training programmes to

re-skill and ‘up-skill’ residents. Many were linked to opportunities created

by the revival of the estate. Among the first was the construction training

programme, which tied in with the Trust’s development plans. This

enabled residents, many keen amateurs, to plug gaps in their

experience, and sample new crafts, whether bricklaying, carpentry,

painting or decorating. “It took a while to build resident’s confidence. In

the early days consultants and partner organisations were engaged to

provide dedicated support,” says McIntosh. 

Other programmes were developed in consultation with residents to

identify a local work placement where hands-on experience could be

gained through ‘supported employment’ with a contractor. In these

instances residents would complete a college course, while

simultaneously working on site gaining experience and confidence.

Until trainees had reached a certain level of productivity the

contractors received financial support from the Housing Action Trust

towards wages. The average was 26 weeks.

The self-build programme was another instance of turning resident’s

existing skills into revenue-generating careers. “In 1997 I was

considering leaving the estate when a leaflet about self-build came

through the door,” says Pat McGinn, one of 14 residents who

committed to the scheme. The idea was that residents would work

cooperatively, with the support of Accord Housing Association and

the Trust, to design and build themselves new homes. The time they

invested in the programme would be off-set against the cost of the

property, and when complete the participants would be equipped

with a new or enhanced range of skills. “After we finished, a charity

head-hunted me to work on another self-build scheme. McGinn has

since set up his own company, Arcadian Contracts Ltd, building on

his experience and his qualification as an architectural draughtsman.

He never did leave Castle Vale.

The Trust also developed customised training programmes in

collaboration with local employers, including Jaguar Cars Ltd,

Betterware, and TDG Harris Logistics. The model provides an

allowance towards such costs as child care, travel and protective

clothing for those training with a company. Jobs are not guaranteed.

The only commitment from employers is that they are required to

give participants an interview at the end of the short training –

typically four weeks, long enough for the employers and trainees to

take a good look at each other. Even if a position doesn’t

materialise, the experience of being in a professional environment

and picking up generic skills such as customer care and health and

safety, is a positive step towards a career elsewhere. 

In 1998 Jaguar was looking for 600 staff to work on its new X200

series. The company launched a city-wide customised training

programme in collaboration with the employment service, local colleges

and Castle Vale HAT, among others. This led to a 16-week ‘Jaguar Best

Practice Model’, giving participants an NVQ level 2 in manufacturing. 

During the course it emerged that the majority of jobs were available

in the paint shop. So at the end of the course the Trust negotiated

and paid for a further two weeks of paint shop training for residents

of Castle Vale. At the end of the programme 22, including nine

women, secured full-time jobs at average salaries of £22,000.

Residents were given a choice of training programmes. Pictured above
is a resident working at the local Betterware factory.

Castle Vale Enterprise Park offers work space for 39 small to medium
sized businesses.

Retail training programmes run with Sainsbury's led to a third of
staff employed coming from Castle Vale.
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The future

As the vastly-reduced levels of unemployment suggest, awareness of

jobs, career development plans, and the value of a good education

have never been better in Castle Vale. Of course, there remains

room for improvement. Among the immediate challenges are finding

ways to reduce the number of students leaving full time education

at 16, and an increased emphasis on youth empowerment. Anyone

born since 1993 will not remember how bad things were in Castle

Vale, a breeding ground for complacency. 

Barriers to employment have been eroded, the schools are in

demand, and relations between residents of Castle Vale and local

businesses are much improved. Further reasons for optimism are

evident in the revamped Reed Square, home to a community

college, adult learning centre, and public library. All of this would

have been difficult to imagine before 1993. 

The Housing Action Trust has helped to normalise employment and

education in Castle Vale. People born and brought up on the estate

are no longer at an economic disadvantage.
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Schools in Castle Vale 
In early 1994, when the nascent Housing
Action Trust was looking for premises,
Castle Vale Comprehensive was a logical
candidate. The large building was in the
centre of the estate, and the arrangement
of classrooms and offices connected by a
spinal corridor suited the structure of the
new organisation. It was also half empty.
Eleven years later, as the Trust neared the
end of its life-cycle, the revived school
needed the space back. The school, now
renamed Castle Vale School and
Specialist Performing Arts College, had
reclaimed its rightful status as the heart of
the community. 

Prior to 1993 educational attainment in
Castle Vale was very low – in 1993 only
11% achieved A-C grades at GCSE. For
years the four junior schools and one
comprehensive had struggled to attract
staff and students. There was constant
talk of closures. 

Although the Trust was not able to make
financial contributions to schools – they
are funded by the Local Education
Authority – it did develop close
relationships with them, to ensure that
they were integrated into the regeneration
of the estate. This process was vital in
preventing future generations leaving
school without the skills or confidence to
secure work. It also cultivated a generation
of young people who might be prepared to
take up the mantle of civic responsibility
and self-governance from their parents.

“We only had 362 students in 1993,”
says Janet Putman, head teacher of the
comprehensive from 1993 to 2004. “The
school was built to accommodate over
twice that number, so there was plenty of
space.” During the 1970s and 1980s the
school had earned a terrible reputation for
delinquency and youth crime. It was a
threatening place to be, reflecting the
general sense of unease on the estate.
And it wasn’t unique. 

In such a climate it was difficult to attract
good quality, committed teachers. The
task was not made any easier by the
attitude of the parents. “To many, we were
just a child-minding service,” says Steve
Holloway, head teacher at Chivenor Junior
School. The levels of disaffection in Castle
Vale made it difficult to envisage
improvements in the quality of education
on the estate.

“When the HAT arrived I met with Angus
[Kennedy] to discuss how the school and
the Trust could help each other,” says
Janet Putman. “We agreed that we
needed to work together to provide a
better ‘quality of place’.”

“There are now many more educational
and life opportunities available to
children,” says Putman. Adults have also
benefited. Chivenor, like all the schools on
the estate, opens for evening classes
throughout the year. “We run courses in
parenting and computer literacy, among
others,” says Holloway. 

The growing recognition that a good
education is something worth striving for
has resulted in increased levels of parent
interest, as evidenced by the Career
Days, where families meet with
professional advisors to consider long-
term options. “My kids are so much more
positive than I was at their age,” says
Tracey Barrington, a mother of two who
has spent most of her life in Castle Vale.

The schools have also sought to develop
an awareness of estate-wide issues. For
instance, by talking about the elections
for the Trust’s resident board members
in class, children became aware of what
was going on, and went home to talk
about it in the evenings. This
encouraged some parents to vote,
many of them for the first time. “This
was how Trevor Evans was elected in
2002,” says Putman. 

Evans, in his early 20s, is a teacher of
performing arts at Castle Vale School
and Specialist Performing Arts College.
On Wednesday evenings he also
coordinates ‘Got What It Takes’, a youth
arts organisation that gives children an
opportunity to socialise out of the
school environment, and nurtures their
interest in drama and music. Evans was
selected as a resident member of the
Housing Action Trust Board in 2002. He
was by far the youngest member. 

The schools have also played a valuable
social role in the revitalisation of Castle

Vale. “One of the turning points for the
school were the evictions [see chapter
6]. Some problem families with problem
children were removed. It was traumatic,
but it made a big difference, and sent 
a powerful message that antisocial
behaviour would not be tolerated,” 
says Putman.

Confirmation that the Castle Vale
School had been turned around came
when Putman told a prospective parent
that the school was full for the
forthcoming year. “I was thrilled. I know
that sounds terrible. In 1986 when I
joined, that would have been
unthinkable.” Today there’s a waiting
list, the school’s reputation has never
been better, and 25% of students are
from outside the estate, a further
indication of how far the school’s stock
has risen.

Of course there’s still room for
improvement, and the challenge of
maintaining the improved standards,
both educational and behavioural, will
not be easy. “But the HAT has instilled a
different ethos in Castle Vale and the
school. It introduced a culture of
respect, pride. I liken its influence to the
effect of rain on a desert. Flowers that
haven’t bloomed for years suddenly
come to life. They’d been forgotten, but
all they needed was a little support and
sustenance,” say Putman.

A successful customised training programme run with Jaguar cars in
anticipation of production of the x200 series led to 22 residents being
employed at the car plant. Victorian Days (above) held in 2000 and

2001 raised school children’s awareness
of local history. The events were held at
Castle Bromwich Gardens and were
supported by the HAT and Birmingham
City Council. 

(Left) Campaigns were organised with
schools to raise awareness of the dangers
of playing on building sites. 

(Below) The HAT supported schemes
such as tree and bulb planting to help
raise pupil awareness of the environment.



impact on the estate’s long-term social and economic viability. If

Castle Vale is to make further progress it must continue to attract

new residents and businesses. To do this it has to be recognised as

a safe and productive environment, not a dead-end satellite

community populated by problem people. 

It was for these reasons that the Housing Action Trust placed a very

high, if not unprecedented, emphasis on the importance of a positive

image. For the first three years, a PR group led by resident Board

member Joan Lawrie paved the way, but it wasn’t until 1997 that

public relations and image management touched every aspect of the

organisation. This was far from standard practice. In the mid-1990s

marketing and promotion were not concepts readily associated with

municipal housing estates. It remains an emerging science. 

Why image management was necessary

By 1993, when the Housing Action Trust was set up, ‘Castle Vale’

inspired fear and suspicion. Of course, the reality was nowhere near

as bad. A large majority of residents from the era vouch for Castle

Vale’s ‘sense of community’, and social unity. 

But the extent of the estate’s negative reputation meant that it was

difficult to entice people to judge for themselves. There was very 

little that might lure them to visit. The shopping centre was 

partially boarded-up, the secondary school was half empty and the

civic amenities were unremarkable – Castle Vale’s swimming pool,

and children’s play-space were not sufficiently impressive to 

draw outsiders.

Geography was another problem. Castle Vale is an island five miles

from Birmingham city centre. If managed effectively this might have

become a virtue, helping to foster a sense of strength and identity.

Instead it became an excuse for people to ignore Castle Vale,

something that played into the hands of the negative elements

within the estate, who thrived on the isolation.

As time passed, service providers found it increasingly difficult to

penetrate Castle Vale, and offer the levels of support that they could

elsewhere. Midwives felt physically threatened (chapter 5), and the police

were fighting an un-winnable battle to control crime and anti-social

behaviour (see chapter 6). This exacerbated a sense of abandonment,

which found expression in the quality of the physical environment. 

“I remember being told not to go near the sides of the tower blocks,

because people would throw their rubbish out of the windows,” says

Richard Temple Cox, chairman of the Housing Action Trust. “People
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Perceptions of Castle Vale have come a long way. A decade ago taxi

drivers would not go near the estate; in recent years, representatives

of government and the Royal Family have beaten an increasingly

well-worn path to it, eager to bask in the glow of a demonstrable

success story. Rising property prices, reduced unemployment,

countless regeneration awards, and positive media coverage

represent further evidence of progress. 

But despite the improvements, research conducted from the late

1990s indicated that Castle Vale’s image lagged behind the realities

of change. Well-informed residents of Birmingham and the West

Midlands might have been aware that Castle Vale had undergone a

substantial physical overhaul, but in the minds of the majority the

estate was still associated with unemployment and high-rise towers,

if it registered at all. Few recognised that they had an internationally

revered example of area-based regeneration on their doorstep. 

For many residents, the chasm between the estate’s increasingly

positive self-perception and its comparatively poor reputation within

the wider area remains a source of frustration. The stigma

associated with the B35 postcode may no longer be valid, but the

tangled knot of notoriety cannot quickly be undone. Of greater

concern is the potential for the lingering legacy of negativity to
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Sentinel - the Spitfire sculpture, a new symbol for Castle Vale. Designed by Tim Tolkien following extensive resident consultation.

Launch in October 2002 of Knight of the Vale with Sir Richard
Knowles, former leader of Birmingham Council. The nine metre tall
steel sculpture designed by artist John McKenna was based on
residents' ideas and funded by Sainsbury's.
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don’t throw rubbish around in a place that they are proud of, do

they?” The landscape, naturally flat and windblown, became a litter-

strewn urban desert, a place where stray dogs roamed, and truant

children lurked. 

The media didn’t help. Castle Vale was constantly portrayed as a den

of iniquity by local papers. “Much of the coverage wasn’t accurate or

fair. They only wanted to tell the bad stories, and they always chose

pictures that showed the tower blocks in the background, they

became the symbol of the estate,” says Carole Rafferty lifelong

resident and chair of the Tenants and Residents Alliance. 

The coverage had a debilitating effect on resident’s morale and

sense of self-worth. It also impacted on property prices – the idea

that a house in Castle Vale might have a meaningful monetary value

was anathema to estate agents until around 2000/2001. “Since

then people with no previous connection to the estate have wanted

to move there. Castle Vale has risen along with the rest of Erdington.

There are now estates with worse reputations,” said one local estate

agent in November 2004.

The estate’s poor image even had the potential to erode family

bonds. “My husband is from Castle Bromwich, down the road,” says

a 30-something mother of two, who preferred to remain anonymous.

“His parents didn’t approve of Castle Vale, so when we got married

we moved off the estate, to Hodge Hill. I hated it. I didn’t know

anybody. Nobody talked to me. In 1990, after two years away, I

moved back to Castle Vale, but we didn’t tell my husband’s parents

until the day we moved. I missed the community spirit. Castle Vale

has been very badly misrepresented.” 

The growing role of PR

In principle, managing the image of an estate is no different to re-

branding a chocolate bar. The idea is to improve people’s views using

all available tools and techniques. It is also vital that what people are

told equates to what they see, and how they feel about the outcome. 

Surveys carried out in 1993 revealed that there was plenty of room

to improve opinions of Castle Vale. But for the first few years it was

assumed that perceptions would alter automatically, a natural by-

product of the regeneration process. 

Tess Randles, the Trust’s head of public relations and

communications, recalls that: “The estate’s image was recognised

as a problem very early, but it wasn’t until 1997 that we had a

formalised approach to tackling it.”

6
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HRH Duke of Gloucester visited Castle Vale in 1996 to launch the
start on the development of the Sanctuary.

Around 20 pieces of public art have been introduced across Castle
Vale including the Standing Stones designed by Angelo Bardonari.

New walkways surround and bisect Castle Vale. They were developed as part of Project Wagtail. Flowers in bloom in the new Centre Park.
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The first stage focussed on raising awareness of public relations

within the organisation. Press cuttings were circulated, and everyone

was kept informed about events and progress. “Staff began to see

the relevance of promoting what we did, which helped to establish a

PR-friendly culture within the organisation. It also boosted morale

and stimulated pride,” says Randles. With the foundations laid, it

was time to take the message to the people.

Promoting the Housing Action Trust and its activities to the

community was a means of generating dialogue, which in turn

helped to create a well-informed community. This would be crucial if

the estate was to be capable of representing itself beyond 2005. 

“We also challenged people to think about themselves differently, and

encouraged a greater number to play a positive role in society,” says

Randles. By 1997, the Trust identified individuals with strong ties to

the community who would be prepared to stand up for Castle Vale.

“We thought of them as ambassadors. They were particularly useful in

the struggle to build the new shopping centre,” says Randles.

Between 1996 and 1998 the Housing Action Trust was locked in a

dispute with a group of the remaining shop owners – they were

holding out for greater compensation (see chapter 4). Their actions

led the Trust to purchase the site compulsorily, a decision that

attracted a good deal of negative press coverage, including regional

television and local newspapers. But rather than asking Angus

Kennedy or Richard Temple Cox to refute allegations of heavy-

handed tactics, the Trust invited ambassadors to talk to the media.

It was an approach that projected a very different message about

Castle Vale, and the people who lived there
1
. 

The Housing Action Trust also began to build relationships with local and

national journalists. “We promoted stories about the physical changes,

but also stories of human successes. It was important to start the process

of making ‘Castle Vale’ mean something different,” says Randles. 

Every positive story was exploited. The visit by Her Majesty Queen

Elizabeth II on 30 October 1998 was a notable landmark. It was

covered extensively in the local and national media. Her Majesty

even recorded an address on Vale FM
2
. Since then countless

politicians and members of the Royal Family have paid a visit,

something that would have been unthinkable in the 1980s. 

Wake up call

As the Housing Action Trust began to gather momentum, and

evidence of change accumulated, the public relations strategy
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1
Ambassadors, residents who publicly endorsed Castle Vale included, Joan Lawrie, a Housing Action Trust board member, Barry Meah, who runs a local cleaning company, and Carole Rafferty, chair of the Tenants and Residents
Alliance. 

2
Vale FM, Castle Vale’s community radio, provides broadcasting, training, education, and volunteering opportunities for anyone from the West Midlands area. It also broadcasts to the estate for two periods each year,

helping to communicate what’s going on, and offering students some broadcast experience. See also chapter 9. 

moved into a new phase. The increasing prominence of public

relations was also influenced by two external reports.

During 1999 the Joseph Rowntree Foundation
3
, researched

perceptions of housing estates where efforts were already under way

to improve their image. Three, including Castle Vale, were selected

for detailed analysis
4
. ‘Challenging Images – Housing Estates,

Stigma and Regeneration’ was published in 2000.

The report confirmed the Trust’s fears that perceptions were not

keeping pace with changes on the ground. An improved image was

clearly not an automatic by-product of the regeneration process. It

was a wake up call.

“The Joseph Rowntree Foundation concluded that efforts to address

the problem should be made through an approach that would target

the attitudes of people with real local influence,” says Randles. This

meant trying to influence taxi drivers, estate agents, local

businesses, restaurants, and take-aways. The Joseph Rowntree

Foundation described this approach as Image Management.

In 2001 the Housing Action Trust began to develop its own image

management strategy. As ever this was driven by a baseline study,

conducted by MORI
5
. “The key shift in PR terms was from managing

the reputation of the organisation, to marketing the area as a

neighbourhood that had changed and where people are happy to

live,” says Randles. 

The following year, Randles helped to set up an Image Management

Group, which brought the successor organisations together (see

chapter nine). “They had a vital role to play in image management,

a role that would expand once the HAT had ended. I spent time with

each of them, to explain the importance of promoting Castle Vale in

a positive light.” 

The Image Management Group also helped to cement the place of

public relations within the Trust’s succession strategy – the issue is

firmly established on the radar of the Neighbourhood Management

Partnership
6
. If all goes to plan, this will ensure that efforts to cast

Castle Vale in a positive light continue well beyond 2005.

The Housing Action Trust also set up a Business Group, to engage

local businesses and break down their suspicions about residents of

Castle Vale (see also chapter 7). As well as assisting with job

creation, this helped to spread the word about events at Castle Vale.

But the most effective means of disseminating the message was

convincing people to visit. 

3
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation is an independent social policy research and development charity headquartered in York. It supports a programme of research and development projects in housing, social care and social
policy (www.jrf.org.uk). 

4
The other two estates were Greater Pilton, Edinburgh, and Meadow Well, South Shields. 

5
MORI’s findings, ‘Seeing is Believing – Survey of Local Perceptions of Castle Vale’, were published in 2003.

6
The Image Management Group met only twice before it was adopted by the Neighbourhood Partnership Board, which has representatives of all successor organisations on its board. 

HM The Queen's visit in October 1998 drew out the crowds and included
the recording of a short message on Vale FM to mark the occasion.

Aerial view of the award-winning Centre Park opened in 2003 and
(below) a view of the park from the ground.
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Live music at the Castle Vale artSite.

A programme of holiday activities offer children the opportunity to
test their creative skills.

Rehearsal of the first annual Castle Vale pantomime written and directed by resident Norma Clarke (front, left).

Birmingham Touring Opera's performance at the Castle Vale artSite
and (below) an example of the positive media coverage generated. 

A satellite version of Birmingham's Artsfest runs each September out of Castle Vale providing the opportunity for local youngsters to show off their talent.
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“Attracting Sainsbury’s [opened in July 2000] as the anchor tenant

at the shopping centre was a masterstroke,” says Father Darren

Miller, vicar at St Cuthberts church, near Reed Square. “It improved

the quality of shopping for residents, and also created a reason for

people to drive on to the estate. The quality of produce was also an

improvement on Kwiksave.”

Castle Vale was also part of the artSites Birmingham initiative to

attract cultural events to venues in neighbourhoods without existing

provision
7
. In April 1999, Castle Vale hosted a production of Bedrich

Smetana’s ‘The Two Widows’ by the City of Birmingham Touring Opera.

The media was attracted by the novelty of the event – one well-heeled

couple from Sutton Coldfield appeared on a Central TV news bulletin

extolling the virtues of both the performance and the estate. 

Throughout its lifetime the Housing Action Trust was also anxious to

attract sports clubs to the estate. It assisted in the relocation of Paget

Rangers FC, a local amateur football club, to new facilities off

Farnborough Road
8
. “We also tried to develop a ‘sports village’, as an

asset for the wider community, but we ran out of time,” explains Randles
9
. 

Of course, once outsiders had been enticed to the estate it was vital

to create a good impression beyond the confines of the shopping

centre. All the good work risked being undone if rubbish and stray

dogs had lined Tangmere Drive on the drive home from Sainsbury’s.

As a consequence, improving the appearance of the estate and

investing in public art were long-term priorities, and underpinned the

Housing Action Trust’s approach to changing perceptions of the

estate (see side panels 1 and 2). 

The future

It doesn’t matter whether you’re promoting washing-up liquid or a

car, public perception will only change if improvements are rooted in

reality. In this respect Castle Vale was clearly well placed. The

enhanced physical environment and improved quality of housing

lifted the spirits of local people. Very few area-based regeneration

schemes include comparable levels of redevelopment - in truth

questions would have been asked if the self-image of the estate had

not improved as a consequence. 

“But unfortunately public opinion across the wider area has been

more resistant to change,” says Randles. There are reasons to be

positive, including the growing confidence of the business

community, and a MORI survey in autumn 2004 which found that

61% of residents believe that Castle Vale had a better image than

other areas of Birmingham. 
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7
For further information about artSites Birmingham visit www.artsites.org.uk. 

8
Paget Rangers FC disbanded in 2002, leaving Castle Vale with a venue, but no tenant. 

9
At the time of writing (November 2004), the Housing Action

Trust planned to hand the lease for the football club to Birmingham City Council, in the hope that improved sports facilities would one day be built in Castle Vale. 

The survey also revealed that between 2001 and 2004 there had

been a significant softening of external perceptions towards Castle

Vale. “It appears that Castle Vale was now seen as just another area

of Birmingham, it was no longer a ‘notorious estate’.”

Furthermore, property prices have risen, a good indication of the

success of any regeneration programme. No one is living in negative

equity anymore. And taxi drivers have long since removed Castle Vale

from their black list. 

It isn’t clear how long it will take for opinions about Castle Vale to reach

a critical mass, or what it will take for that to happen because it’s rarely

been attempted before, at least not on the same scale or within such

an intense timeframe. But all the indications are that the process may

take a generation to complete, which makes the role of the successor

organisations extremely important in continuing the good work
10
. 

Image management in the context of a regeneration programme

remains a relatively unknown quantity. Perhaps as the process is

honed, it will become quicker, and easier to manipulate? But at least

the importance of image management is now widely acknowledged.

And for that Castle Vale Housing Action Trust deserves at least some

of the credit.

10
In the absence of the Housing Action Trust, Castle Vale Neighbourhood Partnership will take the lead in the co-ordination of an Image Management strategy (see chapter 9). 

Media coverage
relating to Castle Vale

increased from
around 70% negative

in the early 1990s
to 97% positive 

in 2004.

From the outset it was recognised that
people would only think differently about
Castle Vale if they had reasons to change
their minds. Alongside the demolition of the
high-rise towers, the on-going drive to
improve the quality of public areas and
green spaces offered powerful evidence of a
new identity. It suggested a community on
the up.

Over the years, the Housing Action Trust
supported a range of initiatives to reduce
waste, and maintain the appearance of the
estate. These included an annual litter pick
with schools, bulb planting, and the
provision of ‘poop scoops’ to dog owners.
The Trust also assisted local people to
develop their own ideas. 

In 1986 newly-married Jez Lilley moved to
Castle Vale, where his wife had been
brought up. “I lived like a hermit for the first
two years. I’d just left the army, who really
care about you. By comparison this place
seemed so unfriendly. I hated it. The only
good thing was the amount of green space.” 

Realising that he would be in Castle Vale for
a while Lilley, a nature enthusiast, looked for
ways to make improvements. He found
some wasteland in the south of the estate
and envisaged a wildlife reserve. In 1988 he
was awarded a £15,000 grant by
Birmingham City Council. 

“I needed volunteers, so I went to speak to
the local schools. They were thrilled to be
asked. Nobody really paid much attention to
the schools or the children. In the end about
500 helped with the tree and shrub
planting,” says Lilley.

As time went by Lilley set up a gardening
club, and was given an office in the Fort
Centre, a short walk away. The Fort quickly
became a drop-in centre for unwanted pets.
Lilley, who had recently completed a falconry
course, also ran a bird of prey centre – he
looked after 14 large birds, including owls,
falcons, and kestrels. But he found that very
few people would make the effort to walk
from the conservation area to the Fort Centre. 

“I’d been thinking about a footpath for a
while. One day, while sitting on the bridge, a
wagtail came and sat down next to me.
decided to call it Project Wagtail,” says Lilley.

The original idea was to build a footpath around
the perimeter of the estate, but in 1994
Richard Temple Cox, chairman of the Housing 

Action Trust, got wind of Lilley’s plans. “I was
invited to the office, and offered a job as
Community Development Officer with an
environmental remit. I couldn’t believe it,” he
says. Project Wagtail was his top priority.

Over the next two years the scheme funded
by the Trust, Groundwork Birmingham, and
Birmingham City Council – grew into a
15km-long network of pathways that
surrounds and bisects Castle Vale, offering
pedestrian access to shops and amenities.
The pathways also help to maintain
previously neglected land. 

Lilley’s experience, like so many other
residents, shows that there is no shortage of
ambition in Castle Vale, but there has not
always been the support to realise the visions.

Environmental improvements - Project Wagtail

A BBC Radio WM presenter interviews local environmentalist Jez Lilley in 1995.
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11
The site of Castle Bromwich Aeroplane Factory is now occupied by a Jaguar manufacturing plant. 

12
The Angel of the North is a 20-metre high human figure designed by sculptor Antony Gormley. It sits on top of a former coal

pithead on the edge of Gateshead. Since 1998 it has become a national symbol of post-industrial regeneration. 

Public art
Not many post-war housing estates

have a history. As a consequence very

few benefit from a sense of identity.

Castle Vale is an exception. During the

Second World War the estate was an

RAF air base, known as Castle Bromwich

Aerodrome. Spitfires and Lancaster

Bombers manufactured at Castle

Bromwich Aeroplane Factory were

tested there
11
.

This proud legacy is celebrated in the

Sentinel, a large steel structure depicting

three half-size Spitfires peeling off in

different directions. It is located on the

Chester Road roundabout, the main

gateway to the estate. 

The Sentinel, in spirit a miniature Angel

of the North
12
, was designed by sculptor

and community artist Tim Tolkien. It

opened to great fanfare on 14 November

2000, and remains a landmark of Castle

Vale’s commitment to using public art to

change perceptions.

Over the years the Housing Action Trust

used its community arts programme to

inspire local people, stimulate skills and

confidence, and make the estate more

attractive. From April 1996 this strategy

was delivered principally by the artist in

residence scheme, run by Tolkien with

support from the Collective Art Noise. 

“We were commissioned to work with

residents on the design and

implementation of five pieces of public

art,” says Tolkien. The first of these were

the ‘Dream Seats’. Tolkien designed a

simple metal bench that could have

images and motifs cut into the back and

seat. To promote a sense of ownership

the designs were dreamed up by

different resident groups and placed

around the estate. Another idea was for

colourful wing-shaped banners –

another reference to the Spitfire – to

mark the boundaries of the estate.

In 1998 the Housing Action Trust’s arts

strategy gathered momentum, with the

appointment of a Community Arts

Development Officer. This broadened

the reach of the arts programme, to

incorporate theatre, music, and creative

writing. Resident workshops were set up

to encourage reluctant residents to 

get involved. The Community Arts

Development Officer also improved

relationships with the five schools on

the estate. 

When the site of Concorde Tower was

being transformed into low-rise homes,

GCSE art students painted Roy

Lichtenstein-inspired murals on the

temporary site hoardings. For the

duration of the build, dramatic colours

and cartoon figures brightened the 

Chester Road entrance to the estate. “It

was noticeable that the hoardings were

not defaced. Over the years it became

clear that children would respect things

that they had contributed to,” says 

Tess Randles. 

Towards the end of the Housing Action

Trust’s lifetime, Sainsbury’s contributed

to two prominent works of public art, the

Baby in the Hand sculpture near the

supermarket, and the Knight of the Vale

near Chivenor Junior School. Their

presence was evidence of progress, as

was the source of their funding. Even

private companies were prepared to

demonstrate their commitment to

Castle Vale.

Artist Tim Tolkien works up designs with young residents.

Launch of the Spitfire sculpture in November 2000 showing Spitfire
test pilot Alex Henshaw MBE unveiling a nose cone plaque.



Although it could not predict the ballot with absolute certainty, the

Trust could do its best to influence the outcome by creating a

credible model for succession, and demonstrating its effectiveness

prior to the ballot. This it did through a succession strategy, a plan

for the smooth transition of authority once the regeneration

programme had run its course.

“We knew from the outset that succession was something that had

to be dealt with. Too many regeneration agencies leave it too late,

allowing the benefits to wither on the vine,” says Angus Kennedy. 

At the beginning the Housing Action Trust faced a tussle with the

Department of the Environment – then the Trust’s principal source of

funds – over the appointment of a senior member of staff to oversee

the succession strategy
2
. The Department did not regard succession

as a core feature of the Housing Action Trust programme. It is a view

that the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister would be unlikely to

share today. 

In 1995 Carole Wildman’s appointment was followed by the

establishment of a succession sub-group, led by Board member Gil

Gillis, comprising tenant and resident representatives, Housing

Action Trust staff, and representatives of Birmingham City Council.

The group’s role was to identify and nurture local organisations

capable of addressing regeneration in its broadest sense. These

organisations were to be community-led, and capable of attracting

funds from a range of sources
3
. 

Housing – the successor landlord

At the time of the 1993 tenant ballot it had been widely assumed

that tenants of the Housing Action Trust would return to Birmingham

City Council once the Trust’s work was done. To many tenants it was

not a question that even merited debate. This was not a view shared

by everybody, including senior members of staff at the Housing

Action Trust, some of whom envisaged a home-grown alternative. 

Landlord issues, notably the ‘right to return’ to Birmingham City

Council, were a powerful and divisive force in Castle Vale until at

least 1999. As described in chapter two, during the early years there

was a good deal of disquiet about the Housing Action Trust’s

motives. Some tenants were instinctively suspicious about

something that they didn’t know or understand. Others were

opposed to social housing being run by any organisation other than

the local authority. But arguably the most contentious sticking point

was the suggestion that the Trust was a Tory plot to privatise housing

stock by the back door. There was no reason to believe that was the
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In any sphere of activity the evolution of terminology reveals much

about the direction of prevailing thought. The regeneration sector is

no exception. Ten years ago fixed-life agencies prepared ‘exit

strategies’ as they approached the end of their allotted time,

implying a clean break and a quick getaway. Today they work up

‘succession strategies’ from the outset. 

The shift recognises that lasting improvements in long-neglected areas

of chronic deprivation require at least a generation to achieve, perhaps

more. That is longer than any regeneration body will be around, which

is why strong succession organisations are required, united in outlook

and ambition. Somebody has to continue the good work. 

At Castle Vale it was always known that the identity of the successor

landlord would be decided by a ballot
1
. The continued existence of

subsidiary programmes, including training, community safety, and other

fields of service provision, would need to be delivered by separate

organisations. Some of these already existed, others had to be created. 

In order for the successor bodies to gain the necessary skills and

experience, the Housing Action Trust would also need to be prepared

to give power away, as quickly as possible, not behaviour commonly

associated with bureaucracies. 

Chapter 9
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Succession

1
All prospective landlords needed the endorsement of the Housing Action Trust Board. 

2
In 1994 Carole Wildman was appointed Planning and Policy Manager, with responsibility for the resident empowerment programme and the succession strategy (see chapter 2). 

3
Early ideas for successor organisations included

an estate-wide community forum, an independent trust or company, and an Urban Parish Council. 

Democracy Day voting.

Launch of the newly refurbished Topcliffe House in May 2004 by
members of the Topcliffe Residents Group, in the presence of pupils
from Topcliffe Junior School.

Topcliffe house has been transformed into a modern apartment
block for the over 40s. It is one of only two of the original 34 tower
blocks that now remain in Castle Vale.
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case, but this was the cry from some members of the Tenants

Representative Board
4
when the Trust introduced its proposal to work

with housing associations (see chapter 3). 

The problem was that if Housing Action Trust tenants were re-housed

in a home built and managed by a housing association, they would

become tenants of that new organisation. They would also forfeit

their right to return. Some resented being manoeuvred into a corner,

although there was an alternative, tenants could choose to be

relocated to one of the Housing Action Trust’s existing properties. 

The difference at Castle Vale, the feature that made the housing

associations palatable, was that the two housing associations

selected to work with the Housing Action Trust offered to set up a

community association to manage the new homes. As far as

possible the community association was to be shaped and run by

residents. This was the genesis of Castle Vale Community Housing

Association, today the estate’s popular majority landlord (see

chapter 3 for full description of the evolution of CVCHA). 

In a relatively short space of time CVCHA became a well-liked, fast-

moving organisation. At the landlord choice ballot in autumn 2003,

it was selected in preference to Birmingham City Council by an

overwhelming majority. CVCHA was also a trailblazer, being one of

only a handful of independent resident-controlled community-based

housing associations in the country, and the first to be chaired by a

resident. The success of the organisation became the bedrock of the

Housing Action Trust’s succession strategy. 

In terms of structure and responsibility, CVCHA is the closest

organisation to a reincarnated Housing Action Trust. As well as its

landlord responsibility
5
, CVCHA has strong community representation

at board level, and it is based on the estate. It also contributes 

to community safety, and youth work and has strong relationships

with service providers active on the estate. But it is not an 

exact replica. 

If the Housing Action Trust had not also created bodies to continue

its work in financial management, job creation, and training, it risked

undermining its holistic agenda. Succession was not just about

passing responsibility to another landlord. 

Sustainable succession

There are several successor organisations in Castle Vale (see Side

panel 2). All provide services and opportunities that did not exist

before 1993, at least not as well, or in the same format.
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4
The Tenants Representative Board was a predecessor to the Tenants and Residents Alliance (see chapter 2). 

5
Castle Vale Community Housing Association is landlord to approximately 60% of the estate. 

Tenants and Residents Alliance meeting in progress. A Carnival is held in Castle Vale each year. (above) Carnival 1995,
themed VE Day.

Community events are regularly held, giving local groups such as CREW (a 50-member performing arts group) a platform to perform. Children having fun at a community event.
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The Community Fund was set up to offer financial assistance to

residents suffering hardship or distress
6
. There’s also Castle Vale

Community Radio, which provides training opportunities and

broadcasting experience for the local area
7
, and the Community

Environmental Trust, which supports all environmental initiatives on

the estate
8
. If these and other services fall by the wayside, the estate

risks slipping back to the standards of the 1980s. They need to be

sustained, and that requires funding.

The Endowment Fund was set up by the Housing Action Trust to

provide money to support the successor bodies. “It is a means of

ensuring continuity of service,” says John Williams, the Housing

Action Trust’s finance director
9
. 

“We began talking about an Endowment Fund in 1999. One idea

was buying some land in Birmingham city centre, would have

created a steady revenue stream for the estate through rental

streams and capital appreciation,” says Angus Kennedy. That didn’t

happen, because the Housing Action Trust was required to invest its

funds within the estate. In the end the money was generated from

the sale of the Housing Action Trust’s remaining stock to Castle Vale

Community Housing Association in autumn 2004
10
. 

Some successor bodies are likely to be more dependent on

contributions from the Endowment Fund than others. For instance,

Merlin Venture and the enterprises that it supports (see chapter 7) will

seek to become self-sufficient
11
. That’s not going to be the case for the

Tenants and Residents Alliance, and the 2005 Group, a ‘scrutiny

group’ drawn from resident associations around the estate, which

ensures that services are up to scratch. These organisations do not

generate funds, but they do keep everyone on their toes, and provide

communication networks. Their existence also indicates a high level of

motivation – known as ‘active citizenship’ in regeneration terminology. 

Community empowerment means encouraging local people to assist in

identifying and resolving problems, before leaving them to sort things

out for themselves. It is a feature of Castle Vale that Angus Kennedy

rates among the Housing Action Trust’s greatest achievements.

“Our efforts to sustain the benefits beyond 2005 would not have

worked if we hadn’t raised people’s sense of self-worth. Confident

and strong local leaders are vital to maintain the improved

standards,” he says. 

All too few regeneration programmes have created local leaders, which

may have contributed to a widespread suspicion that ‘empowerment’

6
The Community Fund invests its 2% share of the money (£347,750) generated from the sale of the shopping centre back into the community (see Side panel 2.) 

7
Castle Vale Community Radio (Vale FM) also produces Vale

Mail, a local newsletter published six times a year. 
8
The Community Environmental Trust works with schools and youth groups to promote a range of environmental initiatives including litter collection and recycling. 

9
The Endowment Trust Fund will evaluate applications for funding (see Side panel 2). 

10
At the time of writing (November 2004), the Endowment Fund was expected to be between £6-8 million, majority financed through the

Tenant Market Value (see chapter 8). The funds are expected to last until around 2020. 
11
One exception is the network of CCTV cameras, which will be subsidised by the Endowment Fund. 

12
One of the six residents is a

nominee from the Tenants and Residents Alliance, which holds its own democratic election process. The other five are independent, and democratically elected. 98
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is little more than an honourable intention. For a range of reasons it is

a very complex process. Perhaps the biggest hurdle is that people with

the right attributes are rare. “You’re looking for down-to-earth,

forthright, conscientious, bubbly, and assertive individuals”, says Dr

Dick Atkinson, head of the Balsall Heath Forum, a community 

group that has led the revival of another of Birmingham’s more

deprived areas. 

Community leaders or ‘capacity builders’, as they are sometimes

known, can also be difficult to identify. And once they have been

found it is far from certain that they will have time to spare for

community matters. Another problem, as one former Board member

suggests is: “Many residents don’t understand the language of

regeneration. Why would they? But it means that it takes time 

for them to understand, and contribute to what is happening 

around them.”

Wherever you are, community spokespeople are generally older

members of society, people with the time to give something back. It

is rare for younger people to come forward, creating a bridge

between the generations. That has not quite been the case at Castle

Vale, where younger people are embedded in key positions, notably

within the ranks of Castle Vale Community Housing Association. 

Final piece of the jigsaw

“The Neighbourhood Partnership came about because we’d clearly

missed something. We had all these independent succession

organisations, with their own business plans, but they weren’t linked.

Neither was there a body responsible for patching Castle Vale back

into Birmingham,” says Angus Kennedy. 

Castle Vale Neighbourhood Partnership has responsibility for binding

all the succession organisations together. It has also bound other

service providers – including the police, and Primary Health Care

Trust – into the future of Castle Vale. 

The partnership consists of representatives of CVCHA, Birmingham

City Council, Birmingham and Solihull Learning and Skills Council,

Eastern Birmingham Primary Care Trust (PCT), Merlin Venture, West

Midlands Police, and six residents
12
. 

It is chaired by Lord Corbett of Castle Vale (see chapter 1). “He’s not

a resident, but he has influence,” says Kennedy. “There are

residents who could do the job, but as a group they are mature

enough to know that they won’t have the same level of influence.

Would we have the chief executive of the PCT, or the chief of police,

or the director of economic development of the city council on the

The Lord Mayor of Birmingham Cllr Michael Nangle visited Castle
Vale in October 2004 and was interviewed at Vale fm, Castle Vale
Community Radio.

Castle Vale Community Environmental Trust continues to organise
tree planting and other events to raise environmental awareness.
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board if it wasn’t for Lord Corbett?”
13

The board of the Neighbourhood Partnership meets quarterly.

Administration is handled by a neighbourhood manager – the first

began work in November 2004. The manager is the full-time point

of contact for the diverse board members. His salary is paid for by

five of the core players in the partnership
14
. 

“HATs were perceived as expensive, but the Neighbourhood

Partnership didn’t cost very much, and it could be our greatest

structural legacy. Given the momentum nationally towards

neighbourhood management, I think it’s as pioneering as anything

we’ve done,” says Angus Kennedy. 

The future

It’s too early to know whether Castle Vale’s strategy for succession

has been a success. That will take another 10-15 years to play out.

There are grounds for optimism. Paul Scott-Lee, Chief Constable for

the West Midlands, says: “The Housing Action Trust retained and

empowered the community. Plenty of areas make that claim,

although many would not survive without agency support. Castle

Vale is not so reliant on external props.”

The legacy of empowerment will also live on in the government’s

Guide Neighbourhood Programme. In December 2004 Castle Vale

was selected as one of eight neighbourhoods with active

communities and replicable management structures to spread the

message to less fortunate areas. Initial funding has been agreed

until June 2007.

Of course, there are causes for concern about the succession

strategy, including the continued emphasis on image management.

Unlike the Housing Action Trust, which had dedicated PR and

communications staff (see chapter 8), responsibility for the

projection of a positive message will be spread across all the

successor organisations, though guided by the Neighbourhood

Management Partnership. As the Trust found, it takes a long time to

change perceptions. It would be a shame if the momentum was lost.

Nurturing a new generation of local leaders is another issue of

concern to many. 

A further unknown is whether the successor bodies had enough time

under the guiding hand of the Housing Action Trust to fully establish

themselves. Are their roots sufficiently deep? 

13
Lord Corbett will be chairman of Castle Vale Neighbourhood Partnership until at least 2006. 

14
The Housing Action Trust dedicated £450,000 towards the running of the Neighbourhood Partnership Board for five years. 

A further £50,000 towards costs was contributed by the other partners, including CVCHA, Birmingham City Council, West Midlands Police, and the Primary Care Trust. The funds are administered by Castle Vale Community
Housing Association. 100
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15
During the winter of 1999-2000, the School of Public Policy (University of Birmingham) evaluated Castle Vale HAT’s succession strategy. Its findings were published in a report for the Castle Vale HAT board, ‘Evaluating

Succession in Castle Vale Housing Action Trust,’ Dr Helen Sullivan, Brendan Nevin, and Mike Smith (March 2000). 

Presenter Tony Robinson and local historian Carl Chinn discuss the
changes in Castle Vale during the filming of ‘Transforming Castle
Vale’, a video commissioned by the HAT.

“A succession strategy is an agreed and
acknowledged framework for activity that
will move Castle Vale towards fulfilling its
vision once the Housing Action Trust has
ended,” wrote researchers from the School
of Public Policy in 2000

15
. It is a plan that

ensures the benefits of regeneration
continue after the government money has
been spent. 

There are multiple phases to a succession
strategy. When developed effectively they
respond to local need, and evolve in
tandem with local people. The first phase
might be to encourage local people to
speak with a united voice, followed by the
creation of local organisations capable of
taking responsibility for issues and
services. This may involve a review of
existing structures, and a judgement on
their long-term viability. 

The experience of Castle Vale Housing
Action Trust suggests that a succession
strategy should be integrated into every
aspect of a regeneration programme from
the earliest point possible. The idea is to
allow sufficient time for successor bodies
(see over) to evolve, to establish
themselves as independent entities, and
to build relationships with each other. 

Optimising the time available is also critical
in encouraging residents, many of whom
may be alienated by the mechanisms and
terminology of regeneration, to develop an
understanding of what is happening to

their neighbourhood and why. A confident,
well-informed local population with
democratically elected leaders is a vital
ingredient of every succession strategy.

Other considerations integral to succession
are encouraging people to communicate,
and identifying future funding streams.
Succession is also dependent on the
overseeing public agency being prepared
to give power to the people, not
necessarily something that many will have
experience of. “It is not in the nature of
bureaucracies, but we found that it made
us more powerful,” says Angus Kennedy. 

What is a succession strategy?

Over 4,000 balloons were released at the HAT’s Off Fun Day celebration held in October 2004 to mark
the wind up of the organisation.
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16
November 2004. 

The successor organisations
Castle Vale Neighbourhood Partnership 
The Neighbourhood Partnership is the
organisation that unites all the successor
bodies. It also integrates representatives
from the major service providers, making it
the principal point of contact between
Castle Vale and the wider area. The board
meets every quarter. It is composed of six
resident representatives, West Midlands
Police, CVCHA, Birmingham City Council,
Birmingham and Solihull Learning and Skills
Council, Castle Vale Community Care
Partnership, East Birmingham Primary Care
Trust, and Merlin Venture. It is chaired by
Lord Corbett of Castle Vale. 
Tel: 0121 748 8100

Castle Vale Community Housing Association
CVCHA is one of a handful of independent
resident-controlled community-based
housing associations in the country. It was
established by two partner housing
associations, Sanctuary and Focus, in
1995. Between 1997 and 2004 houses
built by Sanctuary or Focus (they were later
joined by Mercian) were passed on to
CVCHA to manage. Over 1,000 homes
were built during this period. In October
2003, the Housing Action Trust’s remaining
tenants were given the choice of returning
to Birmingham City Council or transferring
to CVCHA in a landlord ballot. An
overwhelming majority (98%) chose
CVCHA, making it the dominant landlord in
Castle Vale. Today CVCHA provides a range
of services across the estate (See chapter
3 for full details).
Tel: 0121 748 8100 
E-mail: enquiries@cvcha.co.uk

Merlin Venture Ltd
Merlin Venture is the successor body to
the economic development function of the
Housing Action Trust. It is a social
enterprise that offers training and supports
local businesses. It also runs a variety of
subsidiary social enterprises employing
over 100 staff, including a community
transportation services, local tenant
decorating service, a gardening and
landscaping business, and two nurseries
providing affordable day care (see 
chapter 7.)
Tel: 0121 776 8880

Tenants and Residents Alliance
The TRA is a democratically-elected
tenants’ and residents’ committee, formed
in April 1998 (see chapter 2 for an
extended history). It exists to inform,
consult and represent the community. At
the time of writing the Alliance had a
growing membership of 1,015

16
. The

Tenants and Residents Alliance was
originally core-funded by the Housing
Action Trust. Since March 2005 it has
received financial support from the
Endowment Fund (see below), and the
European Social Fund. 
Tel: 0121 747 5932

In addition to the four lead successor
organisations, the following have also
been established:

2005 Group
The 2005 Group is a panel of residents
who scrutinise the quality of services in
Castle Vale. Members are drawn from
resident groups across the estate. It works

closely with the Neighbourhood Partnership.
Meetings have been attended by
representatives of Birmingham City
Council, the Learning and Skills Council,
Eastern Birmingham Primary Care Trust,
the police, Merlin Venture, and CVCHA,
who take questions about the standards of
street lighting, rubbish collection, and the
quality of the environment. 
Tel: 0121 748 8100

Endowment Trust Fund
The Endowment Trust Fund was set up by
the Housing Action Trust to support the
successor bodies beyond March 2005. The
money was generated from the sale of the
Housing Action Trust’s remaining stock to
Castle Vale Community Housing Association
in 2004. Decisions about which successor
bodies will receive money, and how much,
are taken by the Trust Fund, a registered
charity administered by Castle Vale
Neighbourhood Partnership. 
Tel: 0121 748 8100

Community Fund
The Community Fund is a charity that uses
a pot of money (£347,750) for good
causes and people in need. Originally the
money was generated from the sale of the
shopping centre, with some additional
funding from other sources. The Fund is
managed and administered by its Trustees.
To date it has provided over £45,000 to
67 applicants. 
Tel: 0121 748 5520

Community Radio (Vale FM)
The original idea for Vale FM came from a
group of young residents who approached 

the Housing Action Trust about setting up a
community radio station. That was in
1995. Today Castle Vale Community Radio
provides broadcasting, training, education
and volunteering opportunities for residents
of Castle Vale and the wider area. Its
approach is based on the belief that radio
relies on disciplines which can support the
development of individuals and the
communities in which they are based. Vale
FM has two annual temporary licences,
focussed primarily on local issues. In
autumn 2004 it applied for a full-time
licence as a community radio station to
cover North-East Birmingham. It also runs
training courses, and publishes Vale Mail, a
bi-monthly free newspaper. 
Tel: 0121 749 1343, Web: www.valefm.com

Community Care Partnership
Castle Vale Community Care Partnership
manages the Sanctuary building, which has
offered meeting space to charitable and
community groups active in the estate since
1999 (see chapters 4 and 5). The Community
Care Partnership also manages the
Community Fund.
Tel: 0121 748 5520

Community Environmental Trust
Castle Vale Community Environmental Trust
was established at the beginning of 2000. It
has strong connections with the schools, and
is engaged in a wide range of environmental
initiatives around Castle Vale. It is a company
limited by guarantee. Since March 2005 the
Trust has been funded by a range of charitable
bodies, local businesses, and grant schemes. 
Tel: 0121 749 7132. 
E-mail: admin@cvcet.org.uk

Lord Corbett (front, right) launches the newly built Sure Start
extension to the Yatesbury Avenue Nursery in 2003.



whom the Trust had shared a sometimes fractious relationship, was

complimentary. After winning the Secretary of State’s Award for

Partnership in Regeneration in 2000, Albert Bore, leader of

Birmingham City Council, said: “This is good news for Birmingham.

Castle Vale is an excellent example of what can be achieved through

genuine partnership working, and engaging local people in

regenerating their own communities”.

Throughout its lifetime, Castle Vale Housing Action Trust hosted an

average of 60 visits per year from other regeneration organisations.

And admiration wasn’t limited to the UK. In 1998 Dr Zui Weinstein,

of the Israeli Department of Urban Renewal, wrote: “As a visitor

familiar with distressed neighbourhoods I think you are running a

fantastic project, dealing with physical and social aspects of the

whole community”.

By the late-1990s the extent of positive change in Castle Vale was

such that the estate could provide positive examples of pretty much

any policy or methodology that politicians and opinion-formers chose

to mention. These included a resident-controlled community-based

housing association, one of the earliest Neighbourhood

Management partnerships, local people in positions of authority, a

positive working atmosphere within the Trust, and substantial

improvements in life expectancy and rates of employment. 

For much of the second half of its life, Castle Vale Housing Action

Trust was widely regarded as living, breathing evidence of success. It

was the positive face of government policy in area-based revival. 

An influential model

Government policy in regeneration has come a long way since Castle

Vale Housing Action Trust was established. In 1993 ‘regeneration’

was unknown, at least in the contemporary sense of the word. The

revival of deprived neighbourhoods was regarded as a predominantly

physical issue. There was nothing like the contemporary level of

coordination between health services, the police, and education

providers. Neighbourhood management and the encouragement of

resident involvement were also foreign concepts. 

Part of the reason for their existence today is because between 1991

and 1993 six Housing Action Trusts were given unusually generous

powers to find answers to intractable problems. They also had

adequate control, funds, and assets to embrace cutting-edge ideas. 

Over its lifetime, Castle Vale Housing Action Trust piloted new

approaches to giving power to local people, preparing the ground for
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“Castle Vale HAT always seemed successful, pretty much from the

outset,” says Martin Knox of Anthony Collins Solicitors, a long-term

advisor to the Trust
1
. This was no illusion. Throughout its lifetime the

Housing Action Trust won an impressive number of awards and

accolades. Highlights included the prestigious Charter Mark Award

for excellence in public service (twice), the Secretary of State's

Award for Partnership in Regeneration, the Modernising Government

Partnership Award (twice), and the Forward Prize from the

Birmingham Civic Society, for making a significant contribution to the

city. In 2003 a survey conducted by Regeneration & Renewal

magazine revealed that Castle Vale Housing Action Trust was one 

of the six most admired regeneration organisations in the country
2
. 

The Trust’s Visitors Book also bears testament to its reputation. In

August 2004, Dame Mavis McDonald, permanent secretary to the

Office of the Deputy Prime Minister wrote: “It has been a great

privilege to have been involved at the beginning and at the end of

one of the most impressive transformations of a neighbourhood in

the UK. There are many powerful lessons to be learnt from Castle

Vale for the regeneration and development of sustainable

communities.” In July 2001, Joe Montgomery, Director General of

the Neighbourhood Renewal Unit, described the work of the Housing

Action Trust as, “inspirational”. Even Birmingham City Council, with

Chapter 10
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1
Martin Knox, who passed away in autumn 2004, was a specialist in developing legal frameworks to help community groups lead the regeneration of their areas. Anthony Collins Solicitors is a prominent Birmingham-based practice.

2
Regeneration & Renewal, 12 September 2003. 

Castle Vale HAT staff unwind after their away-day in May 2003.

HAT Management team (from left to right) Donald McIntosh, Pat
Riley, John Williams, Carole Wildman and Angus Kennedy.
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its successors, influencing local opinion of the estate, tackling youth

crime, and improving resident choice through greater economic

opportunity. Few aspects of daily life were left untouched. “We didn’t

necessarily do many things that hadn’t been tried before, but 

nobody had applied the combination of ideas that we did,” says 

Angus Kennedy.

Legacy

Without an amendment to the original legislation, residents would

not have been consulted about transferring to a Housing Action

Trust. The idea would have been imposed upon them (see chapter

1)
3
. It is therefore ironic that giving local people a meaningful voice

in the revival and management of their neighbourhoods has become

one of the two most identifiable legacies of the Housing Action

Trusts, the other being their holistic agenda. 

Like holistic doctors, the Housing Action Trusts treated the causes of

problems, not the symptoms. It was the first model for area-based

regeneration that regarded social, economic, and physical decline as

related problems. This was why residents were integrated into the

process, new partnerships instigated, notably with housing

associations, and why relationships were developed between service

providers. Everyone who needed to have a say, and anyone who

wanted to have a say, was given the opportunity to speak. With few

exceptions every subsequent model of area-based regeneration has

been underpinned by a similar ambition to increase local influence.  

At Castle Vale empowering residents and creating local leadership

was driven by the Board of the Housing Action Trust. Between 1994

and April 1998, it oversaw the creation of a forum for discussion

between a democratically elected board of local people and the

Housing Action Trust. The process was fraught with resentment,

intra-estate rivalries, and political divisions. Everybody wanted a say,

and as is often the case in the wake of a stock transfer, the power

vacuum was filled by a small but determined group of left-leaning

activists (see chapter 2). 

The drive to create an estate-wide forum was not the community’s

first exposure to community consultation, then a relatively new idea.

Residents had been consulted in the build-up to the 1993 ballot.

Local input had also been sought in the development of the

masterplan. But there is little doubt that the formation of the Tenants

and Residents Alliance, in April 1998, was a significant landmark in

the empowerment process. At that stage the Housing Action Trust

could point to a delivered pledge, and the people of Castle Vale

could begin to find their collective voice.
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3
The origins of the Housing Action Trust model were not promising. They began life as aggressive Conservative policy, intended to wrest control of failing urban areas from predominantly Labour-controlled local councils. An
amendment by the House of Lords was required to ensure that local people were consulted before these areas were transferred. The evolution of HATs into exemplars of New Labour thinking in regeneration was a victory for
the democratic process, and an indication of how long it takes to revive an area comprehensively. 

Between 1998 and 2005 the TRA proved itself to be an effective

vehicle for representing and supporting the community. Over the

same period, training programmes, the evolution of Castle Vale

Community Housing Association, increasing employment, and the

physical changes under way on the estate, also helped to create a

more confident, and vocal community
4
.

“‘Involving the community’ is an ambition often trotted out by

politicians, but the reality is much more complex,” says Pat Niner,

Senior Lecturer at the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies at the

University of Birmingham, and long-standing member of the Trust’s

Board. “It takes a long time for residents to really understand what’s

happening, and to express constructive opinions. But it can be done.

The experience of Castle Vale HAT shows that it can.”

Angus Kennedy regards empowerment as one of the Housing Action

Trust’s greatest achievements, and a vital feature of the succession

strategy (chapter 9). But the Trust’s commitment to getting the best

out of everybody was not unique to the community.

Good partner

Castle Vale Housing Action Trust was viewed as a good partner for a

number of reasons. The organisation had a clear idea of what it

wanted, it had plenty of money, and as a short-life agency it was not

perceived as a long-term threat. Prospective partners knew that

getting involved with the Housing Action Trust meant that the work

would happen, and they would be paid for it. 

Throughout its lifetime the Housing Action Trust tried to create links

between its staff and other partners. The Economic and Community

Development department worked with external partners on

strategies to address domestic violence, health awareness, jobs,

training, and other issues. The legacy of this joint working can be

seen in the successor organisations (chapter 9). 

To retain local knowledge, the Trust also created teams of its own

staff and consultants. “We didn’t want house builders to walk away

with insights that could have been useful to us later on,” says 

Carole Wildman.

Partners and consultants were also encouraged to adopt the Trust’s

mind set, particularly those with long term contracts. From 1997 the

Trust insisted that consultants or contractors who worked in the

estate should commit to partnering, an approach to contract

management based on mutual understanding (see chapter 4). The

demolition contractors became particularly entrenched, working with

4
The Housing Action Trust also nurtured the development of other resident groups, notably the 2005 Group (see Side panel 2). 
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5
Staff who worked for Birmingham City Council staff were required to make up their minds about whether to commit to the Housing Action Trust prior to the March 1994 stock transfer. Some stayed with the council, others
took up new positions with the Trust. Birmingham continued to manage the stock until December 1994, when the Trust was appropriately staffed. 

6
Angus Kennedy was appointed Chairman of Urban Living, the Housing Market

Renewal Pathfinder for Birmingham and Sandwell in 2002. From that point until March 2005 he fulfilled both roles. 
7
Richard Temple Cox was appointed as shadow chairman of the Housing Action Trust in the autumn of 1992.

In 2004 he was appointed as chairman of North-East Birmingham LIFT. He remained chairman of the Housing Action Trust until its completion in 2005. 

the Housing Action Trust on employment and training programmes.

This was unusual at the time, less so today. 

Staff

The Trust’s internal management structure was set up to stimulate

commitment, and create an energetic, ‘doing’ organisation. “Staff

surveys consistently indicated that this was the best organisation

most people had ever worked for,” says Kennedy. As a visitor to the

offices since 2001, the author can vouch for the buzz of activity, and

the approachable staff. It seemed a happy place.

“There was a great sense of freedom, and the opportunity to be part

of something on the cutting edge.” Kennedy thinks that this helped

recruitment, and staff retention. That may have been the case for

the second half of its life, but it didn’t start out like that. 

Until the beginning of 1995 some staff members were stuck in limbo

between Birmingham City Council and the Trust. The situation arose

because it took that long to staff the Housing Department. Only once

that was done could the housing employees who had decided not to

transfer to the Trust in April 1994 return to the Council
5
. It was hardly

a breeding ground for unity.

In the early days, there was also a good deal of inter-departmental

suspicion and misunderstanding. “The Housing Department talked

their language of rats, rubbish and barking dogs. While down the

corridor Economic Development used an almost other-worldly

language. Many people hadn’t heard of synergy in 1994,” says

Kennedy. It took a few years for an atmosphere of co-operative

endeavour to emerge. 

“The spirit, the ‘can-do’ culture, came through achievement,” adds

Kennedy. Once it was clear that the Trust was making a difference,

and staff members could see where they had left their mark, people

were less inclined to look for a job elsewhere. 

In terms of staff retention, all short-life agencies are faced with the

same dilemma: the impossibility of offering staff long-term security,

and the questionable commitment that comes with it. 

For a fixed-term government agency, Castle Vale Housing Action

Trust suffered a fairly typical rate of staff turnover, but it also

benefited from continuity in key positions. Speaking to the author in

2001, Angus Kennedy said that he hadn’t expected to last eight

years let alone the complete duration of the programme
6
. Chairman

Richard Temple Cox survived even longer
7
. “To some people I think
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that kind of commitment was a comfort,” says Kennedy. 

The continuity, and some say quality, of Board members and senior staff

may also have been a factor in the Housing Action Trust’s clarity of ambition.

It gave the organisation sufficient foresight to fight potential threats.

Another factor in staff retention may have been the Trust’s

investment in training. “I would have liked to pay higher salaries,”

says Angus Kennedy. “Unfortunately our hands were tied by

government, but there was flexibility in training. Everyone was

encouraged to take advantage.” Many did. Former staff members

now occupy key regeneration positions throughout the Midlands.

Having Castle Vale Housing Action Trust on your CV is certainly no

barrier to progress.

Hidden influence

Housing Action Trusts were around for longer than any other area-

based regeneration agency. Most lasted over a decade
8
. Today that

is standard practice. Whether Housing Action Trusts deserve

recognition for this, or whether all political parties have now

accepted that the sustainable revival of severely deprived areas is a

long-term commitment, equivalent to more than three terms in

office, is hard to say. What is not in doubt is that Castle Vale Housing

Action Trust used its 12 years effectively, no easy task given that 

it didn’t know how long it would be around for the first two years.

“It takes at least three years to set up a new organisation, staff it,

and start producing results,” says Alison Hadden, the Housing Action

Trust’s director of housing from 1994 to 1998. “New Deal for

Communities Partnerships and Neighbourhood Renewal Pathfinders

need results quickly, but it just isn’t possible. That’s a lesson that

should have been learned from the Housing Action Trusts.”

Angus Kennedy thinks the message has got through. “When Tony

Blair launched the national Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal in

Hackney [in 2001], it was the first time he’d said the sustainable

revival of deprived areas takes ‘10-20 years’.”

The message has certainly got through on succession and image

management, two aspects of regeneration that Castle Vale Housing

Action Trust embraced fully. The need to improve people’s self

perceptions and the importance of changing opinions within the wider

area are now recognised as vital features of any regeneration strategy.

“But at the beginning it was assumed that the reputation of the

estate would improve as an automatic by-product of the regeneration

process. The significance of PR and image management grew over

the years,” says Tess Randles (see chapter 8). 

8
At 13 years, Stonebridge Housing Action Trust, North London, is the longest-lasting Housing Action Trust (1994-2007). 
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9
At the time of writing, the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister estimated that there were over 150 organisations with Neighbourhood Management boards. Castle Vale HAT was among the earliest examples (founded in 2001). 110
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The same is true of succession. From 1995 planning for life after the

Housing Action Trust was built into every aspect of the programme.

Over the following decade a range of successor bodies were either

set up or sponsored. These are the building blocks of life beyond

March 2005. To a large extent history will judge Castle Vale Housing

Action Trust on their performance (see chapter 9). 

In addition, Housing Action Trusts helped to make stock transfer

acceptable. Today the transfer of municipal housing to Arms Length

Management Organisations, housing associations, or other social

landlords, is common practice. That was not the case in the early 1990s. 

Castle Vale was also quick off the mark with Neighbourhood

Management (see chapter 9). Today the 39 New Deal for Community

Partnerships around the country are among the growing numbers of

organisations heading towards a genuinely community-led future
9
. 

In practice

To a large extent the New Deal for Communities Partnerships were based

on lessons learned from the Housing Action Trusts. Between 1998 and

1999, a total of 39 NDC Partnerships were set up in some of the most

deprived areas around the country. Most will wind up in 2008/2009. 

Like Housing Action Trusts, the model is intended to tackle deprivation

holistically. Employment, education, health, crime reduction, physical,

and environmental improvements are all recognised as part of the

same problem. The NDCs are also taking an evidence-based approach

to resolving problems, and encouraging local people to represent

themselves. To anyone familiar with Housing Action Trusts, this all

sounds very familiar. But NDCs are not perceived to have been

anywhere near as successful as Housing Action Trusts. They have been

described as, slow to establish themselves, lacking in leadership, and

hamstrung by infighting. 

“In terms of delivery, NDCs are one of the worst regeneration

programmes, but they were based on lessons learned from the

Housing Action Trusts. So what’s gone wrong?” says Rod Griffin, the

first director of Economic and Community Development at Castle

Vale HAT (see chapters 2 and 7). 

Angus Kennedy thinks the answer is control and assets. “What

government hasn’t learned, and what I have consistently argued is

that to have any chance of success, area-based initiatives must have

assets, and be in control of something. 

“NDCs have neither, which means that they have limited influence

and limited control. The same applies to the Neighbourhood

Management Pathfinders. Ceding control and assets wasn’t

acceptable to government, probably because it wasn’t acceptable to

local authorities. But it means that they are flawed initiatives.”

To balance the argument, it should be noted that New Deal for

Communities Partnerships are in it for the long haul. The ambition of

sustainable and genuinely local self-governance remains a plausible

outcome for many of the partnerships. Like Housing Action Trusts,

the appropriate time to make judgements is probably 15-20 years

after they were established. 

Expense

Aside from the limited achievements (to date) of their imitators, the

other stick regularly used to beat Housing Action Trusts is expense.

“It’s a fact that Housing Action Trusts had higher levels of funding

than any other area-based initiative,” says a representative of the

Neighbourhood Renewal Unit. 

To put this in context, the 39 New Deal for Communities Partnerships

received a total of £2 billion of government funds. In 1993 the six

Housing Action Trusts received a total of around £800 million. 

In some quarters the figures inspire resentment. ‘If I’d had that sort of

money I could have made a difference,’ is the typical cry from local

councils and other less affluent initiatives. There would certainly have

been some difficult questions to answer if the Housing Action Trusts had

not been a success. Fortunately they were.

To differing degrees all have improved the areas that they were set up

to overhaul. And as anyone involved in the task of regenrating areas in

advanced states of decline knows, that is not an easy thing to do. 

Besides effectiveness, there are other arguments to counter the

allegation the Housing Action Trust’s were lavishly funded anomalies.

“Sir John Egan came to visit [in 2004] and made a typical

government calculation. He divided the amount of government

funding by the number houses affected and came up with a unit

cost. The outcome was too expensive to justify rolling out across UK

Plc. But that ignores the savings that have been made elsewhere.

How much are we not spending on unemployment benefit each

week? How much are we saving on the cost of fire engines? Castle

Vale had the highest rate of fires in Birmingham, now we hardly ever

see a fire engine. And how much is the Primary Care Trust beginning

to save because people are more healthy?” asks Angus Kennedy.

In addition there are the savings made by the Economic and

Community Development department. Over the 12 years that the

Trust was around, the ECD department used up only 6% of the total
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budget
10
, but the legacy of that investment will outlive everything.

The broader regeneration issues dealt with by ECD – health,

education, job creation and crime reduction – have made an almost

unquantifiable difference to the quality of life in Castle Vale. 

There is also the possibility that Housing Action Trusts have been

grossly maligned. Speaking in June 2004, the late Martin Knox of

Anthony Collins Solicitors, said: “The Castle Vale Housing Action

Trust may have saved the taxpayer millions. As a very rough

calculation, I worked out that without the HAT, Castle Vale would

have received £60 million per year through existing channels of

public support, that’s £720 million over 12 years. This compares

very favourably with the £205 million the HAT did receive.” 

Even if only partially accurate, these statistics would be compelling evidence

of the need for more Housing Action Trust-type agencies. “But the truth is

that much more work needs to be done on pinning down exactly what

savings have been made. It’s a poorly researched area,” says Kennedy. 

One question that may be unanswerable is whether Castle Vale HAT could

have generated a comparable momentum and ‘can do’ culture without

the expensive redevelopment programme. Given the undoubted quality of

the organisation, allied to its assets and control, it is not inconceivable. 

10
By March 2005 the HAT’s investment on the ECD programme was £12.4 million, around 6% of the Government grant (£205 million). 

The Castle Vale Housing Action Trust approach to 

area-based regeneration

� Apply an holistic approach – recognise that social, economic

and physical problems are related. 

� Establish functional, democratic lines of communication

with the community as early as possible.

� Be prepared to give power away, vital in the creation of a

confident, well-informed community, willing and able to

represent itself.

� Prioritise succession from the outset, to ensure that the

benefits of regeneration continue after the government

money has been spent.

� Commission base-line research, to ensure that actions

respond to real needs.

� In consultation with the community, devise a clear vision

for the duration of the programme.

� Retain as many services as possible in-house – holistic

regeneration requires integrated management. 

� Work hard to develop a positive, can-do working atmosphere.

� Create partnerships with other public sector service providers.

� Encourage the involvement of the private sector.

� Manage the image and perception of the area – it is not

an automatic by-product of the regeneration process.
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Facts & Figures

� Homes built: 1,486

� Homes improved: 1,333

� Homes demolished: 2,275 including 32 tower blocks.

� Two new shopping centres built, plus an enterprise park and a

range of health facilities.

� Jobs created: 1,461

� Training places: 3,415

� Unemployment: 26% in 1993 (Birmingham 18%); 5.3% in

2004 (Birmingham 7.6%).

� Life expectancy: people in Castle Vale now live on average

seven years longer than they did in 1992.

� Education: 5 A*-C GCSE passes: 13% in 1994, 31% in 2004

(and 40% in 2003). 

� Crime: total offences reduced by 36% since 2000.

Castle Vale HAT Awards:

� The HAT have been Chartermark Award holders since 1996,

and Investors In People since 2000.

� In 2000, the HAT won the Secretary of State’s Partnership in

Regeneration Award.

� In 2000 and 2002, the HAT won Cabinet Office TNT

Modernising Government Partnership Prizes.

� In 2001, the Spitfire Sculpture won the Institution of Civil

Engineers West Midlands award. 

� In 2002 the HAT won the Midlands Excellence Award for overall

organisational excellence.

� In 2002 the HAT won the Birmingham Civic Society Forward

Prize, for the ‘regeneration and transformation’ of Castle Vale.

� In 2003, Centre Park was a BALI (British Association of

Landscape Industries) Award Winner, and at the 2004 Civic

Trust Awards, Centre Park was given a special mention as a

‘vitally important open space which contributed significantly to

the local community’.

� In 2003, the HAT won the West Midlands Building Excellence

Award for Regeneration.

� In 2003, ‘Regeneration and Renewal’ Magazine profiled Castle

Vale HAT as ‘one of the top six most admired organisations 

in regeneration’

Publications and pieces of research which have featured the

work of Castle Vale HAT include:

� Regeneration that lasts – A guide to good practice on social

housing estates, published by DETR February 2000.

� National Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal - Report of Policy

Action Team 8: Anti-Social Behaviour March 2000.

� Decanting Tenants - A good Practice Guide, published by the

Institute of Housing / Housing Corporation May 2000.

� Challenging images – Housing estates, stigma and regeneration,

published by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation  October 2000.

� Transferable lessons in regeneration from the Housing Action

Trusts, published by DETR December 2000.

� Neighbourhood Management: Invitation to participate in a

Pathfinder Round, published by DETR. January 2001.

� Good Practice Guide: Neighbourhood Management Duncan, P

and Thomas, S  Chartered Institute of Housing and The Housing

Corporation 2001.

� Tackling Drugs to build a better Britain: United Kingdom Anti-Drugs

Co-ordinators Annual Report 2000/01 (A report on progress since

2000 of the Government’s ten year anti-drugs strategy).

� Retailing, sustainability and neighbourhood regeneration Carley,

M, Kirk, K and McIntosh S, Published by The Joseph Rowntree

Foundation 2001.

� Business and Society: DTI Corporate Social Responsibility

Report 2002 Published by the Department of Trade and

Industry, May 2002.

� Incentives and Beyond? The transferability of the Irwell Valley

Gold Service to other social landlords ODPM 2003.

� Housing association rent income: Rent collection and arrears

management by housing associations in England Audit

Commission May 2003.

� Regeneration UK, DTI July 2004.
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Biographies Brief Biographies (as at January 2005)

The brief biographies below are of the people substantially referred

to in the text. Far more people than these were responsible for the

transformation of Castle Vale, but space does not permit the listing

of everyone. From the sample brief biographies below, however, you

can see the considerable variety of skills and experience that were

required to achieve this result.

Patrick Allen: Acting Chief Executive 1992-1993; Now Head of

Business Management Team, Neighbourhood Renewal Unit.

Ian Bingham: was living in Lyneham Tower (now demolished) and

Member of Centre Eight Liaison Group and Castle Vale Tenants and

Residents Alliance. HAT Board Member 1999-2002; now Resident

Involvement and Marketing Co-ordinator, Castle Vale Community

Housing Association.

Councillor Marje Bridle: Chair of Birmingham’s Housing Committee

1994–1998; HAT Board Member 2002-2005.

Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: MP for Erdington Constituency 1983-

2001, now Chair of Castle Vale Neighbourhood Partnership Board.

Steve Daniels: Construction Manager, Bullock Construction 1987-

1997; now Director of Midlands Region, Bullock Construction.

Sharon Gilligan: Neighbourhood Housing Manager, BCC 1993-

1994; Now Housing Manager.

Alison Hadden: Director of Housing 1994-1998. Now Executive

Director of Whitefriars Housing.

Paul Hill: Paul has lived in Castle Vale for 30 years. His first solo

exhibition was at Birmingham’s Bond Gallery in 1994. In 2004

Paul’s paintings were a significant part of the ‘Life on the Vale’

exhibition at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.

Steve Holloway: Head Teacher, Chivenor School since 1991.

Angus Kennedy OBE: Chief Executive of Castle Vale Housing Action

Trust 1993-2005; now Chairman of Urban Living (Birmingham and

Sandwell Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder), Visiting Professor of

Regeneration at the University of Central England, and Chief Executive

of Community Regeneration Partnership Ltd.

Jez Lilley: Voluntary Project Leader, Castle Vale Nature Centre

1992-1994; Now Part Time Youth Worker for Birmingham City

Council,and Angling Coach for British Waterways.

Beatrice Lunn: Unemployed in 1994, living in Concorde Tower, and a

member of Concorde Tower Residents Association; now Housing Officer

(Elderly Services) for Castle Vale Community Housing Association. 

Bev McQuoid: Owner Occupier member of the Community Action

Team 1992-1995; now Trustee, Castle Vale Endowment Trust Fund.

Richard Mytton: Sergeant, West Midlands Police 1966-1995.

Now: Community Safety Co-ordinator, Castle Vale Community

Housing Association.

Bernadette Nolan: Housing Officer 1994-1998; Now Performance

Manager.

Councillor Mike Olley: A local City Councillor since 1991. HAT Board

member 1999-2005.

Pat Niner: Board Member of Castle Vale HAT 1993-2003; now Vice

Chair of the Board of Castle Vale Community Housing Association

and Senior Lecturer at the Centre for Urban & Regional Studies,

University of Birmingham.

Janet Putman: Head Teacher, Castle Vale School (and Specialist

Performing Arts College) 1993-2004, now Education Consultant.

Carole Rafferty, MBE: Chair of the Community Action Team 1992-

1994. Now Chair of the Tenants and Residents Alliance and Castle

Vale Community Environmental Trust. HAT Resident Board member

1994-2005.

Tess Randles: PR Manager 1995-2005; now PR and Communications

Manager for Urban Living (Birmingham Sandwell Pathfinder).

Peter Richmond: Area Housing Manager at Sanctuary Housing

Association 1996-1998. Now Chief Executive of Castle Vale Community

Housing Association.

Pat Riley: Senior Development Manager 1998, Now Director of

Development.

Dr Paul Sadler: 1967-1995 GP at Tangmere Health Centre (now

demolished); now retired.

Pat Smith: Health Visitor 1969-1988, based at the Health Centre

(now demolished and rebuilt); now retired.

Sue Spicer: Lived in Cranwell Tower and was a member of the Community

Action Team. Was Chair of Castle Vale Community Housing Association

for two years, is now Chair of CVCHA Operations Committee and

resident Vice Chair of Castle Vale Neighbourhood Partnership Board.

John Stevens has been Director of Birmingham Co-Operative

Housing Services since 1995.

Richard Temple Cox, CBE: Chairman of Castle Vale Housing Action

Trust 1993-2005. Now Chairman of Birmingham & Solihull LIFT.

John Thompson: Partner of Hunt Thompson Associates 1969-

1984; now Chairman of John Thompson and Partners, and Chair of

RIBA Urbanism and Planning Group.

Derek Waddington OBE, JP: Director of Housing for Birmingham City

Council 1984-1994. Now Chairman of Waterloo Housing Association.

Dave Wallbank: Police Constable 1983-1985. Now Inspector, Castle

Vale, West Midlands Police.

Wendy Walsh: In 1994/95, a single mum living on income support in the

Locking Croft maisonettes (now demolished). Now Chair of Castle Vale

Community Housing Association, and HAT Community Development Officer.

Carole Wildman: Planning and Policy Manager 1994, Director of

Housing 1998-2004; now Director of Regeneration and Development,

Walsall Housing Group.
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